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FOREWORD
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craft Center, llouston, T_,xas by Rocl,etdyne, ,t
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NAS9-9528, (_.(). 09200.
Mr. ,_.1. F. I.austen of the blammd ,qpacecraft (:enter
served as NASA Technical Manage_'. The Rocketdyne




The Phase I results to investigate the use cJf
advanced fabric:Ltion techniques for liquid rocket
injectors which allow for f:d_r:icat:ion of non-
circular orifices, and to determine i.f noncircular
or:if ices call provide greater flexibilil:y and or a
si gnifi c_u|t :improvement i.n :injectt_r elemc,nt desi p,nt_
are l_resented. The study c_msi.st:::, of an analytical
study of various injector patterns alld elelllenl,. /llltt-
lit i ] i ze IlOIlCi rcular orifi ces, filial experimental _,v;tl -
uati()ns of promising element configuratimls. ('a)ld-
flow _haracteri zal i on alld theorei ica 1 comhusl i on
moO.cling combined with singl.e element hot-firing
experiments are employed to predict the relative
merits of liquid rocket engine injector elements
incorporating orifices of noncircular shape as
compared to circular shapes. The frozen wax tech-
nique is used to determine dropsize; water/tri-
chloroethylene spray collection through a tube
matrix is used to determine mxing efficiency.
Unlike-doublet elements incorporating circular,
triangular, rectangular, and self-atomizing ori-
fices are compared on the basis of overall c*
efficiency. Results indicate that at optimum
design conditions for equal thrust per element
designs, mixing levels are higher for noncircular
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I , () I NTRODII(/I'I ON
The llio,qt cotlimollly u:_od rock<,_- engitm iiiject:or desigtl._ in exi._teilce today
cmp]oy ci.rcular or{ fice:_. Ili._torJcally, circular holeq have been elnl)loyed
I)(_cau_;e of nlanufnc.turing lilnitat:ion:;. With the advent of new fahric;lti(m
technique.<_, circular ori fic_s can ll()W ill? m;idc, })y me/illS other th;Ul tw:i.<;t
dri I 1 il|J',, Nonci rcul:tr ()ri I'ices; {'Jill alt_o be produced w]l:h rolatiw, ea_e.
1_(2(:/t115(,_ (")I th('!;(' fallri{::tlJon adV;ll|(:(,!_, il i:; ,ll}]yr(ij)r:i:iI:(, 1:()l'{)..(_v'tlll;li_,
i 11i(_(.:t{iP {11_£;i J{ll p]';l(?l i t'(_5 1 () (101 c'rllli 11(_ tvh{,lilOr llflll{" i F{'lil glr ori fi ('.(_. d('5 i j_,ll:i
l'llll ot'r_.,r l;llptJPiliP (iil;ilitiiJl_ (,ith(,r ill l(_l'lll_ of j_l'_!/tl(?l" fl(,,il,i Iity, Ifllvt_]"
(!051:i> and l)ld:li_r rt, i}.r(i(hl(:il)ilily , ()i-' ill l<'rlli_ ()r i:(tiliviil(,lll oi- illilir{iv(,(l
l)ert'(i PIIIllllC(, aild ini(_ci(Ir-1 }i rl151 chnllll)O 1" {l(;.q i i!,11 ('(;llllilil: i I) i | i ly,
Potential advlintalt{t;s of lionc'ii'¢illar orifice._ can I)() so,'.'.ll '['1'o111 _tll eXnllli-
nation of current ])roblelll areas associated with circulliy orifices,
Circular orifice design is particularly sensitive to tolerances and
machining practices which control such parameters as: impingement point,
orifiee diameter, entrance conditions, and free-stream L/I). Ninor inis-
impi_,gement of two circular streams (in terms of a few thousandths of an
inch for a 0.030-ineh-dianloter orifice) causes llross distortion of fan
shape and distribution. In spite of the specification of very close
tolerances, engine-to-engine performance and thrust chamber wall erosion
variations occur Milch can be traced, in part, to slight misimpingement.
The flowrate thTough a circular orifice is proportional to the diameter
squared, and uims local flowrates are particularly sensitive to drill
diameter. In addition, the diameter ratio used in the design of circular
orifice unlike-impinging-stream patterns, is dictated by consideration
of the propellant momentum and diameter ratio required to maxinlize mixing.
Almost without excepti.on, unequal sizes result. Although this condition
niay produce the be:_t nlixing, it i.s highly probable that atomization is
ilnp_lred (tile fan shape is also influenced).
I li " II I II I t
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Nlally of tht_._t, disadvmltages can I)o t_lOl'C(Hllt_ IltiliZ:ill_ ll_)ll(iirCll]_'li' orifice'
'dl;tpo._;. For i llSttlIICO, 1_£) ] o.r,qllCO co111117ol ro ] _lx;lt i on C;lll 1)o oxt_l?c i .'-;(_d ()ii
rt_ct:;mgular ori fi co:; i)11 the small sitie (which is mare diffi cult t(_ colllrol )
IIOC;IUS(: t']'oW V[til?i;ltli(_ll i]:i ](;S5 :;o.ll!;itivo to t]liq :i:ill_]O t|illlOll:;iC)II, ]ll
add] l i (Ill , the' II._io of nOllCil'Cll] i/1" ¢)r:i fi ce:_ ceytai nl y leild5 i tsc 1f 1:o lllt_
pf):{_;:i l)i ] J ty t)f Pqllll ] J 7_ ] lip, cont_lCl di 111o11._; i Oll (:i mp in}_,em(mt of ,1 ';quar(_ on
the :illlll] l (KI" 9; :1 (I¢_ ()t r _1 rout:tllg 1 o. , _¢)1- iIl:St ;lilt;(' ) o
'l'() ;l_l;;c'_,5 l'll_ ])i)fi_{il)l(_ ;l(]V;lIIl:i_,t,:_ (If II(;BcirclII;IF OFi|']C(::;, i111 ;Ip])] i(_d Fi_-.
_;t_lll't']l ])I'tlgrllln WlIS C()lldllt'lI}d (!¢)lll;lillillg ;lll;llysi!-;, (lc'_;i}_,ll, 1111(1 t'X]ll_l'illllOll|_
to doicrn|ilw if llOllC:irClllllr orifict::; Call prt)vide grt::ltor flexibll ily aml/t)r
II S i glli t r ] C;llll. :i m]/roVOlllOlll ;ill iillj ector dens i)_llS 11,q opllo._od lo 1]1(; COllVOll.-
l'.ii()ll_ll cil'C.ll]ar orit'iCOSo The overall i)ro_ralll is divided into two ])llases:
Phase I, tmalyti.cal and experimental study of noncircular orifices and
elements-liquid/liquid propellants, and Phase II, analytical and experi-
mental study of noncircula_ orifices and elements-gas/liquid propellants.
To meet program objectives, the program is structured such that, initially,
orifice and element designs are conceived with no restraints other than
those imposed by specific propellant combinations, engine size, and oper-
ating conditions. The orifice and element geometry concepts are then
evaluated by a rating technique which includes orifice flow and element
spray characteristics as well as fabrication considerations. The pre-
liminary ew_luat"_on is made using only analytical and existing empirical
estimations. Following this, data are obtained with single orifice and
element cold-fl_w and hot-fire characterization experiments using selected
geometries. ]_ese data are then fed back into the established rating
system. ]Ne results of Phase I of this program are presented herein.
" -- ' -- ,,,I,, , ,,,, In I uulli ""]
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2. () ,ql}MMARY
'l'hi__ rol)orl c(]nlaill:_ l:h{_ )-(','._lllt'._ (]t: Phase ] (d" ,'m al)pJ.ied r(:._e:[rch l)lT(}_;yalll
ix|" ;nl:l]y:;i:;, r]r_:;]_]], ;111(1 (',X]_oFililt'lll; t() ()v;l].)l;)l::_ ;Ihi] c]l;|;r_|ctOriZ(,' ])()t(_l]1:i;|]
[ i(llli(l r()c_o.10, ll_iill(__ in jot i o]? o] o1)|o111_ du!_iyll:_ l:]l:tl. )it i.] i zo tho _:]oxJl):i [j.ty
(3|' /l([Va])l {_(1 f;ti)r] (:;)1; ] o1] l:echll:i qll(T_; 'Llld n()ll(: 1 rCll] ;iF (3r;]. [7:i (-o:_ 111 i ] i z i ll_
]iq_i(i/]iqnid :nld tV_q/liqlzid pr{)p_l]n)ll';. 'rh{, ov{,:r;l]] T)r_:t_r;nll ()l)ie('t:i.v(,'
i,% _() (1(_ (_,rllli|l(, _ i 1" l]()]lCi r(:)I] l)r (}]'i |:i Eel; t_/l]l ])Fi)Vi(1(' _r(_;ltPl ° I']exil)i ] i_y
'lll(|/i)l" ;i ';i_lii [:i(':llll: i))iI)r()V(:ll)(')i1_ ill .]ll iO(:tof (_](_]ll(',]lt (](_%]1_)):_, ;H; ()}}}](}._;ed 1(]
tl)t' c¢lnv(,nl i(m;_l ci r(:))];ll" ()l'i f'i (:e_;.
l'ha:;r I ¢'(_]1';i:;l,; ()f ;m nlnllylJcnl _;tn,]y ()f vari()u._; i]lj{',i:t¢)v ])ntti',rn._ ;rod
oloIIl(ql!, .q _'h/t'{' ulil i,z{, llOllL'i r(,:lll_lr ()|'i fi(:(:._ and t,xpi',Pillliq)t;t] (_Vlllll/i'{i ion of
l_r()mising L_l_211itmt confi);ur.;tti()ns. TIll" nlost i)ronl]s]ng or]fi¢(,s are cold-
flow tested u'ith propei lant simulants to characteri ze them as well as
verify analytical predictions. The orifices are configured into promising
element configurations and analytical predictions made with regard to
their combustion and operating characteristics. These elements are then
cold flowed and hot fired in a small test engine (designed as a part of
this program) to further characterize them as well as to verify the
analytical predictions.
Phase I is organized in three sections; (1) Preliminary Evaluation of
C':ifices and Elements, (2) Experimental Evaluation of Orifices and
Elements, and (3) _in_l Evaluation of Orifices and Elements.
The Preliminary Evaluation included selection of program guidelines and
criteria which were then used to judge the relative merit of circular
and noncircular configurations.._,s a result of this evaluation, nine
orit-'ic_s [circle, square, retangle (aspect ratio = 2 and 8), triangle
(isosceles and equilateral), diamond, and spray nozzle ] were selected
for cold-flow study. The unlike-doul:let injector clement type was
selected as a standard for comparison with the wtrious orifice shapes
(circle, rectangles; triangles, and spray nozzles).
f " " I I_ I I II II I I IIII I II i
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Jixpc'T ] lllel]t _1] t'V;l] II_lt] o1} t_llc:t}Ill]};IBstM ct} ] d- f] oW dl:l r,'lcl ('r i ',;:11i {}i] of '; i l)_; l ('
ori lice'+, co]d-(:]oW cha+'+IC+l:{,+]'i z:it ioll :}f {+](+lllC',ll|:':+ with reg:_:l'd t+} both lllJXilIp+
and :tt+om:i.zat.+c)l+, and hot-fire _v+tltml.:i.on ot+ element:, llat.:t oht:ailted with
single ori t'i cob ind:i ca.l:{,s th+tt a.ll shapes ]}ro{hmu ._+imi] ar dit;charg{+ c{}effi -
{21C'11t_4 8lltJ fit}iV charactc+ri.qtic:+. N{}nci]+ctxlar ;:,]l;t]}oE wo]-(_, ill _+Ollt?P;l]_ ]o1;,.+
:+(.+ll_Git i VC_ tit} ()J}(']+/lE£in_._ con<li tJ olin {2111111cii ipclll;IP o]'i t':i.c(+.'; .
(:{}ltl..fltiw (_valllal loll of :;inl_.l{_ (_l{,lllr'lll_; :;l_owed that at {_quival+_nt tIP_iP, I_
ct)ll(I i1 i {}ll!_ II(}IIC i PCll l ;Ir (_I {_ltlOlI1!; )}P(){hl{:o IIIOPD Illl.i f<}PIII] y llli Xt2_{I ._]]2P'ly'_ I)111
I:illal eVallmt:i{m of {,l{,lll{)llt_ sh<}wed thai. ]l{}nc. iPclll_r al_d cir{'lllaP {}]-.ific(_:;
]xitv{_ ItdVf|lll_l_Os and dJS;ItlVIIIII:Ht_{_B ;tlld 1.hat.._{_l{,.{'titln would {Icl}{md tl]}(}]l
the sI}ec:i f:i c appl ] cat .i{m.
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3,() PI(I!I, IMINAIIY I!VAIMATION
The objc.ctive of tile ]ar(_]iH):ilmry (;valu_ltion :i.s 1o investi#;at(_ tb.(; relative
merits of |]_)I)('.Zi'FCU]IIT" orific(_% _Illtl "[]lj(_(;t()r elements wil:h renp(;cl 1(_ c:i}'cu-
lap or.ifi.c(;s and ei(+tnent:s. I_e¢:atme there ar(+ an inrinit+¢; n(Jmb++r of lm:;.';i..
bit,. ()rit:"it:e .%]lape;; :rod /,]olll(']lt typic!;, l.he fir._l l:;1._k of tile ]_r(_l:illlinary
ev;llu;ll: ioll i.5 to colld|l(_l :l ])tel inl:ill_ii-y ;Hl_|]y;;i._; to do.fill(; l:ho dt_.%i)_,lI of
typic:ll (_I(HII(*,III:t.ypc:_ apl)lic;d)l_: t:o liquid/liquid and p,_:;/liquid propcl.-
J_l}ll ]'ockel ()II}_.il;(_,q, 'l']l(._' prt_l inli]l;iry (_y_l]u;ll-i(_l, W;l_i l'h(_,ll II_{_(l t() (l(_t'ill¢'
111(_ :lll:lp(',% {!lid (_1('m(_llts lllo}it p_r()llli !_i nl.; for appl i (';11 i f)ll 1() ;Ill N'r(I/A-%()
rocket (-!Ill, ill(;. 'l']l(_ (_V;llIl;lti()ll i5 1)a._(}d II})()lI tll(J ln().%l: |)(_rl }i1(?,i1| ('xi!;tilll{
('x]_(,:l'illl(,lli;|] (I;llll ;|llll analytic;l] lt't',]/lli([ll(_;i nv;tila])l¢:. IVh('r(_ (1;1111 ;11"('
]lot avai I al)l (_, (:xt rapol at i on:; arc nl_lde ])ast_d llpol} s()m(, rat i ()na] _tl_alyl.i -
C{tl allI)l'o;tch. The prL, lirtlJll£try evallltttiOIl thc_rl ._hoivs |_'h(!l_. ' { { ( { ( l ' _ ( I [ ( ) I I t t l
techno]ogy arc re_.|uJl'ed, m_d therefore, defil}es the scope of the l!xperi-
mental Evaluation. Described in a later section of this report, the
experimental results were subsequently used to check the initial assump-
tions and a re-evaluation is made.
The preliminary evaluation criteria for evaluation of orifice stmpes are
subdivided into two major catego:'ies: (1) functional, and (2) fabrication.
Functional considerations are those which describe the fluid flow charac-
teristics of an orifice. Fabrication considerations describe the degree
• of difficulty and cost of fabricating the orifice,
Eight criteria were selected for functional evaluation:
1. AP, Pressure drop
2. CI) , Orifice coefficient
3. Free-stream stability
4. Scnsitiv:ity to propellant temperature
I - " : h Ul II I I i
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5. Sensitivity to propellant backprt:ssnre
{_. ,_ens:it::ivity tc_ cro;_s velocity at the c_cifice {_,lltrIillCt_
7. ,qen:_it:iv_ty to> AP fluctuatJn'ns I
Tht, l_:_;ic f'Jclr_v's _m'_idered l'_r each _ff l he c'ritm"ion almlg w.ith 1]ioq_,
ch:ir'acle:v'i_t i._'_ wh:i ch wml] d bt_ coll..;:i dercd de._i vab] r_ under each cri ler:irm
:,r_' li:;tc'd in 'l'ablL, ] .
{:ri l<>.ria ne]ecled for the eva lua1 ion <d' <>]'i f:i cc, :;hal+e:; t'rOlll a f:nbri cat i<m
:_T;illdp(_:ilit a:r't: *.
i





6. Tooling Structural Limits
The factors considered for each criterion along with desirable features
for each are listed in Table 2.
Six manufacturing techniques are selected for evaluation of orifice
shapes for the various fabrication criterion. These techniques are:
i. Cast
2. F.lectrical-l)ischarge Machining (EDM)
3. lilectrochemical Machining (li('M)
6
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4 , Iqml-c_cqch
.}," Powdt,r Hotallllrp, y {P/H)
_,. lil ect rof_)rnli n£ (I!/F)
PoT c'ir'cu]ttr orif:iceg, tho achlil i(_iIn] tochtl:iquo of l:wi._;t dri ll;in_* i!_ coll.-
!; [dOl"Od, A] ] ip;lllllt';ic1111'illj j, 1 oc'hl|l¢lLIP,.; f(_l" ;1] ] _;h;i])o_ ;i£o ovt|JLl,lli(,d ii!;ill_ _,
1.}l_' _li, rt'llI:lr-:;Je:q_(,_l o:rifict, Ill:uluf;ic_m'_'d })y 1-tgi_;l (}l'i]]Jl g :l:; ;l ,;t:ili,l,li'd
(it" _:_llil]):ll'.i_,Oll. ]!:]ch |';ll)l'ic;lli(H| l_'_'hili_luo i_; coll_;i,lc, rod imdor _';lch c'v:llll..
,'11 i¢lll ('l'i| OI'icHI.
I'(',NI'_'II',')I _1'II111;;, (';ICN J)('l"J'(il'illiliJ_ _'1 _;l'])_ll','l_O I,V;I]ll;l_ i(HI, ]!;1(']1 [(>Illll O;_,Ni_tl_,c'([
lllllll(,"I'ic_ll V[liil(2[ _, 1:0 l']l(_ V{ll'i()llS (?V;I.IIIH'[ iOll vl'ilq'ria villic]l l'eflt't'led ilit'
(q_ini()n ()f that ])articular le;un. The fixlal l)r(,lilninavy ewilua(ion values
were obtained by numerically averaging the (2valll;lt[OllS ()f tilt, |]l:r{_:, tt,nlll._,
An :i dent:i ca l technique was used to per|'orlll the t'i hal t, VfllUat :ioil.
All criteria ill Aim ])reliinin;ir7 OV;llUlition We,l-(' given Oqil;ll weight. This
iv;is done so as to lll_lke tile evaiuati.on as l_ollor_i] ns possible. We:ighting
factors are strongly affected by tile specific application of a given
:injector el.elneilt. For specific _pplication, one may choose his own weight-
ing factors, and using the wllues shown in the preliminary evaluation,




3. ] I'I_I,'.I,IIqlNAI_tY ANAI,Y_iI:,;
T}l,,l'o :i:; ;m iJJfini!y of _rifico :;)ml_,s aml inj_'ctor _,]t,]]l_,;_l. tyv,:; whic'h
c(nild I_,' ,_l_vis:iom2d f_]:' ;qq_J:ic;i1:ion t:_) rc)ck,_1 Ollgille i njoctor dot_J_n. Ill
;Id(li | i(Hl, l. hoF|' ;It(' nHllly ])r()])o ll;|llt C()llfi RIJF;II:.i(HI% ;tlld OllgJ lle ¢)]w]_:11 - ilU_
low, l 1'l'qlliFOlll_H|lt; _,q]ii(:h col|J_] l)(' ct(Hl_;id_!]7..4| f()I" o;jc.h illjo_:t_3r 1-y])o. (_]l_
,;,,,l,...l ]y, it i:_ lll;llld;If_]_) ' Ic) J'iJ?'.;t ch'fillo thv _']Ipilw _]_OF;ll ill}[ C()lldi| i()li_;
wl_icl_ at,, iil(l!il ,i]'(,iH'l,,q_,ll|;ll iVt' (tl" (:IIVI'I'II! I!ll_)ili(! ]7'C[lliJ'[qll_'lll",, ;llld oltHIl_'ll|
ly].'_, whicl_ _:_lld I.' _'l,vi',;i_m,'d fin' ]_r;_cl it,ll _l_'!;i),.ll',. l;_r lli_' I_lrl_s_,_;
(_I llw l_l'('lilllillllry All;_ly_;i!;, fly(' l)r(il.'ll;llll ('{illll)ill;ll il)ll'. W,'l',' 'ivlc'('t_'d.
;It,' li!it_'_l in '['al_Io 3,
TIw rv.41tlll_ of ;._ ;u_alyl ical :_lmly of lilt' llllplical_i lily i_t" varil_n:i injl,_'.
1()1' t, lt;lllt_l_l lyl)e._ l'_) t:11o l_ropvl I;llll COlllbJllal iol]._ ;Old l:llgil_' ()]_l,io;l| ill)l
c,ondilion5 .listed ill 'l'ahlt_ '5 are ])resen1{_d. This owlJtmtion is has,._d
1111011 ]ll'i'.41'llt C irculiH' ori fi co 1 uchnology COllCerl_i _ll_, m:ixi llg lipid
;11olll] Zilti Oil.
l'hc elcmt,nl ty])c:_ considt, red inc]udt,:




For the triplet and the four-on-one, analys:is is performed for elements
with the oxidizer in the center orifice and wJ.th the cxidizer i.n the outer
orif.icc.4 for the liquid/liquid comb:in0.t.ions. For gas/liquid propcll!mts,
only elt_ments with the gas Sllccics in the or,lit.or orJfi.cc _r¢.' considt_red.
11
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TAP, I,I! 3
I!Nf;INI: OI'I:I(A'I'I Nc; C(INlll'l'lfiN_
l'r_G_, I I.lnl lll"l.,,;Sli?_, Thrusl , f/?i fi ce lt;ll i_),
/3_llllllill;ll i fillS; lllil ;I pl)lll]ll'; AP, p';i_l n/f
N,lll (Sfi/!,fll
l_l'_,l;5111'_' I:_'J Ilil) ;fll ,Ill)It ?l) I ii 51) I . <1 1 _l I ,/1
I; >/11 ,
Ibrl,!',llill'l,.-l:t,_! I()1) Ill ;4(lll 3,()(11) I i ,!(),lilill Ill ill !ill l/ lil Ill
lllUlill, l:_,il /dill Ill _4(lll ;4,()(lii ltl .!(I,(l(l(I !ill Iii .!()li ,_4li) I1_
I"l,(IX/l'.l I i
I':i'c,;_._llrt,.-I:c,d ;lIl() ll) ,_(iIi _4,()()() 1() ;fIl,(l()() ;Ill t'o !i() 4 ((l H
l_ulnii-l;ed 3(1(I l(_ ll(lIt _4>(l(l(I lii ;!(I,()(l(I !i(I to 2(i(I 4 lil
O1;2IIt211()
I_ressu1"e-Fed l(IO l'o 300 3,l)ll() 1o .!ll,(lllil ill l.tl _() ;'..N Itl !i
II._/i),>
]_l'C_Sll_l'_.;-]:eti lOO to 3l)O ._,()l)O tO ;_.(l,()()(I lO {0 I_O 4 1:.o (i
]h_llip-l:ed 3t)O to 1,3OO 3,OOO to 20,O1lO 51) ti) 200 ,1 to (J
12
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p,.,--
A +';il+'_il:nti++ll l+V<}c'+'dllr'++1'{)I' lli+' ll_'!+i_Ui <}1+ :III ill.i+,+'l<}l' _'It'llb+'lll i+; !+h,t}V¢llill
Fip,. l . A ]}.Pim:ur'y t:{}n_;itl{,pal ir+i)t ill lhP i]_dic81<,d l_r'{w{+d+_r'_' i_; :i11:li]l
ll_Pnl {_I' _}l_1_illlzll]l l_P_}l_Plla]_l: l*li>:iHp+. 'l'ho ill]_Izl , (}z' illdOl_';+id_qll , {',mdil i{}l}.!_
I. llli_lt£P_' 2P+IIi+}
,!. llbr'lll;l; ]++'P _'il++]ll_+]bl
,";. <_×idi+'.c'V _+vil'i_<, At'
AI II_+' ,+,III+++'I i+(' +';_,'h ,h".,i+!l+ I+_p ;_ p iw'l+ l+U'<_l.'l l;tl_l {'{_IIlI++II,_I i_+ll, Ill<+
_}×i,li;'.+.P _,viii{'{, l_P_._+:;_ti+_' _It'_q,, lli_'_,+l l}<,P <,l+,m(,Hl (++<,:i l<,v_'l t_l}{ iillt_liI},
+,v<,P:+ll IIIi,XIIII'<' Iull i++, t'h+Illll){'l' l}l'(",,t;lll"_', ;III{I l_r_q}_.l l+_lll l<'llll+('l';l|lll'tt'P_ ;ll't'
!,l++,uil'i+'_l. 'l'h{' +_'{';_ P;_l i+_l+ DIP _,:_t+l__lil ' illIl_in+_iI_l,, {'Itqll{'lll ;II'I' lh','n
_'_mIi+_tl{+'d_P.+ii_p,<'ml+iPic_l (_'{)IdL+I+I_:,V} Ini;'{il_E _:Pit_'Pi;_. I_ 11Xt' C+_P+_'{_I' II_{'
lil',_' d_td)l<,1,+, i11i+_ii_E i_; tt{.}t _I f_mcli{m {}I" :.I'{'_ t'ati{_, l_t_1 t';_lheP p{,{}
iii_,I l,i_.+ ol'i++qlt;tli{rll. C(>ll_,tlltell'lly, th¢' _P{'_ p;_'t i{_ _,,+_!;:_{'1 equ;_l it} l.{}
{l'{}P lh_, i,,;_.'_,l i{luid l ik_'.+-dutd_l_'1+ _,,Ivm{,nt.,_, the., AP P_t i_} _,w_.'_5_,_I equ;_] 'to
1.()). At'ca ]'at i{}._ ;uP{, d_,4'i]ted in t_v_} dil"l'eP_,nt way;_. AP{,:_ P;+tio is {}h+.
t:iitt<:d l+y dividinl_ lh{' aP{'{_ {}l" t}ttt' {)xidi_',{,t" t}Pil'ice hy th{' aPt+a ot" {m{'
l'u_'l o]'i l_Tiu2{.,'. 'l'ot{_l III'LuI ]'{I.1it} :iS _2t}lllI}tlt{_'dby div:idJnp+ 1:{}t81 element
oxidJz{:P at-{.a l}y 't+oI+_I I,+]CIII{+II{2 |-'tt{)] tl]'{+{I.
Once t:he a:_ea ]'ati.os have been conll}uted , the ve]oc:i.ty, lll{}melitttrll tl,Iid AP
_'at.ios a_'e computed, based on the overall inixt:ul_c ratio, the density
ratio_ and t.hc a]'ua vatzo. The total clement flowvate :is determ].ned
13
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l_exl froth l]lo lhem:etica], thernlochcqllica] va]u_' M" spocific imjml_;e and
]lip a'3qlllllOd Vlt]llO (If lhl'l|,ql ])o£ (,]p!nont. 'l']/o oxi([iZO:l" voJ(R'i_iy i,_; ('()ll|]lll_('_l
frc_m the Riven value nf oxidi',,er AP. and :m assu,_ed va]m' of ('11' Tile t'_lc, I
V¢' 1 ('Jr"it y i _; C(')III]HI1 od "I:'FOlll l'h(' VO ] oc.i 1y T':lt :i 0 , alld, I)/I.'qO(] (_l'l .'IB ;[5.'_lllllc_,] t:ll_"l
:;i_l_ (21)' the flu.'] AP i:; ca]_:,ll:,l:e,l. .Actlm] flu_] ;rod oxi¢ltzer ar_.:,n :try,
lh_'I_ ¢'.olnlnd:¢,d from the col_tilluily oquat](_li, l'illa]]y, lnOl]ll ilro]3!_izc F;iti()!;
il:l'l' C()IIIIHItOd '[:(1 U{)III]VI]'(' t']l(_ ;}.tOllliZ_ltiC_ll c;lliab].li.ti(,:; ¢)f tile ('OIII[)(')IICIIt:P; (Yf"
Ill(, V;ll'iOtl.g ('lOll|Pillf; 1:(Itlm _x:id:i:'er_;i::¢'of I11(_iml:iv¢,--d¢ml_l_,1ol(qI1olll
(11:;(_¢l ;1_ ;1 .'q|/tll(]l|'.l'd (If (;()lnl-);lPi:;()ll) .
'l'h,_ :lel:ails of lniXinp and al:omizalion cMculalion_; are ]n'e._¢.,nl_,d in lhe
Fo] lowing .qc_ct ion:_.
.t.1 I_I!:-_I(;N I:P,1TI!I{IA 1"()14MIXIN(;
For liquid-limfid propellant combinations, optimum mixing design condi-
tions were computed using equations developed by Elverum and Morey
(Ref. 1 ) and Rupe (Ref. 2 ).
Rupe's equation (Ref. 2), for circular orifices, expresses the relation-
ship between propellant properties and element geometry for optimum mixing
for unlike doublets. _e equation appears below:
D2 _2 2/_ _/3
where
D = orifice diameter
= propellant density
= propellant flowrate
l]_is relationship, given a propellant density ratio and mixture ratio,
defines a specific area ratio for the orifices in the element.
15
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For th(, ga_'_.-]iquid pr(_p(_lla]lt COll|l)]BatiOll,%) tlw de_;igll criterion i,e.,
t'()]" o]ltilnllln nl;iXJll_ wJtll tri]).let ;lnd fOllF--Oll-Olle illject(_r e]t_lllellt.q i.% th;lt
the li.quid jet should l}onctrat:c' half way through the ce;ltral gas et.
llowevcr, for the unlike (l(mbl{_.t, the penetration should bo 10',) percent of
.jol diameter. 'l'lw l:el?millelo_,.y is illu,_tratod :ill Fig. 2. Thus, for Iriplel
/lll(I follr---Oll-Oll{' ololllOllt'.i, oi)lilnllm pellel:P;ll:i(H1 is defin(,d a.q X]_ (1.5 11(; or
',_i)/1)(; _ 0 .5. '['h(, design ('(tllaf i.(311 ]:el* tlt.'Ilt'tl'at iOll i% takoll frC_ll| ;l .%tudy
ncc..)lllpliMl_'d ;It J/_)cktddync I)y I)ickt_l>;(,l_ {Rcf. 3 .).
AI, *1.'" (N¢;_ '" P(; (.2.)
wh_,re
A = Area of one oritice
K = 1.56 for unlike doublet
w = Flowrate





Again an optimum area ratio will be specified upe, selection of mixture
ratio and the ratio of propellant densities.
3.1.2 ATOMIZNrlON ANALYSIS
The final step in the element evaluatioii is the colnlmt;ltion of dropsize.
The equations of l)ickerson (Ref. 4 ) were used to calculate dropsizes
for l:iquid-liquid systems while lngebi)'s eqtmtJon (Ref. I, ) was usc'd to
calculate d ropsize for the gas-liquid systems.
l .... -
16
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GFigure 2. Penetration Terndnology
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3.1.3 Rt,;III,T:; ()t I'RI!I. IMINAI_Y ANAI,YY_ll;
'l'hc, rc_:mlt._ of tho prc_limlnary anaJy,_i._ aro pro._ented in 'l'ablc,_ .I lhroup.h
12. 'l'h_' prolwll:mt cotlil_ilmtiow; mid opor,ting collditioll._ coils]dr,rod ;W'r_
l iste_l :in Tablr, 3. Primary c(_iisidl_lT:ttion,_ for tilt" s_,lt_cl.i.on Ot: ;Ill ill-
.iO¢'t{_1" (_I('IlltHII ;lI'C: {i]) llliXin_', (2) :ltoll|iz;ition, and (3 l_rO._,;tlro dr(_p.
l:ill-t}l/,]', tho c_()l|%idt, l"_l|i(]ll of rol;ttiv(_ area :i:i ]lnpol'l:lllt f()r {,l(,lll(_llt_;
willl cil,ctllar ()riti('(,:i, lf" the, ci.iT('.lllaF OFific{_ :ill i1 _{]VOI) O[Olll('l|t ll;IVO
p, ro;itly difl_crt:llt al'_'_I:;, l}loir _li:tilwlc'r!-; will ]_r, dii'forolll mid rt,_;llll iiI
l_(HiiJll[_ilJg{_lll_.'iIl {)|' SOIli{' {)f" th{' fluid fJ'tmt lho I'lr,i{Pl' ()]'iI'ic(,5. 'l'Jli_; lW{;,-
(III('('S tll'$',l",ltlltt i till t)_" Illi Xi ll_', ;Iii,l ,tI Ollli Z;|I i OI1,
Tilt' (,If'lilt'lit L!()llCt]pl_ ;llIlilyzt'd w_'l't' {HtC]I l_l[:;('tl IlJ)Oll cl'ilt'l'ill ()]' t)])I illltllll
mixing. 11 i_ i,llmrtai_':. 1(> l_oIo that t_l)l imul: mixing for ¢'ach lypc o1"
clement does not imp iy ally colnparisol] of ndxillg love l fl'Ol)l OllC ty])c Of
elelllL'llt to anot]ler. For example, an optilllUlll four--on-one ll|lty ])l'odllcc nlol'c
uniform mixing than an optimum unlike dotfl}let.
The results of the element analyses for tile two liquid/liquid propellant
combinations are presented in Tables .I for N204 (50-50) and 12 for
0}:2/B211 _. In general, all of the element types are applicabl'e to these
two propellant combinations. 'lhe selection of the specific element would
depend upon the particular propellant combination selected. For example,
certain of the elements do represent rather poor designs from an overall
system point of view. For example, in Table d for N204 (50-50), the
four-on-one element requires a great deal of difference between the fuel
and oxidizer /XP's. The reason that the four-on-one with oxidizer in the
center produces small propellant droplets relative to the other elements
is that tl_e fuel AP is large. For OF2/B2110, on the other imnd (Table 12),
the four-on-one with a fuel center has a reasonable relationship between
flwl and oxidizor _l)_s. For the OF2/B211O, the four-on-one with oxidizer
:in the center is totally unrealistic with respect to AI' fuel.
18
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The t_relimimu'y evaluation is made for orifices and elements foe use wilh
the N204 (.%()-50) propellant collli):inat:ioll. "l'heyefore, tile ew_lilal:_Oll of
injector alcment types will be based on the data pre._entod :in Table ,1 (rely.
3.2.1 t)RII'ICE _IIAPI{ EVAI,IIATION
];UlI£1: JOll;!I
Based simply on the> very general guidelines for analys:is (i.c,, prol)ellant
coM)inations and engine operating conditions}, it is difficult, a lU'ioei,
to eliminate any particular orifice shapes or configurations from
evaluation.
llowever, to limit the number of orifices which will be considered fo_ in-
corporation into element design, a selection of orifice shapes must be
made. Nine shapes were, therefore, chosen which appeared to be most














A l)a:-;]_ Im- evaluat inn fc)r e:t_:h orifice is ])re.4ellted. (,_u_tllt.:itatiW_ "t.c_c.h-
l|iq||(L% ;lr_ ell|p](_y(_.d Whel"(_ dHt. a (_I" tJle(Yry are, :lvai firth]e; c)therwi._e, all:|lys.t:_
i.s based ul)(_,bqual.i.l:-Jt.i.w: }:easml:ing. ResuJt._ of the orifice shape pee_
lillli, lln_'y ftlnct:iolla.1 evaltlatioH are presellted in Table 13. N()to, that tTor
C.'II(Jl ]):lrtLiiiot(,'l" gill .'trbJtrary r:tnki.n_: oi7 1.() is g;i.ve, n l:o the circle. PalTalll-
eters r¿Jnked _rrt._ltor l_hg|n ]()]l/tV{: n])c:r;ttiollal dlar;tctc_rJstit:.s l)ot, lLer t]l:lll
I]Jl(! it i l't:ll J ¢lr H;i.fict_ .qk;tllditJTd,
I:(_r lh_ colnpal3i:iOlÁ eli variou:i sh;tp(_._i_ lJle ]eHgtJl-l:i)-dialneter 3?al:in alld
cl'():_.q_._(_(:l_i()llIi] :l]'t_,;l of a] ] .qllgt]li,'s will he c'(itl;tl . The diltll|t',terj or char-
;t,,:lc:risILic Jength_ of an orifice shapt,' is assumed to be, the hydrauli.c
diHmcler. The hydraulic diameter is defined as four t.imes the cross-
:_ec.tiolm£ area divided by the wetted perimeter;
4A
l)ll = P







The basis for euch ranking is given below.
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(:l) V;_'i;I1 i¢m. P:r_-;t;ur_ , ,lr()l_ ¢h,l'isles lh(' ('¢)llliil;l_'ll('y _l|" (}p_'t':ll i_nl (_1' ,'in
()l'ific(.' _ih/lp(' (iv(,r :1 ]';ill[_d (if _ ]l(iwl"/ll(* :lnd llr(,:;!lu]'e (it'(ill, A d_,sir'll_le
f(,lll il I't' t'(Yi" fill t)I' ifi t'(, W(HI] d I)(" ii d i st:h:lF?(' (.'.()('ffi c i ('1_1, (ii} , wh i ch remai 11_
t:(lll!;tlilll (.)V('l" :1 llllr'_e AI' ]':ln)_.(". All Illl_l('sir:ll)le ]1,11111]'_,w()lild h(' ;i :_ignifi-
(t;tlll di'_('_ml:i]mity o:F t-'.lmv cm, fficim_l :ll: ()11(_()1" iliUl?l.' AI' I_'v,:l:_, Ilhl]'(ill)'
pr_,dict imp'.: _)I: fl(_wr:ll_" v(,rslls }u'_-ssllr'e drop d iFfi_ llll ,
li _nlld h(' ex]_(,cl(,(I tJl:ll Ihe i_('l'illl_,l_,r _d' :i ,,Jl;i]_e ill tll_' ollll'illiCl, 1(_ fill
(U' i t'i c(, W()nId h'lve the (.:()111r()] 1 i lip, i l)flLl{'liC(' I_l} 1h(. _ 111;I j (Jr [)'l'l'.%:HIi:(' dl'() I)
('ll;ll':lCll'l'i!;1 i(':_ (l|" th(' ()]'i |'i c('. 'rll(, )ll'(':ll('l' ih(' })l_Filll('l('l' ;illd lil(' II1()1'('
iPI'(')_III;IPJl i(*_; I11 1he :;J};ll_{ ' _)1" i}llll i)_,riln('l(,l', 1})(, tJl(_l'(' _;('11_,il iV¢' 111('
{)ri I'ic_, :droll.l(] })(' 1() AP I('v{'l,
Bt,calise n() ;lnalylical dala were ;iwiilal)le I)ef(u'e initi_lt i(m ()f lhi5 i)r()gJ':llll,
tile ewllll;ltiOll of simpes i!_ I)a,_ed IlJ'_Oll well_'d ])_'l'ilil(_tt_l'. Tile ._h;li)('s wil:h
tl_e greatest length of perimeter are r_;]lked lowest. Sine,' perillietel" alld
aspect ratio are related, shapes with the high aspect ratio receive low
ranking in Table 13.
CI) Level. Flow coefficient evaluation was based on limited data
available for noncircular-orifice orifices with short length to hydraulic
diameter (L/DIt). Data taker, by Calleghan and Bmqden in 1949 (Ref. ())
indicates that the higher the perimeter for a given area, the higher the
flow coefficient. The authors showed that a short circular orifice would
yield a value of Ci) lower than any other shape. This result they rational-
ized on the basis of the number of degrees into which momentum is con-
verted from radial to axial momentum at the entrance to an orifice. For
a circle, momentum is converted in all 360 degrees at the entrance, while
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.!!.Ji__e,i!;jr, i:,n gl.:/hii!_i.ly. 'j'l}(, _il;tl_ilil,,, nf :t liquid .j(,1 p¢,nelr:lti]U), ;I Pn:_{_,m:;
(HIViI'(HIIII(Hll i!; ;lt:f('ct('(1 by lilt' ':,ha]_c (If Ill(' ()l if'it(' which prodLa'c,_; tile
j_'l ;lllll 111(' ciHl(lil i()l| {_t lh{' t'll_i(I I1_)!;| I'{';llii ()]" lh_' (]l'it'i{'('. I:()]' ;1 flow
INil}l ;l )_iVI'II VI)JII|IIP flux, lh_' Illl):i| _;I:11)1{' .i_'l will I)e i)r()du('(,{I by ;in ()riFic{,
with :_ Illillillllllll W('ll('d I)('|'illl('l('|' for ;I p,iVCli CI'(_;_-yl{'Cl i()li;ll ll|'('ll. 'rh(,
()l'ific(' :;llllI)(' which ._/II i_;i'i(':_ lhil_ ¢l'it('I'i()II i._,, (_'[' c()Ill',%(', flit' cil't'l(.'.
Th(' f;Icl_,rs which affect fm,e .i_'1 ,|cchanic_ arc (/) the l endency of :m| ....
fact, lcl_sioJl ft)rces to ll|inimizc the surface area of a .jet, (2) t]|e drag of
the environment over the :_u}'face of the jet, and (3) the level of turl)u-
lence in the fluid upon injection. Premature jet breakup is undesirable
for impinging type injector eJelll_nts. ,lets which }lave undergone substan-
tial breakup prior to impingenwnt (i.e., incoherent) produce sprays which
are poorly mixed and atomized. Incoherent jets can also lead to impinge-
ment which in ttlrll leads to poor mixing and atomization.
Rating of the various shapes in Table 13 follows basically the:Jr deviation
from circular configurations. The lowest ratings are given to shapes wit!_
large perimeters and large deviation from circular shape.
Prr_j)ellant Temperature. Propellant temperature can influence the flow
characteristics of an orifice in several ways. One way is the change of
viscosity with temperature. Because tl, e Reynolds numl)cr is inversely pro-
portional to te:ni_erature , the l_eylmlds numl)er w_r:ies directly with
t L)lllIK'Yat lll'e.
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An(_fhc']' t,l'f_,_'T ().r f'lziid Iolnl_(,r;,liiv_, ()lz _/'ific¢, p('rl'orln;tm'c' i!; i_i'(M,i,'4'_( I)y
ch;liipl'!; ill tit+' v;ll)iir pl'e:+P+llrt , (ll" th<' fll}.id ;llltl lh(, lcvt, l (+t+ _-_(,[tll)ilily ()1
p+.l!;e++ ill ihc I liiid0 ]mlll Valli)r prc,+;:+lir,, aim di!+_olv_'d +,,;i:+ 'lfi'cct the <)pt,ra
tiinl;ll level al which ;111<lI'it'ic(_ will II]ld('l'J_('l hydl'Itiilic flip. At+ tiw tt'lll-
i)('I'/IllAFt' ()[" ;i flllid i:. ili('l'('ii'J_'([_, i1!; VtlI)()F p]'l'",_lll'(' i'_ iliC.l'l';i'_('d Which, II
_lil'll:_ illCrl';l!_ol_ lhc likelih()(ul i'll" c;Ivil;ll i()li, (hi lh(' (ll]iiq' h;lll(I, ;l'.; l:]t('
ll'lliJit'l'iiillFt_ iii¢'l'(';I!;_":;_ 1]|_' !;llIl|Jii lily _1 f_roigl] S';l:_(':_ dc,cr_*;l!;i,!;, _h'('l'(';l!;lll)_
llw :;{,n:,ilivily ]'l'(llll _ll(li]oll d('('()lllji]'l,!w,i(}ll. (I]' ;i I llli([ ill wllich lll(,r'_, i:;
;I _I1'{_;11 _h,;ll ()f (li,.;_;()]ved /,;l:; i!; %uddi,llly ,h,c()ull)r('_;_,'d , lh(, p;l:; will _:()111(_
()111 I)l" _;(_JiJl;ii_]l ;illi] J'i)rll) I)ll])l)l(,:;. 'J'hi_; C;ll) h;ll)])l,li ;)!; ,'1 ]']llii] j)Fi)c(,(,¢l_
I'i'lllll ;I I',"t_{'t'V_)) P ],'_ |ill' {'Ni| ()J" ;Ill ()]'i I'i(:(', Tlli':;q' IW(.l ,"l't'l,("[_; I g!ll¢) I.()
(_l'l'_'i ()ll(' ;ill(llh(,l', lh)w(,v(,r, 1he degree t_ which tllc,y d() i;_ i|()1 w(..']]..
Io cavil:ilion, !_;el)aral i()]l, and hydraulic rl I_.
])l_}dl illllt Pressure. Hany of the COl]lllletlI-s nlilde COllk'crlli.ilg l)rOl)cllant tC]ll-
1)crature apI, ly equally well to propellant pressure. The l)rcssurc level of
a systeln affects the hydraulic flip characteristics. The higher the pres-
sure, the higher the /SP must be to produce hydraulic flip. Propellant
pressur(" evaluation is shown in Table 1,3.
Uross Velocit X. Sensitivity to cross velocity will depend not only on
orifice shape but also on the directional orientation of the cross velocity
to the shape. For the imrpose of the rating, it is assumed that the cross
velocity vector is parallel to the longest axis or side of a given shape.
With this velocity orientation, the lower ratings in Table 15 are given to
the shapes with the higher aspect ratios. TMs rating is, by nature,
qualitative. No data exists to relate shape to cross velocity
sensitivity.
AI' Variations. It is assumed that all shapes operate at a fixed average
AP such that all are in their "unflipi,ed" regime. Sensitivity to AP
34
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varial i_m_ is dufinml :_ the, amount c_l"flowrale variati_m exhil_ited for
:l /.;iven AI > variation or d6/dAP. The higher this rati_, the lm_re _e_l_:it iw'.
'1'o _fl_tain a crude est;inll_te of the ratio &_/dAP, the orifice flo_,, equation
:i'_ differentiated (Eq. 3).
,lAP :: 1/2 ..... _/:ki >.... (.3i
I"]'C)lll l!q, 3 it i_; eVid_'nt that the I'l_w s_'nsitivity is imlirectly prc_por
l i_uml to 1]1(' >c[Imv,' r_(,1 _f lh(. ;tver;D W' AP level aim direcl ly I)r()p(_vl i_)llal
1c_(ii),'J')lerul'_)m', ;m ufl'i_:iel)1orJJ'ice is ;_ s_'l_:_il:iVe()rifice.
};3_)_lLm!_L_L!..!u!.L.q_.£_iLLvi!._-. livaluati,,i, under thi_ cat,'/;,,,'y i:; fai,']y ,,bvious.
As shown by the relatiw' ranking,_ £iven in 'l'al_le 15, those shape.'.; with
narrow passages are more likely to be contaJlli_ated aim received a lower
ranking value than those with fairly open cross sections.
Overall Functional Rating of Orifice Shape_ss. From a functional point of
view, the circle, spray nozzle, square, and equilateral triangle received
the highest ratings. The poorest rating was received by the star shape.
Fabrication
Results of the fabrication evaluation are presented in Table 14. This
ewtluation is based upon the cr.iteria shown in Table 14. l!valuation
within each criterion was made for each of the six manufacturing tech-
niques which are listed in Table 14, under fabrication methods. Rankings
greater than l0 are better than the twist drill standard.
In the fabrication evaluation, both the shat,e and the fabric_ti<m tech-
nique elnployed to make that shape were considered. As shown in "Fabri-
cation Totals" (Table 14), the electrical discharge machining (Ellbl)
iwoces:; recei vcd tM: hi ghesl rat i lll_, alllOllg a 11 the fabri catioll {echll iqucs,
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l i it i!; _l_;!;l|lll_'.d lj'J;JI :111 gila].'!; ,'IF(' IIl;llll|(':l('lllrt'_l !)}' jh_' lillM ]rr'_w_',!>:;,
lll{'ll ill,' circle, :,{lll;ll'{', li'i:lll_Jlt', :l]|d cllil)_;(' F;III}_ IlipJl{";l mn()n_: th('
_;I];ijl{_t; ['.l'{Hli :1 {';ll_}'ic;ll i)ii j}(}ill{ (_{_ v:i('w.
3.2,2 !;IIMMAR¥ I)l: I_l!_l/l/l'.(;
A t()illl)_:.il_' ('v;llit;lli()i] *_t" :ill ()l'it'i('{' _h;ip{':; i!; pr{_!;('l}l('d ill 1':11)1{_ 15.
All (_V,'l':lll :IVI'F/I_JI' I':11 II) _, lll]lliJ)l!|' :; }}l'_!;('ltl{'(1%qliik'Jl i lithJll(Jt'_; Jml]l l:h{'
J1111_1 i(lll;ll ;tll(l ['/iJiri( ;|_ i()l! Fill ilip. lll|lllJ)('l'!;.
I;:l';(',l II],lJli Ilia' I!I)M pl'()(('!;!,, lit(' _ r_'l(,, _;,lllllr(', (.(lllil;ll_'r;_l ;rillllpl(, ;lild
I1_,' !,l)l'ay ll();'./.l(' r_'c_'iV(' Ill(' lii)_i_'_;1 I';ll illll_;.
3.2.3 I,I,I!MI_NT (:(INI:I(',III_A'rI()N I!VAI.IIATI()N
I_,:_1111_; {)1' tile t'l('lll('ll_ C()lll'i)_.lll'lll ion evalu;_lion arc ])r_,se]ltcd in 'l'al)le 10,
Th i .%eval u;_t i on i s I)as(,d on tlw ])re I im i n;rry ;ma I ys i ._;data fr(}m Tab I e 4,
'rhc vllriou._ k,I('IIKH|I_ llrk' LWa!llllt.l,'d for I'he N2()4 {50-50) pro])ellant combi-
hal i(m ;_t 30 ll)f thl'ust per clelllellt, Inixturc ratio 1.0_ c]lan11)er pressure
l(l() psia, and oxidizer orifice AI' = 30 psid.
T()]eral_ce L;onsideratio_ls
Tolerance sensitivity ratings were based on qualitative estimates made by
design specialists as to the relative degree of difficulty of producing
elements of each type. Also considered was the degree of difficulty of
manufacture.
Per fornlance (:tills iderat :iOils
It has been shown i.n the past with circular orifices that the level of
mix:ing :is quite similar for the different element types shown in Table 16.
when each has been designed for optimum mixing, l)uring 1)reliminary evalu-
ation, :it was aSSUllled that this would also be true for noncireular
38
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TABI,I! 1'.)
,%INGI,I: {)RII:ICE RATIN_; {',IIART, (',(_IP{J_;I'I'E
I!VAI,IIA'I'I{}N {}F AI,I, {)RIFICIi MIAII:,,
]:ll]l('l i ()l)a ]
alld
(}r i fi c_. Fal}r:i cal-ion Fal}r i cat i.n Ow.,Pal l
Collf i_|it';lt i.on btet hod:_ To/a I :_ Average _
I}ri I I /4{l l()
Casl 132 9..13
III)M } 50 I(). '] ]
li(',M ] 4 .57
(:i pcula r I'/M 13.q 9. {_,1
_B; m__,2C- L}L}_!LLIJ _ li/F 126 {.)_..{!........
Cas l I ] :} 8. !;I)
lil}bt 13!) 9. !)3li{N 123 8.7!)
I'/M 120 8. I_7
Square ______!_1.'1! 114 8. 114
Cast 98 7, ()
I'I)M 115 8.2i
[ "_ ECM 102 7.29
P/M 98 7.0
Rectangle . E/F 106 ,, 7.57
Cast '112 8.00 ....
EDM 129 9.21• ECM 117 8.36
Equilateral P/M 111 7.93
, Triangle E/F 113 8.07
Cast 93 6.64
EDM iiI 7.92ECM i00 7.14
Isosceles P/M 95 6.79
Triangle E/F 99 _ = 7.07
Cast 89 6.36
EDM iIC 7.86ECM i00 7.14
P/M 91 6.SO
Diamond E/F 96 6.86
Cast i03 7.36
EDM 120 8.57
I!CM 111 7.93P/M 99 7.07
1'211ipre .... E/F ........ 102 7.29
Cast 71 5. (17
EDH 89 6.36E{'M 79 5.04
l'/bt 75 5.30 I
Star li/l" 77 __5 : 5
Cast 113 8.07
_X_l lillM 120 9.0
E{:M 117 8.30
Nozz 1,., P/bl l 1{} 8.29





orifice';. A._; "_lmwlL in 'l'al_le 16, a/] elem_,nt:s Imve I_een giwm an
eqnival_'nt ral ixU,. with :r.e:;pect 1() mixing.
,_illce IlliXillg has been optJllli zed, the- perforllla.nce c.oll,_iderat iolls wh:ich are
]_:ft /'or COmlmrism_ are:
1, Pre,;:;urc' drop (flm])
2. Alonli. z;It i cm
I1 i_; i111_'1"_'_;Iillp, fir:;1 1_) II_)le lh_' IYI"IU;P_III'I' dl'()]) C_)ll';id(_l';ll iC)llq, rI'IIc' ()xi-
_li;'('r pr_"_;ur,' drop ha!; I_,c,ii fi×ed al 30 p:;id. The d_,l,_mlenl var'iahle i_,
lher_'fm'e the :fuel AI'. Relative magnitude of the fuel AI' versus oxidizer
AP is (_l_t.;Lim'd from the row laheled AP :ratio iz, 'l'ahlc 1_. These ratios
were obtained l)y dividing the oxidizer by the fuel AP. The ratios for the
tmJike doublet, triplet, and like doublet are reasonable. That is, for a
pressure-fed mission, the two propellant AP's should be fairly close to one
another from an overall system design standpoint, ltowever, for the four-
on-one element, the AP ratio is 0.1385 with the oxidizer in the center and
4.16 with the fuel in the center. This makes the fuel kP's respectively
217 and 7.2 psid. These are not reasonable values.
Rating for the AP consideration is shown in Table 16. ttighest ratings are
given to elements with the fuel and oxidizer kP's closest in value.
Results of the atomization equations are shown along the row labeled
"Dropsize" in Table lo. The values were computed by dividing the mass
mean dropsize of a given propellant by the dropsize of the oxidizer pro-
duced in the unlike doublet. The term o/f indicates that the oxidizer
dropsize is given first followed by that of the fuel. It appears from the
data that the four-on...oneoxidizer center stream element possesses signi-
ficant advantages for atomization. However, the small relative dropsizes
are merely a reflection of the high fuel velocity caused by the high fuel
AP. That is, an adwintage i,°- produced as a byproduct of a disadvantage°
Aside from this element, the drop:,izes produced by the otiler elements are
41
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all fairly clost_ in magnitude. The largos/ d rol_S art, 1)reduced by tht, fuel
:;idt, of th_ triplet with oxidizer CelltOr :;trealll. l,argc drop,, ar_ e un-
desirable froln a perforlllallCO :_tandlmint becallse o:/" tilt, tillle required to
complete vaporization. Rating in Table 16 is such that .gmal]. drops yield
high rating:_.
_{tabilil:)1 Cpn:_idoraticms
R_lt.in_,, wilh :rt_sl}Oct to comlm_t ion :;l:al_i 1 i ty i_; lm._ied on ;l prt_l iminary
mlnlysi._. This an;tlysi_ :indicated thai tllc _tal)ilil.y charactcri_,lic:-; of
all the elements should I)<' quil:e .similar., Therefore, all were given /he
same rating (see "lal)le 16).
3.2.4 SIil,I!CI'ION Of MOST PROMISING ORII.ICIiS AND ELI!MI'NTS
The ratings for performance, stability, and machineability were added to-
gether and averaged. These results are shown in Table 16.
The conclusion which must be drawn from element rating of N26'4/N2114-UDMtt
(50-50) is that the unlike doublet is the superior element. In addition,
the triplet and the like doublet are good candidate elements. A four-on-
one element does not appear to offer any significant advantages. It must
be remembered that these evaluations were made based on analysis tech-
niques and data which were developed for, and with, c._rcular orifices.
Noncircular orifices may greatly effect the rating and evaluation.
Only one element type, the uniJl..e doublet, was selected for further eval-
uation in the experimental portion of this program. This selection was
based upon the evaluation shown in Table 16 as well as the fact that it
is the most basic of ali injector element types. The unlike doublet is







4. _',lot (rcctnnl,,lc_ with l:irge agpcct raticl)
S. l_quilaloral t rian_;]e
(_. lsosc_:] c.g t:r i an,.j c.
7. D:iamond
The self-atomizing spray orifice was also selected, llowever, it was not
classified as an independent noncircular orifice shape. It was used in
element testing and is discussed in the subsequent text.
It wi]l be noted that the list of orifices includes all those shown in
Table iS, with the exception of the elliptical and star shapes. The
star was eliminated because of its poor rating in the evaluation. The
ellipse was eliminated because of its complex contour. It is difficult
to generate an accurate elliptical contour on the small scale required
for these orifices.
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4.O F,XIq:RIMI!NTAI, I)I_I:INITI()N ()F ()RtI:](II! FI.¢)W AND
I!I,F,MENT .gPRAY CIIARACI'IiRI_;'I'lc'.,_
Cold-flow and hot.-fire ex])erJlllentll1 ion were ccHIdll('te([ Io ¢l(,lerlllille the
hydr:ml i c charact ori st i c_; for sirig| c, cxr i _-ic-c,,g, "tim the, _:,pr:ly m:ix inl,.,
:itoIni zll t J (ill (']llLI?:lct 0.1" i St i C._ lllld _perat i11_. Ch:l I,llCi_O l" I .%t i C :_ 1:(3i" :_ i 11)_ ] 0
O.]OllI('IIt_lijoct¢irs. ']'h("scope of the exper:iment:_Il_rog:rmjlwa_ definrd
t'ZITOIII thO ;tll/l ] yf{ ] f_ ()f l:t/O jir(' ] i IIli ll/lry o_;1 ] uat i o11, whi ell :;_,rvr'd I () i I J,|_..
trale _here addil i(_lla] tec'hno]ol,,y w_'v'e r_,quir(,d. A lol;ll cd' t} ori:l'iu_,
shapes wc;r(_ gtmlied which im, ludcM uircl_lar, Irianga_lar, r(,cl _l/,111;Jr,
Mild dilHIIolld slHI]_¢_s. 'l'|lk_se shH]I(_B weyo th(_ll (t¢}11('i)_,_11"¢'_1illl¢) s_,v('l':ll
unlike-doublet types (trimu_le-on-triangle , rectanl,,le..on-recl ;_nt;le ,
triangle-on-rectangle, and circle-on-circle). In additicm, several tyl,cS
of self-atomizing nozzles were also stud:ied. The overa] ._,tudy required
409 orifice tests and 1S4 cold-flow element sDray tests, ()?:_flce CI), and
flip characteristics as a function of orifice LID, entrance condition,
cross velocity, and backpressure were determined for the various shapes.
Also, ii tests using NTO and A-50 propellants were conducted using single
orifices. Mixing and atomization characteristics were determined for the
elements. The overall cold-flow results were then used to predict hy-
draulic and performance characteristics. Hot-fire tests were then con-
ducted to determine operating characteristics. A complete summary of the
orifice and element cold-flow and element hot-fire tests is contained in
Appendix A. The results of these experiments and a description of the
experimentM hardware are described below.
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4.1 EXI'I-1_,II'4ENTAI, AI'PARATHS*
4.1.1 ,qINf;LE ORIFICE I}ESI(;NS
As a result of the preliminary evaluation, seven orifice shapes were
selected for evaluation. The seven orifice shapes included four basic
Reometr_c COllf:igllrati_}ns: circle, rectangle, diamond, and triangle.
Perturhati.ons :ill aspect ratio t'_r the rec.talll_le and triangle provided
the addit:i.onal three shapes.
'lhe basic orifice shapes are shown in F:ig. 3. Nominal di:'.wnsions and
aspect :ratios for these sh.'_pes are also given. All orifices have the
2
same area, 0.0028 in. , which is the area of a circle 0.()()0 inches
in diameter. Certain of the shapes are not only aspect ratio variations
but are considered separate shapes on their own merit. For example, the
rectangle is a basic shape as well as an aspect ratio variation of a
square. The hydraulic diameters, aspect ratios, and orifice lengths
for the various L/DH'S as fabricated are shown in Table 17.
The orifices were fabricated from aluminum primarily to minimize material
and fabrication costs. The electrical discharge machining (EDN) process
was used to fabricate the orifices. The EDM process functions by dis-
charging a capacitor bank across a narrow gap (0.001 inch) formed between
the work (anode) and the tool (cathode) to remove a minute piece of anode.
The tool and work are immersed in a dielectric fluid that provides con-
tinuous flushing of the part. Generally, the process is applicable to
all electrically conductive materials.
The initial seven orifice plates fabricated using the EDM process are
shown in Fig. 4 and 5 , 25X magnified. Inspection under both 50 and
*To maintain continuity of thought, the descriptions of the cold-flow
and hot-firing facilities as well as the experimental procedures are
presented in Appendix l) rather than with the orifice and injector
designs.
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OR} Ft.(',I! Tli.qT IIAIU)I_)AI(I!DATA
Nolni nit1 \ctn;_l Area, l,engtl_, llydr:u_l i c,)
,%hal)e 1,/1) I,/1) :in." :i rich I)i ameter, inch
Circlc. "t) (I) I .97 0.00289 0. 120 0.0()I
,I 3.93 ().0028_ 0.24() ().O()J
*¢)(I) _.!)() ().00278 0.360 ().()().I
.,r() 1).()(. I6(2) .,.' 8!) 0 .()0_GI 7 1)• .-_.).
. .()) +2o +.() 73 (!.()t)271 I ) () 057!)
S(]LI_)._P(_ 2 J.V.'.) Ci. 00309 (). I ()() 0. ()!-)()]
4 3.83 0.0029() 0.212 ().()554
b(I) 5.9:1 0.00272 0.319 0.0540
0(2) 6. ()() 0.00310 0.321 0 053')
20 20,04 0.00281 1.003 0.0515
Rectangle 2 1,93 0,00280 0,099 0,0512
4 3,84 0,00286 0,199 0,0518
6(1) 5,64 0.00286 0,298 0,0528
6(2) 5,91 0,00352 0,318 0,0538
20 19,84 0,00289 0,994 0,0501
Slot 2 1.22 0.00382 0.0535 0,0438
4 2.84 0.00372 0.1205 0,0425
6(1) 4.69 0,00334 O. 1865 0.0398
6(2) 5.49 0.00445 0.251 0.045?
20 18-92 0.00313 0.664 0.0351
Equilateral 2 1.84 0.00334 0,092 0.050
Triangle 4 3.60 0,00328 0. 185 0.0514
6(!) 5.22 0.00306 0.277 0.053:1
6(2) 5.99 0.00330 0.278 0.0464
20 20.26 0.00304 0.924 0. '.)456
, _.) O. 2Isosceles ()(1) 4 88 '.) .003 _( 1(.) 0.043
Triangle
l)i amo)M (,(I) 5.1I 0.00322 0.216 0.042
_.I./I))._; of 2 and 4 wc1"t' madt' l!rom ()(I), ()(2] xq_t,'+Itlade from 20.
l./l) :: (>(2) wtt_ rounded.
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500 FOwt_r nlagnification show(;d that l.h," fir,,_t three orific_ Mmp¢,:_ (l:it:. .1 )
were w.ithin tolerance (±0.0(11 of the _l_ocified dimonsi(m._) on tile exit side
ot! the orifice with approximately 0.001 enl:trp, ing t;tpcr on the entry side.
_ma]l _rrep.ular:ities of aPl_roxi.mately I).(102 maximum on l he _:ide wall._ and
(1.()()2 corne_ rntl:i:i w(,re obn_rved. Rounding of the hole _,dg_, w:t._ prevalent
on t]lt_ _,xil: ,_id,,, _ect:ionin_: o:f a l::ypica] lllac]l:illt_d ]lo]t _ 5]low(_d all oVel?lll].
,_urf'acc. f:ini,;h ._f 80 to 90 ItM'{.
,_{t_vera] e]t_ctTcodo nmt:t-l_i;_l_; and two tlc_;:i_ll_ w¢'re evallutt_*tl. ]{]c.ctrodt_'_i
llHl_lt_ ()f' (:()[)])ey 1 Illl${t;t ('11, _; [ ] VeP tllll_[_;tOll, t:o ] ] Illr illlll (:¢)])]_':F, :llld I'l"(_e llI_tc]l i I1..
in}_ bra;;:; wt,rt, |l.%t'd. Al'_o, a stc, jlllC_t[ ei./_fil:rodt, t:o IllillillliZt' ]l/lit' t_tI_el" Wits
ilIV(:Sl i_{al:t'd. IIl Y;Ullllll;try, OF:,;(_iCC; I)[:l,t(._'i III;lchiIlt_d with llOllNt:(_l_l)ed I_r;ts5
el octrodc_s w(_re ['olllld t() 1)(_ ad(_ql.lat:_, Tilt; t:ol.ly sil{t]}(_;; lllllll])(_rt_d - _, -.!i _ _ 7,
and -9 :in Fig, 4 and b wel'c' produced us:inR this type _)£ (,]ectrodc,
_he photo of Fig. ,1 shows the electrical discharge machine (I'I)M) setup
during the machining of tile No. 9 high aspect ratio rectangular shape.
A voltage-sensitive stepping motor serve located at the top of the a.2bor
support is used for tool positioning. The low-voltage EDM machine used
during this program has a dielectric tank containing Shell 140 fluid and
is positioned on an adjustable crossfeed slide table.
4.1.2 SINGLE ELEMENT DESIGNS
Two major categories of element hardware were utilized: (I) spray nozzles,
and (2) impinging elements.
Spray Nozzles
'lhe spray nozzle type injector elements utilized were available from a
commercial vendor, '!he nozzles were purchased from Spray Systems Incor-
porated. The nozzles represent off-the-:_helf items and affected a con-








tyl?t','+ of 5pray nozzle, s shown :in l;J_. _+ were evalunted. A:_ _;',)ow)), two
d(':;-i_,n:; provided a ._w]r].in_ hollow-cone :injection p,tttern whil_ the otiler
produced a flat _+l)ray fan. One o£ ti,e sw:irl designs (hydraulic) consis-
ted of n. qwirl chaml)er into which the ].Jquid onter(_d through a tan[4ent:ial.
port and i:; tllc:n 'injected from tile sw:i.rl chaml)er through a. cuntral orifice.
Tim liquid awirls with:in the qw:irl clmmber aroumt ;tn air cnr_,, This re-
sJtl'lm i!t the t:ll+i,.l i:ei n+)+ injected :into the _,np+in++ c<)ml)n._+tinn ch;unb(,r in
the _:orill o£ a holl+)_v conical sheet which i._; (,:t:;i ly d i:+intt,gr;tted .int¢) drop.-
:let:;. Tim d:lmr swirl type (mechani,'+al I ¢:tnxt;_ins a ct,nt(,r l)<+dy with in:tchin(,d
lie1 i ut)] pa:i._;a_4e;_ that i+nlpa;rt a sw i rl ing flow l)attern prior to flnid iilljc_t t-
tic)n tl)rou++h the ctmtr;tl orifice>. I){:cm):se 1he injucti()J) orific(.s of the>
sw:irl--l:ylm nozzle are not fttll.-;'lowing, low d:ischarl),(, coefficients ((;l) :_
0.2 to ().3) result.
'lhu third design., the spray fan nozzles, contain circular orifices drilled
y'rom the back side of the injector face which intersect slots machined into
the faces. The intersections form eliptical-shaped holes. The injected
liquid expands with±,: the slots and produces a narrow fan-shaped sheet prior
to droplet breakup. 'tigher discharge coefficients (CD : 0.7 to (I.8) are
achievable with this clesign.
A total of one mechaaical and four hydraulic swirl nozzles as well as five
self-atomizing spra> fan nozzles were utilized. A complete summary of all
nozzles and pertinent parameters are listed in Table 18. Note that a range
in size from an equivalent orifice diameter of from 0.062 to 0.124 inch for
the swirl nozzles and from 0.018 to 0.072 :inch for the fan nozzles was con-
sidered in the overall study.
A fixture was designed to hold the spray nozzles for the mass and mixture
ratio distrubition studies. This fixture (Fig. 7 ) allows the nozzles to
be positioned with respect to each other _ith variable spacing and impinge-
ment angle. 'lhe main body (No. AL'+09-273) is a uni_,ersal fixture which
holds various orifices at a fixed spacing w++.th a 00-degree included im-
pingement angle.
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Figure 7. Nozzle Test Fixture
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ihllike Doublet.'_
Orifice_ for three b'tqic doul_].e'i:--type elements were fabricated. 'lhe con_
figurations include (1) rect_,ngle_on--rectangle, (2) trianglo,-on--trian_le,
and (3) rectangles-on-triangle. In addition, a c:ireular t_rifice tmlike
doublet wa_; al.qo fabrj.catc;d. 'llie variotl:¢ ct_llll)in;lt_iolls cold-flow evalmtted
are ,;huwn .;cht:;na!:ically :in Tabje 19, aml a y;llliilll;try OI' portinont d:imen._:ions
for each confiEilralioii i!; :dlowll in Table 21). Note that tim Collfigur;tt:inlIs
i llcJudo lhrae a:;imct r;ll io ]_o,r1:laI'b:.tt:iol)5 f_r t.,acll o:f the threv IHlllcii'clJlar
&tablet t:Yl_eS. 'l'ho el_qmmt:; are designed for 3I)_lumml_;-t'orce thrust per
C] ellll._P,t level.
All orifice:" for tile unlike-doublet elemunts are fal_ricated using the
I!DM process. Ilttring the initial phase: of tile single orifice characteri-
zat:ion phase of the program, considerable difficulty was experienced in
the machining of the very thin EDM electrodes, h:lproved techniques in
fabricating thetooling for the single element hardware subsequently pro-
duced electrodes with tolerances held within 0.0002 inch. A time-pulsed
vacuum flushing technqiue was used luring the electrical discharge machin-
ing of tile element orifice tloles. The combination of machining tile elec-
trodes to very close tolerances, grinding the entrance and e×it sides of
the orifice blanks, and the time-pulsed vacuum flushing technique ._ro-
vided orifices with very little taper, closely controlled dimensions,
smooth finishes, and sharp orifice entrance and exit conditions,
Typical photographs of EDM fabricated ports for four noncircular orifices
are shown in Fig. 8 . 11ae individual orifice inserts form an unlike-
doublet pair when installed in the cold-flow fixture shown in Fig. 9.
'Ibis apparatus was used for both the mixing and atoms zation cold-flow
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l. igm'c '.). Model Injector (:ol_l.l:]ow _ppa]'atus
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,I.I.3 'llll_ll_;'l' (_IIAHI_I!I_ ANI) IN.II!(:T()P, I t-,_.I(;N
A +;cll+'lllatic c+f tht' Pha++(' I cJl:+;.lber and injtmtor d(+,+igll i +_ ,;l/owli in Fig.
ill. 'lLllt+ ('ll_i]l_' i:+ d+'+;igli('d r(_:r l()(.)--p:_i:k ch;itl]h{'r p r,,++:;ur_, and ._() pou]id:+
/)] lJ|Fll,;t. ,\_+ i)l)t/,t], t}iP C}l;lllll)PI" iJy; llllCI)f)]Pll lllltl _:;lbl'itt;llPtl frli,|+l c++ppc,r.
_;Ijamh_'r g_,('! i(111_;_9(,1'o Ill:;() _.';l]Jric,'tl_12d l_() provi,b' I,* Vlil'i;tt_[{lll_; (1]' _()/llld
()(1 Illcl_"_ (lilt, (l_':,ip, li qh_wl_ i!; f_)r a]_ 1" _t" 1,% illch,ml, t]l a_t,,liti_ni,
i_r_";';lll'_, l:ll_:; a]:'(' i_r(wi(h,d n_,ar 1.h(, I)_'_illllill_) (_|' c,(lllVt'l')'_.'lit 1' I'_F IIH'IL:'_III'I"
I1_:_1 /tll illi_'(l_l' Ill_'l" I_l'_'t;_;_ll'_' W_L!;_d_lllill_'d.
I.,_,_1' ll_l I'i r_, ill j_,_'l_l':, W,*l'_, ,h'¢;ilU|('_l :l, ltd t';d).ri_::tl(,_l t'_l' I,vlllll:lti()l_, TIm
IltjI'vl_)lh; im'l_uh'd 'lllr('_' m_,lil,_, _[()t),i)lr('t?;; vlrcnl, ar, i,_,_,1:1111_11];i,1", [pillll_}tlllLl',
_uld a gel t:,,al()111i',',111)_rail lm','.',',le. 'rh(, tqu,ci fi,.. c_)_lt'ig_lr;11 in11_ c,h,)o:;('ll were




_;luqle Cmlfi gurat ion det;rl'e,'-; degree:_ (l_o/l)l:)llYl)
C] rcular A o() N.A. I. 138
Tr i angu ] ar F 00 N.A. J. I(P.)
Rectangular D O0 N._. I. 130
Fan* 0.5 spacing N.A. 00 N.A.
An exploded view of the total assembly is shown in the Ul)per photograph
ot: Fig. 1]. The lon)Wst cll;,,ber extension spool is 7.9 :inclies ]:li length.
The small tnl)es protruding fi'O111 tilt) llO;'_;_]t: section are thermucouples
(<me is m,'ar the throat aml the other two are ill)._tl't'Hlll Of (:lit' throat).
Also shown :in Fi)i. 11 is a l)hotot, ral)h of an injector, l.Mr size I't'|:Ol'kUlCt:,
the inner circular port:ion is 1,14 inches in dialn_,ter.
*1]F : ().0()2", I) : ()_072"()
(_2




blode. 1 In.iector Thrust [2ht_mber Assembly
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,qingle lilcment t;Jrcular llnlike lloublet




4.2.1 ,q]N{H,li {}RIFI{]I! ,{-;'I'III}Y
'lh{' ol}jecl:ivo of the .'_:inlile orifice study was t2o ol}tain eXl)erinlel_tal data
l.'eqtliyed to illlllrave oll the {_vttlllltt21oil cr;iteriit and techniqut:s ll._,ed ]'or
the l)]:el, illl.illary {wal.llati{}]l of ari[Tice ._;hal}t_._;. '1'() accompli.'ih thi!i ol}j(m-
tivo, both c{}]d-flow aim ]iot-.fil?¢_ dIilLIt WO2C{_gcmerattM with .'till:t].]. orifico5
(}f vaPi ;)ll_ !.li;Ip{,s . 'l'h{;'_{' {l;tt:t, i II I(%PIII.B(;f lifo "di !;chltP}{C c,oeffi ci (HI12 u ,
Wt_21?_!C_}2P]?e]at Pd l_i I h lIl_ pIly:_ i {:al ]UII?_LIIII't{KP!I{}f {}ri. t'i c:{' _les ign aim oper-.
Itt:ioll, I}nrin_ tilt" pro¢2{)._'5 of {2o.PIP{_IRI_iII_ tIieB{' d;tl:a, illlIYr{}V¢'{I l:(whlti.{lllo._
for" }a'cdicl:ing ih¢, discharg{, c{)eJ!fiCiellt ItlltI t,v;ll.uating ]}{}t{,ntiat {}rit'icc-
to-{}ri i'icu di I'ferellc{:.B wcYc discovered.
A simplified matrix M]owing the orifice and oi_erat:ional vari.ablcs tested
during cold-flow experimentation is presented in Table 21. A total of
seven orifice shapes were investigated: (1) circle, {2) square, (3) rec-
tangle, (4) equilateral triangle, (5) slot, (6) diamond, and {7) isosceles
triangle. All shapes were designed to have an area equal to that of an
0.06- i rich-diameter ci rcle.
]he test program is shown in schematic form in Fig. 12. Note that the
testing was conducted in three steps: (1) Initial Characterization and
Screening, (2) Design and Operational Sensitivity, and (3) Fluid Pro-
perties Study.
For Step 1, seven shapes were fabricated with an L/I}tl nominally equal
to 6.O. 'rllese orifices had sharp entrances. F.ach orifice was evaluated
at 0, 50, and 100 psig backpressure over ._ pressure drop range from 15
to 60 psid. {;aseous nitrogen was used as a pressurant for most of the
testing; however, two of the shapes were teste,l with helium. Manifold
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SEVEN ORIFICE SIIAPES
INITIAL CIIARACTERIZATION AND SCREENING
CONSTANT VARIABLE MEASURE
L/D = 0 AP _-I!;-65 PSII) CD
STEP I SIIARP I-_NfI_ANCIL BACKPRIISSLIRE_0, 50, I00 PHOTO
{'.ROSS VELOCITY ,_ 0 GN2
TEMPFRATIJRE _ AMBIENT Glhi (2 511APES ONLY)
.... I I- i I ....I ......
FIVE ORIFICE SIIAPES
DESIGN A_.I} OPERAIlONAL SENSITIVITY
CONSTANT VARI ABLE MEASURE
AP = 20 PSlD [/D = 2, 4., 6, 20 CD
STEP 2 GN2 BACKPRESSURE = CROSS VELOCITY =
100 PSIG O, 5, 10, 20 FT/SEC PHOTO




CONSTANT VARI ABLE MEASURE
GN2 BACKPRESSURE = LAP"]5-60 CD
100 PSIG TEMPERATURE "45-130 F
STEP 3 CROSS VELOCITY = 0
L/D = 6
SIIARP ENTRANCE
, {,harac_e_lzat_on Programl:.igl_rf: I . Single Orifice Cold-Flow ...... '" " '
(}7
i -" I • I' -- I I I i
O000000P-T£RN_.
Following Step 1, two of tile shapes, the isosceles t.-iangle and the diamond,
were eliminated from further study. 'l]lis left five o,'ifice shapes for
testing in Step 2. In Step 2, the orifice pressure drop was fixed at 20
psid, ttle backpressure fixed at 100 psig ((;N2), and ambient temperature
water employed. Each orifice shape was tested at l,/l)'s of 2, 4, (i, and
20 (sharp entrance) wi.th cross velocities of f), fi, 10, and 20 ft/sec.
'l]le I,/I) "_-h confi_/Hrati{ms were a:,.so tested with rounded entrance,s* at
cross velocities _}f (I, 5, 11), and 21) ft/sec. 'l'c_ test the effect of water
temperatllre on orifice coeff:icient, three of the shapes were selected for
additional testing in Step 3 with water temperatures varied from 4._; to
130 I.'. The orifices were run over a pressure drop range from 15 to c_()
psid.
'l]m data and a detailed matrix of test conditions for each run apl_ear in
Appendix A. A discussion of the precision of the data is presented in
Appendix B.
The results are presented in graphical form, with appropriate discussion,
in sections which group tests together having common effects. These sec-
tions are (1) effect of pressure drop and backpressure, (2) effect of
cross velocity, (3) effect of entrance condition, and (4) effect of water
temperature. 1he effect of orifice L/D is not treated explxcitly until
the section on reevaluation of orifice criteria, However, the data for
various L/D's are presented as functions of cross velocity. (_e effect
of L/D requires cross plots.)
Effect of Pr_.ssuye Dro.p and Backpressure with
Gaseous Nitrogen Pressurant
For this study, the length-to-diameter ratio for all orifices was six.
All orifices had sharp entrances and were tested with ambient temperature
water and zero manifold cross velocity. 'll_e experimental results for all
seven shapes are presented in Fig. 13.
*The radius of the rounded entrance was made equal to the orifice diameter
for the cireul::r-orifice and equal to the orifice height for the noncircular
shapes.
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in Fig. 13, orifice ccmfficient, CI) , :is plotted as a function of pressure
drop across the orifice, AP, for backpressures of 11, 50, and 1()0 p_.ia.
The data were taken ,vilh (;N2 as the backpressurant. The data for each
shape, are presented in two groups, _pen and closed symbols. Open symlmls
are u:.,,d to denote poillts which are asm_ned to be ",mflipped". "lllJs dis-
tinctio_l is l]ol: [t clear o11o, and i ll Ill;Lily :illStall_'eS it :is quite diff:icu]t
l:r} choose point_ which fire definitely "flipped".
It :is well klmwn thai the tendency far an _rifice to flip is affecte_l by
the 1)ackpressure inlc) which the orif:ice i_; flawinA_. A,_ the backpressure
s increa.qed, the pressure droop at which hydraulic flip i:_ f:irst: experienced
ncreases. 'liras, the higher the backp.eessure, the le.s.s likely all orifice
:; to flip at a given pressure drop.
It is ev:ident from the data :in F:i.g. 13 that the circle was most affected
by hydraulic flip (or backpressure). The circle shows the greatest d:if-
ference in values of (:D for flipped and unflipped cond:itions. For the
other shapes, the appearance of flip is not clear. }:or example, it is
doubtful whether or not hydraulic flip occurred for the d_amond at all
over the range of variables tested. ,';imilarly, the slot and the rectangle
produced results which are difficult to interpret.
Only two of the shapes represented in Fig. 13 show evidence of true sep-
arated flow. 'lhey are the circle and the equilateral triangle. The other
shapes do produce what appears to be different levels of operation, llow-
ever, the values of the discharge coefficient at these "other" levels are
not indicative of separated flow. It may be that the ahapes which did not
experience separation could be forced to separate at other operating con-
djtions than those tested under this program (for example, different
Reynolds No. or L/D). llowever, over the range of variables tested, ori-
fices other than the circle and equilateral triangle did res:i:_t separation.
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It :is JnLeresti.llg that an orifice lllay "flip" from one operating level to
another slid llOt exiK;rJ.ellCe simple flow .qoi_arati.oll or r(;attaChlIlOllt. This
:is qui to tli.gni fi Callt for i nj ector ori f:i co desi.l_II, for the eh:tnge o f oper-
still R level i.s still accompani.ed by changes Jrl tile free-jet characterintics.
'llli!_ could produce changes in m:ixing and atom:iz;tt_on character:i:;t:ics of
i nj ector el elllellt.q incorporating these ori:£:i c_s.
]iffc,ct of I'_,(_ssW,]oc:itly,__ j__tqmye:_-
/:ros:i ',uloc.ily war_ ilnlmSt;d m_ t.he .ri.fices hy a {I.34 I_y 1)34 i.n. sq
l_;tt_s;_gc I)chill(I t:h(_ or.i.fi.c¢_. Orifi;'.cs were or:i.elltl.kl st) t:hld: the crass
vel.()c:it.y vecl.tlr was t)ara/lcl to tbt: largest axis ()t: the (_rif:i.ce.
Five shape, s were tested with cross veloc:ity: (I) c:ircle_ ,,) square,
(3) reutmlgle, _4) equilateral triangle, slid (5) slot.
Data for sharp entrance orifices is presented in Fig. 14 in which dis-
charge coefficient is plotted against cross velocity for each of the
length to diameter ratios studied. 'lhe values of I,/D quoted are nomi-
nal. All tests were conducted at a nominal pressure drop of 21) psid.
]We conclusions may be drawn from the cross velocity results: (1) dis-
charge coefficient decreases with cross velocity for all shapes, and
(2) cross velocity causes some of the orifices with small L/D's to both
flip and unflip.
Unstable flow (flip and unflip) is found with the circle at L/_ -_ 2, the
triangle L/I) = 4, the rectangle L/D = 2, and the square L/D = 2. The
slot did not show evidence of instability.
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Or[fice;_ w:ith 1,/I) := ().() wer¢_ test(;([ with wel]-romMed elltrance._ as well
a._ with fi}l_rp (_,]ltrallC(,_;. '['_lo.fie ori:[."ice._ werc, te._tod ILt 2()_j_fiid ])re._slll?e
drop with valT:ial)].e c]7oq!4 v(_].oc:i.ty. The re._mJl_ of thi:_ t(_:_1 :_("ri.e'; are
5howli :i]i ]:i_. l!i;l. _o];id ].illes labeled 'Vshar]_ 'v ;ire i]_c].lld{_d i!ot _:acil shape
to _dloW 1:i_(, ;Ivel:;tl,,c. ].(,V(.,] of" 1:he r¢_ult:; for orii:ic(,:; of J,/I) _: (} with
Mlar]) (_n|.I';lll(;l_:;. Ill COlitt'_[t;t to t.h(_ Mlarl_ (_lltranc(,d orific(,5, l h(, (,11
v:t]u_m for the :rolmded (,]ll:}'anc{,_ ilicr_t_;od wit]| cro,i,; w_]ocily, (.I)iscus_
.!_:,)i:r.qc)Lr._I:),_LLd.
To d(?tl,r|liilll, lhc effect d[' ('!.uid t(_ll|])L, rlltlll't' Oli (:J)' lhe t2irc.l_l._LP, tri...
{lllglllaI'_ {llll[ 5qll{lr(_ ori l!iccs (.Mu_rp entr,'mce_;, I,/I) _ ()_ were Ic,,.;t{'d over
a significa]It pressure drol) rallge with water tellil)e;l:_HiHrc._; of 45, 7!;, al|d
:13!; I' and l)ackpressu_e :_- J00 psig ((;N,)). These data are l_rcsentc, d i.n
Fig. ]!il,. With ii_ the. precision of the exper:i.:nent, no effect due to tun]-
per:tture could be isolated. No attOlrlpt was made to deternline the effect
of telnpera.ture on orifice hydraulic flip characteristics.
Effect of Various Parameters on Jet Appeara_!E_e
One distinct trend in jet appearance was noted during the program. In-
creased agitation and early jet breakup were noted a" I,/D was decreased
as well as when cross velocities were imposed on the orifices. The most
disturbed jets were observed from short orifices with high cross velocities.
Agitation was much reduced at a given set of operating conditions by round-
ing the entrance of an orifice.
To aid in interpretation of data, photographs at selected operating con-
ditions were taken of the jets. The results of the photograph:ic c,wera.ge
of the single orifice flow studies are presented in Fig. 1() tl_eough 19.
Each photograph shows the free liquid jet for a dist'ance of approximatel 7
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Figure 16. Flow Characteristic of Non¢ircular Orifices With Variable
L/IJII and ('ross Veloc.ity--Circle
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Figure 17. Flow Characteristic of Noncircular Orifices _ith Variable
I,/DII and Cross Velocity.--Equilateral Triangle
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l:igures 1(_, 17, and 18 show the change in jet appearance produced by
changes in orifice L/t) and manifold cross velocity for the circle,
equilateral triangle, and the rectangular slot (aspect ratio * 8). The
backpressure was 100 psig and tile orifice AI' was 2(1 psid for all tests
represented in those figures. All orifices had sharp entrances.
Increased agit.aticm and jet breakup are noted as cross velocity is J.n_
creased f_)r an), Fixed value cf 1,/I). lk)wever, as Dill is increased, jet
stability :is restored. Cross velocity has almost no effect on jet ap-
pearance at 1,/11 = 20 for ally of the three shapes shown.
The "brushy" appearance of the jets emanating from tile short,'r orifices
at all cross velocities indicate that these orifices are flowing "full'
(i.e., not separated). This is attributed to the high backpressure (i00
psig) and the low Ap (20 psid).
'l]le effect of backpressure upon jet appearance is shown in Fig. 19 for
the circle, square, and rectangle. For the tests represented, the orifice
AP was 50 psid, the L/D was 6 and cross velocity was set equal to zero.
All orifices had sharp entrances. Examination of the various photographs
in Fig. 19 shows that all jets are quite similar in appearance, regardless
of backpressure, except that from the circular orifice at a backpressure
of zero psig. All the other jets are "brushy" indicating that the orifice
cross section is flowing full, while the circular jet at PB = 0 is very
narrow, indicating separated flow or true hydraulic flip. This result
is very significant. It points out the fact that orifices can demonstrate
large changes of CD with backpressure, as shown in the orifice result
section, and still not exhibit tl_ae hydraulic flip. It must not, there-
fore, be concluded that an abrupt drop in the value of CD is proof that
the orifice has separated.
Comparison of the photograph of tile circle with PB = 0 psig, 8P = 50,
a_ld L/l) = O in Fig. lO with that of the circle with Pg = 100, AP = 20,
and L/l) = 0 in Fig. 19 shows the difference in jot appearance between a
fully separated and a fully attached flow condition.
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|Discharge coefficient data were obtained with actual propellants. The
or:ifices tested were of circular cross section. One, tested with
N204, had a diameter of 0.0698 and an L/D of 8.81.-, while the other, tested
with IJIIMII-N2114, had a diameter af (I.{)(il(_ and an I,/D of 10.(1. The te:;ts
_ver_ condncte,l with zero cross velocity alld arab:lent backpressure (i.e.,
0 psia). Results of these tests are shown :i.n Fig. 20. These lines show
that the data obtained w:ith actual propellants are predictable a_l,l, there-
fore, consi.stant with data obta:ined w:ith water, llt may be concluded that
the oxidizer orifice was flowing separated over the entire Reynolds No.
range while the fuel orifice was in transition between attached and sep-
ttrated flow. The separation of the oxidizer flow at ambient backpressure
is attributable to the high vapor pressure of the NTO (8 to 9 psia), ttigh
vapor pressure causes hydraulic flip to occur at relatively low AP levels.
However, it may be noted that many of the data points for both sharp and
round entrances are of a CD level not predicted by the theory. These
points are found at lower values of Reynolds number. A probable cause for
these low CD values is heat transfer from the combustion chamber through
the injector face affecting nucleate boiling in the boundary layer at the
wall of the orifices. At the higher Reynolds numbers the cooling is suf-
ficient to prevent boiling and the orifices flow full. At low Reynolds
number, boiling is encountered and causes the flow to separate. It must
be remembered that low orifice Reynolds numbers are associated with low
chamber pressures. This fact amplifies the credibility of the boiling
hypothesis. The theories used are discussed in the following material.
4.2.2 CORRELATION OF ORIFICE DATA AND UPGRADING OF SINGLE
ORIFICE EVALUATION CRITERIA AND TECINI_JES
The objective of this section is to integrate the results of the separate
effects of various parameters on orifice coefficient into a meaningful
relationship and to mold these results into a form suitable for applica-
tion to injector orifice evaluation and design. The section is subdivided
into three parts.
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The first part, Orifice Coefficient Hodel, presents the develrq)ment of a
combination analytical and empirical model for the prediction of effects
of orifice shape, [,/D, entrance condition, and Reynolds No. on the value
of the o.rifice coefficient. This model is ._,dmequently employed to cor-
relate the data.
In the :;econd part of the discussion, Cross Velocity Hodel, is a model
develcqmd re) pred:ict the changes to the value of CI) effucted by cros_
vel_)c:ity :in t}lu feed :iystem.
Finally, :ill imrl 3, Apl)licatJon of Results t(_ lnjecl(_r ()rificc Design,
,q;tmple t',alcul,ltion, the results of the models for orifice coefficient
are summarized in design charts for direct prediction of discharge coet'-
ficient :is a function of l,/IJj Reynolds No., entrance condition, shape,
and cross velocity. Predictions :,re valid only for orifices which are
full flowing (i,.e., not flipped).
Orifice Coefficient Model
Regardless of the hlet conditions or the manner in which the boundary
layer develops at the entrance of an orifice, the discharge coefficient
of that orifice should approach, in an asymptotic fashion, the values of
CD predicted using pressure drops obtained from friction factor (pipe
flow) calculations as the length of the orifice is increased. Therefore,
a simple friction factor model should correlate well with CD results from
long orifices. On the other hand, boundary layer development theories
should correlate the data for very short orifices.
One approach to a unified description of the discharge characteristics
of an orifice would be to generate the two functional relationships for
%; one relation for large l./D and one for small L/D. Once these two
relationships have been plotted, the solution for the intermediate L/I)
orifices can be obtained by constructing a smooth curve connecting the
two limiting solutions.
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In l!)Sl_, R:ivas and Shap:iro (R_:f. 7 ) publi.shed tht_ rt,sults of a theoretical
analysis of the discharge coefficients ot7 rounded-entrance flownmter ori-
fices. Their work was ]:i.mited to ori.fict_s of c:ircular cross :;cc.tion. 'llw
analy!_is of Ri.vas _Hld ,_)lapiro consi.dcrs t:lw. devel.oplllent ot: a laillJnar botllldary
layer lit the ontvl'allCO, and alollg the length Of woll-l'Olllldt_d orifjct_s. R:i.vas
;lllti 5h,q3:i ro cast thoi r boundary layof rt_slt] t.s J lltfl l:]lO foyln Of an effc_cti ve,
tqltl'_lllCO friclJ_m f:tct¢_r alld list., this t'acl:_r 1:_ OV;l]ll;llt' t}|l_ ol'i]::ice coot'-
ficJ OIIL |:Ill' 5}i111"I I)l'] ]'J C{'.% :
I
Wl|t'l't
T = effective friction factor, nu_ the same as staudard fricti.on
factor _:or fully developed flow
]w
t-i-- = I,/D + l,eq/I) = length to diameter ratio for the orifice,
length taken at start of cylindrical section plus an effec-
tive Leq/D to account for boundary layer losses in the
entrance section
CDf = orifice coefficient due to friction.
Nomenclature used by Shapiro and Rivas is explained more fully in Fig. 21.
[-- L
i
"_"I'E_-'_ -- TBo_ary Layer
_,_ Lt
Figure 21. Nomenclature of Rivas and Shapiro (Ref. 7)
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If t.ht, C(_lltOur at tile, (,ittrmp:e of a giv,.m ol':ific,, i_-', not i.d_.:_l m_,t ;_
_idditi,)llal. i_ntl,;lllCO IO.%.S :i,q !llClll, l't_l _.IV_t.%v fo:,llllilali.,l)l lnay 1)e lil(_dil_it_d
iJn 17]1o t7o .J] ()lq;i llg lllltllllOY I {" i llCorpoF_Ll;O th] !i l t)!i:; ;
(:l)f."
WIlL'r_'
("1) :_ Iol;|1 ori t'ic_, cot_l't'i,'ieml
K]{ : (,lltr'llllC.(' 1(),%,_ t'ILC, I()I"
(;13£ _ (;1) pJ'cdictt,d I)y Rt_f. Y ['_)r W_LIJ I'l'i,'f i¢mal cl (et't.q oIIly.
The: ¢'_t:_,"e¢:tiv¢; f'rictio_ factol', _,, as pr¢:,_eJlt(,d l)y R:iv;ts afl,_ Sh:_l)ieo, :i,_
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l'_gure 22. F'.ff'ective F.ntrance Friction Factors (A£ter Rivas
and Shapiro, R_£. 7 )
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It is interesting to note that tile cot:relating parallleter is (l,/liJ/Rel).
A lllliVC'yt;Ill t:l} ClllTVt, i'_ prt, fiel|t(,d ill Rt,f. 7 lind is rel_n)duced Iwlow ill
l":ig. 23.
I
aO'[ -- _'I _q[j_(') I_ IIATA QF J, F, Illlq_iL bMIIH
-- -- _1_ _ LJ iqlEllliiH Nil;vii.| L/II " O._!,
,-, 0.6 .-t.,0..,,_ ,.,,,,,_/-- - ,t: ..... 4--"Z .....
O.2 ....
10-3 10-2 I0"I I0 I0
l:igtJrt, ',!_t, Ilnivcr_i:ll ()j'it_ict , Coct'£icien'l' t'or Wt,I I I{olmdcd
I{l|11'all_e:i (Aflcr R¢,t', "7)
'l'hi.s U(illiVc_r:_a] cllrvu H i5 only m_}versal :it" the fully dove]oped Flow pro-
jected for a very lony orit'ice is laminar. That :is, tile flow must a];pl'oacb
Poiselfille flo,_ f'or which Y = 04
, _ ill long orifices. It is easily shoWll
that thi:; curve will not bc applicable to long or:i:l'ices with proj¢,cted
tllrl)tl.[e, nt flows.
/
In th_ high Reynolds number regi}lwA/_ ceases to be a universal parameter
V,,_I)
because there is no longer a unique relationship between friction factor
and Reynolds number. Thus, different results are obtained depending on
whether length or Reynolds number is the variable. If both Reynolds num-
ber and I,/D are varied, a complex relationship would develop.
Results of a sample ¢alc,flation using this approach appear in Fig. 24,
Four curves are presente0. One is the "universal" curve, which should be
applicable to short orifices or orifices operating at low Reynolds numbers.
Another curve is for a fixed Reynolds nu.,.d.'ex" of 23,000 with L/l) varied and
the final curve is for a fixed Reynolds number of 1000 with varial)le I./1).
These latter curves were computed using standard fric,.:iml factors. For
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AI-;o t_l_tl,,cl in 1'i_',.2,1 ar_. |he d'_la from t.]u, w_,ll-rmmded or.ifice:_ (I,/D :
¢_) of ttle tiw, .,;h:tpe._ le._lcd al Vc . O, alld data takc'll by Riel).lJ.llg at ,JPI,
(_leet'. 81) Ior micro .;].,_t_ (J,/J) = iO.3, t : O.()05_ A ,: 331). 'i'hc theory ol _
SlWl_iro ';;ccm:; to f.'i.'_ al 1 lhc'se dat:_ quite wel 1 except the slot whi ch is not
S]l_llqIl, l[Olqi_g_-!I', the .slot _':_.s ot,crated at a R_,ynolds nulllbt_r of .10,O(10 based
(m Jill, I,_,l 21J,OO(.) ]),_¢;_d ol_ I'])c 'k]l.icklle5._;, I1: may 1)(_ l:h;)l: t:)l_ 1.hick.llc,s:_
Iv:t_; hlt)l'<' il|lju)rl:tr|l htYl'(' IJltlil fill; hydraul, ic. <lianlc:ter. Rieblillgl_ d;tla PllliS
I)'olll ll<'yll()l.(l; N(). 76(1 LO t'_bO() ])as(,d on I, or rolu_,hl.y 1520 I._) 17,1)1)() bmi(M
on hy'dJm_)it dialll(,l(?z[', lli. data co/;l?vl, at(_'; q_til.(; w_l] Im';_'d on hydraulic
d i ;ill//' |.I" I ,
I alJl+eami _hitt the bt,:+t procedt+r<', for i+redictin)_ (:11 i,+ to first deter-
11,_._,,+_l;|l(; }{(_).'llt)lll:; lllllllbt:r _1"12which a. given ori lice i:i I() be opc'r_lted, th(_l)
t'._llll_HI.c ,¢;]1;_.])L_1"¢)_!'; lllliV_'J'._;_ll. CUlrV(' _L:i well ll.S a curve I_n_,,l ()n s.i.lllplC: l'ric.,
lion for vari.oas l,/l)'.s. If .+.he L/l) of the or:if ice, places i.'t!_ value' of
VR_-- to the right of the .intersection of the two curves, then u:.e the
simple friction factor value; if the point is _o the left, use Shapiro's
va 1_1o.
h simple ext,.m.*ion of the model develolacd for rounded entrances is used
to correlate the data from sharp edged orifices. The flow field i,,; broken
into two re_l:ions: (1) an entrance _'egion in uhich the flow suffers a
_;tandard entrance loss (separated region), and (2) a full flcwing reg2on
at the start of wi_ich the bound_,ry layer begins to grow. The L/D in the
frictional calculations must be reduced by ahe entrance length (J,/!))
If it is assumed that a standard entz-ance loss coefficient_ KE, is appro-







lit the eqlla.tion used to generate the curves in Fig, 25, KF ,: O. 1 'l'l)(_
same three curves given in Fig. 24 are /4iron in Fig. 2.q, oilly with KE =
0.:_ and i{ _- D- _ Recall that for the solid curves, Reynolds numberl
_s fixed whi.le l,/Dis tho,wlriable.
The data :l't)]' I,/1) ,: _) ;w.d 20 or:ifice._ with sharp entrances are also shown
in Fig. 2b. Only 1,/1) :_ I_ aml 20 data wore .self:clod for correlation in
l:i_{. ',?b, [)OCIlllf;O of tile unl_r(_dictabl_; natill'e Of th(_ d]scha]'ge c.har;tctor-
i:;l i¢'_; of ofif it;,,; witJ_ ],/I)' 6, ThJ_; unc_rl:Jtinty i'; cvid_ml :ill tile sum-
mary _1t' {:1) ver_u'_; I,/I) pro_,l,llt(:d ill Fig. 2(). Ill Fig.2f,, lho vIIlIIoYi tit:
(:1) ;tro l_lollod vol,_;iv,, I,/J) (at_'tl|al) :t_OJ' t';'.ch of tilt' five :;hape!_. 'l'hc :ioL:id
¢:III'VOS (111 each plot are the, prod i cted t:'tlllct iolHtl l.'t_]Ill iOll,qh ills l)t,'tWCell CI)
alld I,/I) with KI£ :: 0.5 alld 0,7. Ilydl'atllic fl:ip prol)lonlt; ollcOtllltol'ed with
m' i .fi ces w i th I,/ll . () rclltl(,r th(':i r t'Jlaracl _'ri _t ics h i gh 1y tul|)red.i ctttb le..
For the nonc, ircular orifice, it appears lhat It value of KE ::-"0.7 is
approl)riate.
As shown in Fig. 26, the discharge coefficients for orifices with L/D >6
are well approximated by the orifice model. Values of CD for L/D = 20
flt quite well. 'I%e Reynolds ntunbers of each flow measurement correspond
closely to those of the curves nearest the points. For example, ghe slot
was run at Reynolds No. = 10,000. Its CD is well predicted by the simple
friction factor curve for Re _ 10,000. The Reynolds numbers for the other
shapes lie between 15,000 and 20,000. I_ appears that they, too, are on
simple friction factor curves. From Fig. 26 it appears that the L/O-_20
orifices were operated in the transition region between Shapiro's entrance
theory and simple friction factor theory, llad these orifices been tested
with larger L/D's, i.t is expected that their data would have followed the
simple friction factor curves.
On the graph for the circle in l'ig. 26 additional correlations are plotted
for !;oth detached and attached flow, Briant's data for short orifices
(Rt'tT. 9 ) alld Aerojet's correlation for detached flow in short orifices
89
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{Ref. 10) are shown. Aerojetts correlation is only valid for orifices
with L/D ,73. One "flipped" point at L/D ,-_(i from th:is program seelll:i to
provide, a logical extension of Aerojet's correlation to 1,/I) = 6.
Cross Ve_Mode]
The most i.ntere:;ting effect of imposi.ti.on of cross veloc:il:y :is the reduc-
tion of CD with cro:_s velocity for sharp entrance orifice:_ and tile )ncreaqe
of Ci) with cross velocity for rounded enlrance or:if ice,;.
A crude model can be postulated for the eftTect of cross vel, ocity on ori-
fice coeffic.:ient employing qaalitati.ve reason:ing, ,qUpl)dSt' that the "true"
value of CD is really unchanged by the cross veloc:ity, and only tIlu al)par_
ent % varies with cross velocity because tile actual /SP across the orifice
in unknown.
The simplest description of the actual pressure drop would ehtail the
assumption that the upstream pressure is equal to the static pressure in
the manifold plus the velocity head for the round orifice (i.e,, stagna-
tion pressure) and less the velocity head for the sharp orifice. This
can be expressed in equation form as follows:
CDA \//I- 2
__ = + _PVc
c -  XPs (7)
where
CDA = apparent CD computed directly from test data
CD = actual CD at zero cross velocity (a constant)
AP = measured AP computed by subtracting downstream stagnationS
pressure from upstr,aam static pressure
92
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93,d)VC " = kill(_tic ])rossllr(_ ill the (_ross ch:lillle] ilpstreaIli o_ tIio
or:i fi c:e
The plu'_ sign would be n.sed with rounded entra.nce._ and the minns .sign
with sh,rrp enl-rances.
To ch(_ck 1h:i._modol, :_]] cro:_.,;volocity data (CI)):}.I-I,/I):,:(_w(',ren()rm:tl_
:i7,(_,Iby divid:ing each (:I)valn(_l_y the (:I)f(mml al l(l fl/,mc wilh :In av(_rag(_
,_traight line fit f()re:mh shap,', The D:Fr:llIl(_1.(_r(:l)/(:l)]W;IS c()pllnlledf(_r(
h()i:hrOllll(l:ill(l:_h;ll,])(l'it.'l.'l'h(;se]mram(,t('rsart,pl()_l(,dv(_:r:m:;eros:-;veloc--
ily illFig. 27. '_ince (:i)/(:i)io/ I a_. Vc ;:(), an ,pl_r(_l_rialemullipli(_r
w;is applied I- l.iq,7 I() hest fil lhe data. Tim wllne of ((:I)/(:I)Io)Vc= 0
Iv;IS lhtui lllUl1::il_l:ied hy + lpV "lAP s 1:o ];ro(hle.e the so:l:id curve (m each
graph. For such _J crude mmlysis, :il co;,r,;lates the data very well. I:or
was approx:imately equal to 20 ps:id. 'rimsall the points :in Fig. 27, AP s
1!(1. 7 may be used to estimate the "apparent" d:isclmrge coeff:icient as a
function of both cross velocity and level of AP for sharp anti _ell-,:ounded
entrances. Itowever, it must be emphasized that there are additi.onal effects
for orifices which are not perpendicular to the manifold channel as well
as entrance conditions which are neither well rounded nor sharp. Equation
7 is far from being all encompassing; it does, however, show roughly how
the sensitivity to cross velocity would vary with N) level. At very high
AP's, the effects of cross velocity would dam_ out.
Improved Eva]uation Criteria
Summaries of results of the orifice coefficient models which have been
discussed appear in Fig. 24, 25, and 26. Predicted values of orifice
coefficient are plotted as functions of orifice L/D, Reynolds number and
the parameter L/D/Re in Fig. 28 for round entrance orifices and Fig. 29
for sharp entrances. The Reynolds number is based on the hydraulic diam-
eter, making these results applicable to orifices of arbitrary shape.
The e:ffect of cross velocity on orifice coefficient is shown in Fig. 30.
Orifice coefficient, normalized with respect to its value at zero cross
velocity is plotted as a function of manifold kinetic pressure divided
by the static pressure drop across the orifice.
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l:].gure aO. lTfect ol, (hx_ss Velocity on Orif'ic=_ Cm_fficient
(Normnli zed) t:or O_'i f:tces Normal to Mani£old Only
(Attached Flow)
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'l'he._e fullct ional re,alionshi])._ lietwt'c'n orifice, c,offici_,llt al,,! 111e plJy'_ic;il
]HI]-D.m(_(_'.% i]|vo] vt._([ ])F'()V:!([O [()(.Ill 5, If]Mill whic}l I{o ]);I_-;(' ;I .p('('Vil]IHII io]| o_" t)l"i -.
fie(; 5h_qi(_.S. ll:_ili_ the data in Fil'.. 28, 29, :th(l 30, a Inert, real i:_tic coin
])lll':iS/)ll lllIt.y bo lll;l.dt_ o1": c;i]?c.ii]:lr tuld IIOIICJ ]-c.ii]/lr oFi ]'it_'o!;,
A f]ll,q.] Ct)llllltii:i:-;oll o]' the el:if ice'; ca_ jl_,_do with the ;ts:_Ulnl_tion l:[Itit the
oT:if]ce.<; were elf the _;ltlll_' lifo;t, Fig, _51, 5;llll,_ l,,!lt, :illd lq_re l)e;i,ll4 t_pera'red
:il; tlio l_lilll'_ C]OIq';NL1;I'. A_i ll fll:iill(iliT'<l, t:11_ c:irclv W;I._ a,_,iip, lied :i. Iteynold._
No. .f 2(i,litlll, Tllv ],l_l_ll].l;-; I)| 7 llii:; _:.;l]CIl]ill iflll llrl_ ]il'l'!;l'llll'll iil Flit, 31.
I) i!ic.]ilirtw c<l_,f|'icil,lll i_i llll)l;l/q| :t5 il flll'_:litlli o1' !'_ll:llil' [';il'ltll_l whicii i_;
l:lit, Fltl !_) (,[" Ilia' _lilllll_'l_'r uf ll civcJ._ lo llie liyll]'_llil i_: di:lllWlvr o[' itll
iirllilrlii'y ;4]itiil_' with tll_, !i;lllll., _ll't,;i ;i._; t:iit, cii,c.ll,. Till, i,l,!_illl_i (if l.]ll,
c.oilllliiri._Oli _li_lw lhill file cil,l:lu ]lr;ldllc.l,,_ ltit, lligile_l ("1! wili ll, +,hi, _il)l
]).rodliCl,.'_ lli_, ]liwl_il:, Ilowl,vt,._, liie iilipl)rlanl cc)iiclil_;;oil II'oill I;i1,,, 31 nlii!;l
lit, l:]i;ll: lilt, ,.1i ['t't;!'lqlCt'b I)t'lWt'lql tilt' VllI'iOIl'_ till v:lllll';_ iil'i' l{ll{te :71111Ill,
4.2.3 SIN(IIA_ I_I,I!MI!NT STIIIH
Cold-flow experiments were conducted employ:i.lig several ncncir,;ul..ar ele-.
;nent shapes as well as the standard circular unlike doublet. The objec-
tive is to determine optimum design criteria so that optimally designed
noncircular element mixi.ng characteristics could be compared to an opti-
mally designed circular unlike-doubiet element. An additional objective
is to determine the sensitivity o£ mixing t_, vax'iations in orifice L/D,
cross velocity, totai injected momentum, and entrance condition,
In general, the parameters influencing the mixing characteristics for
injector elemerts are:
,,L X
rlmix = f(D,V,D1/D2.,(q,I,,V1/V2,0._,._, ,Y,Vc, physical properties) (8)
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Figure 31. Comparison of ('13 for Various Shapes
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where
11 = orifice dianlcter
V = injection velocity
0 = impingement angle
B = fan cant angle between spray fans
I,
orifice length to diameter ratio1)
X,Y = spacing between elements, or spray fails
W'l' = total flowrate level
V = manifold cross velocityc
1,2 = fuel and oxidizer
The particular importance of each of the above parameters on the mixing
characteristics depends largely upon the particular element type. Rupe
(Ref. 2) evaluated the effect of V and D upon mixing for unlike doublets
and found that for optimum mixing the following equality must hold.
OlVj. D1 O2V2 2 D2 (9)
or
DEF 1




For Rupe)s study, only single elements were utilized with large L/D's pro-
ducing fully developed turbulent flow at the orifice Exits. ConsequEntly,
the above equation applies to the local mixing of a pair of uniformly turbu-
lent impinging unlike-doublet je'ts. Nurick and Clapp (Ref. 11) have shown





Ilnlikc-iloublet Element:_. For the unlike impinpint; jet el_,ment,_, it wa.q
assumed th'tt t:he equation cloveloped by Rupe of c:i rcul ar unlike doubl et.q
would st:ill apply. Ilowever, the characteristic d:imension instead of be:in_
diameter would by hydraul:ic diameter. Or








V = jet velocity
(D_/ = hydraulic diameter ratio of the orifices
\riO/ H
o,f = oxidizer and fuel, respectively
For circular orifices, in terms of engine operating specifications, Eq.ll
is:
N = 1 (is)
0o/Do S
where
MR = mixture ratio
I
Do/Df_ = orifice diameter rutio
Because MR and 0 are fixed for a specific propellant combination, the
only remaining variable for circular orifices which can be perturbated
to produce an optimum value of N is the diameter ratio.
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Iq_r llOliC i rClllgt]" OI'i fiC(LS _ Itll addit:ional degree of |:l'_'dfHII can be obtained
in liq. 11. 'l'hi,_ is illustrated by rewriting Eq. 11 in the following form:
N _ 1 (14)()+()()"ol _' Ao 11o
where
A " oi'] |+it':c+ "LPegL
l:(_r none i rcul ar ori flues, the area rat:io of the orif ices :iq not equal to
thu hydraulic diameter rat:io. Consequently, both the area ratio and hy-
draulic diameter can be varied independently to obtain an optimum value
of N. This equation is reformulated in Appendix C in terms of the aspect
ratios of the orifices. 'l_e resulting equation for equal contact dimen-
sion is of the following form:
N = f(K, ARf, ARe) (15)
where
K : MR2 Pf/Po
AR* = aspect ratio
The specific objective of the unlike-doublet experimental evaluations is,
therefore,, to determine, for noncircular orifices, the value of N producing
optimum mixing and the corresponding aspect ratio for each element pattern.





The optimum value of N was determined by conducting tests over a range ot!
mixture ratio for several differing aspect ratios with equal contact dimcm-
sions for the noncircular orifice elements. Four basic element configura-
tions were evaluated. These were the following:
0 _ A V
0 VA V
(;ircular Rectanllpla_sr Tri;_.tn_ular Rectangular/Triangular
and the specific element dimensions were those listed in Table 20.
The mixing results for the various aspect ratio designs over a range of
"N" (i.e., MR) are shown in Fig. 32 (see Table 19). The data are pre-
sented in terms of Em and N for each aspect ratio element design, 'lhe
term E is defined as:
m
N _ (a -
N w_.i !R - r i) . - r i)
Em = 1 Ew T [ E _TT (R _ 1) (16)
where
-2-1 = mass fraction in ith tube
R = ratio of total oxidizer to total flow
r. : ratio of total oxidizer to total flow in ith tube for r.< R
1 1
r. = ratio of total oxidizer to total flow in ith tube for r. >R
1 1
This expression was first defined by Rupe (Ref. 2). It represents the
sum o£ the mass weighted deviations of the mixture ratio from the overall
injected mixture ratio. In a sense, it is a special type of standard
deviation. Both hot-fire and cold-flow evaluations at Rocketdyne (Ref.
12, and 13) have shown that E is an excellent measure of the uniformitym






Nott, in Fig. 32 that the, t:riai_gular, roctarlgular, alld circul.;tr elel_lenL._ all
ot)timize at a value of N of 0.:{, Ivll:ile the combination rectanltle/triangle
element resulted in a differing optimum for each aspect ratio design. 'rh,:,
fact that the rectangular and triangular elements all optimize at a single
value con._iderably simplified the determination of the optimum designs.
As ._,hown in Appendix (2 for the rectangul.ar and tr:iangular elements, the









These values are very close to configurations D (rectangle) and F (tri-
angle). The rectangle/triangle configuration was dropped from further
evaluation because (1) it did not appear to affect better mixing charac-
teristics than the rectangular pattern, and (2) nore configurations would
be required to determine the optimum aspect ratio.
Several other variables which can effect mixing (Eq. 8 ) were also studied.
These additional variables are manifold cross velocity (Vc), orifice L/D,
entrance condition, and total momentum (i.e., flowrate). Manifold cross
velocity and L/D effects were studied utilizing configurations "A" (_ircle),
"D" (rectangle), and "F" (triangle). These configurations represent the
designs which most nearly represm_t optimum aspect ratio configuratioas.
For the cross velocity study, the nominal orifice L/D's were about 5.0 to
6.0. The specific L/D for each, used in all but the variable L/D test,
are listed below.
1.(}5
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Manifold cross velocity was varied from 0 to 20 ft/sec utilizing each of
tile above elements and tile overall spray mixing uniform:ity determined. 'llle
results are presented in Fig. 33. These results, obtained over tile above
range of Vc, show that no substantial effect of cross velocity on mixing
was found. For instance, for the triangular element, over the entire
range of V , mixing uniformity for the rectangular element varied onlyc
by about 5 percent, decreasing with increasing cross velocity. The circu-
lar element appeared to be most sensitive, varying by 8 percent in Em.
It is important to note that these experiments were conducted at ambient
backpressure and at these conditions the orifice CD at zero cross velo-
city is on the order of 0.7 for the rectangle and triangle, and 0.6 for
the circle (oxidizer orifices). For the rectangular and triangular con-
figurations, these values represent jet flow which is attached, but the
jets tend to be somewhat bushy at the orifice exit. For the circular
orifices, this condition represents fully separated flow. It was shown
in the single orifice study that cross velocity can cause a separated
orifice to attach; however, the resulting jet tends to be bushy with
considerable breakup occurring near the orifice exit.
In additior, the jet direction at the exit is altered as was shown in both
the orifice study of this program and that of Ref. 10. Consequently, it
is difficult to intuitively judge whether this type of phenomena wiil in-
crease or decrease mixing. The results suggest that for tile circle and
rectangle the overall effect was to decrease mixing uniformity.
1()6
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a. MANIFOLD CROSS VELOCITY
90 _ /--CONFIGURATION A (CIRCLF.)I I
"_"-_ I CONFIGURATION D (RECTANGLE) |
] _ ,k X f ,z,
80 l _'_ :- -
i l,!oi;:i,., (TRI ANGLE)60 ................. LID-5.0 xl )5o l
O 5 10 15 20
MANIFOLDCROSS-VELOCITYt FT/SEC
b, ORIFICE L/D








Figure 33. blixingUniformity (Em) as a Function of
Injector Design and Operating Variables
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A TllOro sur]_r:i,_i.ng rosull was obtained at zero cro._:_ volnt'ily fro" thw] j,/j)tq
of from 5 to 10 /lnd _lml)iont |_aCkl)rossllro. The Y05|1]1.% _|r{_ s]lt)wll ill Fig. 33.
Nole that for the circular element, IIlix:i.llg was cons:ideral)l; higher (_17
percont) for the short l./ll than for that obtainod at an I,/l) of ll).
The .specific measured t',ll_S for both the fuel arm ox:idi*,e',, 1 ov:ifico:_ :Jro
listed bolow.
1
(,llts ()btailwd I)llring l,/J) ,qtudy
.....
(:_... f i gut at :ion (I,/1.') (l,/I))oxidl zer t'ue] ((ll)J()xi di zor ((il))fuol
h_ I _.() ]()' {). ()(,' ('. ()(_}
ol
,,I o7,
F / 11.3 13.3 0.71 0.76
/_ J 5.8 6.9 0,76 0.7
Inspection of the table shows that the circular orifice had the shortest
L/D's and produced fully separated flow (CD -- 0.6) at the short L/D con-
dition. Also, the rectangular element at the short L/l) condition (CI) =
0.63) appears to be separated. Note that these two patterns showed an
effect of cross velocity on mixing uniformity while the triangle did not.
For zero cross velocity, both the triangular and rectangular elements pro-
duced a decrease in mixing uniformity with decreased L/I). for the circle,
however, fully separated flow resulted in about a 17 percent increase in
the. mixing uniformity over that obtained for "quasi-attached" flow. This
significant variation in Em illustrates that the circular element mixing
uniformity is much more sensitive to L/I) than that fm noncircular orifices.
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III) I(]-.t']()W llliXilIp, PX1)l'£illl/Hl|:.'i Wo]'O I1},'_1) c()l|(]lICll'_l t"O1' _;_'Vor;_l ]Iron} I()ld
and oril'ico on1r:lnco c(mditi(m!;. In ,Mdilion 1o 111(, _h:rrp Olllry do:_i_,,j_
(lJ.q('uti._iod abovo (conf'ip3H'alioll A), t:h(' (qlt.y;inc(, wlt5 rmmded, Al._o, fnr
the :-;]IIITP]) (H11171111C(? COlldil'ioll lilt IllallJt'old olltl?llnco port W;l: 0I/|;11"___o{I_
thor(_by redm'iilg the InHllJ fold ve] oci I:y elltori n£ to lhe ori fi (.o, l:of o;isy
colnp:lri,;(m, the,so rosll]t'; are pro.';ented :in IZig. 3,1 ;llnnt; with lhe re:;_lll,_
nhl_linod over 1:11o !'1(3/;,1"I/1(, ran.qe of ah(mt (I,W]!; lo 0.4 J])II)/':,CI',
L/D _ 10/ _ROUNDED ENIRANCE I
80 --.,(_ -_-- ] /-"-SHARP ENTRANCE
'_ I -"'_'_----.._._ ... _ 1 /(LARGE I_NIFOL[
_, | _NTRY PORT)
CIRCULAR_UNLIKE..... ' --_ _70 ...........
(HOT-FIRE INJECTOR) __I.CONFIGURATION A - SHARP ENTRANCE
60 1 ,I 1, 1
0 0.I 0.2 0.3 0._ 0 5
TOTAL FLOWRATE (Wo + Wf)' LB/SE_
Figure 34. Nixing Characteristics for a Circular Unlike-l)oablet Injector
Over a Range of Total Flowrate and Comparison With Various
Entrance Configurations
These results show that the circular element is extremely sensitive to
variations in the manifold configuration. Note that a 6 percent increase
in Em occurred when the entry to the orifice was rounded. Also note that
a 3 percent increase in Em occurred when the manifold entry port was en-
larged. These results certainly emphasize that extreme caution must be
exercised in the design of the orifice manifold and orifice entry
configuration.
_elf-Atomizing /qozzle Elements. In addition to the unlike impinging doublet
patterns, two types of self-atomizing nozzle elements were evaluated; a
hydraulic swirl and a fan nozzle confifflraLion. Both the hydraulic swirl
and fan element designs were described in Table 18.
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For lhe _olI'-alomizinp,no::/.l(,,five par;_llR'1OT_-; W("l't'evalualed'. (I) .fan
iml)ing('lntm! mW,le, (2) .slmcing I_t,twet'n fan._, (3) relaliw' fan width, {4)
1OlI;|l lllOllltHIllllll, and (!_) lll(Hllonlllm ratiO. 'l'o|ll] IIRHllt'IIIIHll W;Is ._tudied by
vari:ilions ill tol;il f]oWrate, aim l]lOHlOIltllllli';lt.]o w;15 JllVO:%ti_,l|1;L_d by V_IF]ll-
tion._;in mixt,lre rat in.
|'lw hydraulic :_wir] element re,nllt,_aro ._hown :inl:i_,,.3S. Fro" the by.
dr:relic :;wit'l de_;i_n, IIo[;(_ IlIa1 I]w i'11o] :llld oxidizer H(),:zI¢:_; _1]'<' _;o])/|]';ll_,d
l_y If.i;inch nll(l[]lOlb|]I¢'oloHlOll1_(':lllle(l_) _nward ¢,;|cholhoF ]']'OlII0
I() '/(_ 'I('J!FOC.'-;. _!_ _',1)I)),'_IIill l:J_.),. _'_li) lllJXil|i', i:_ ('XC('])1 i()lllll ly l()w {]!I11=
41i ])('I'('(HI'[) ()V{']' |h(.' (qili)'(' VIIB_( ' . A;i l! F('_;lllt, lhi_; ('I('III(Hil W;l;; ('] il]|illllJ ('(l
l')'()m li_r'l]_(,)' ;;1:)uly.
'J']|<' r(:bIllt:+ ()l)(all)(+d over a J';I11_.),¢>()f Cill},'[ :I1191(' tl,_ill_.t two COll|'igtlrati()llS
of' th(, fan nozzle ('mployin_.,, t,qual orifice size o](.'lll('lltS are also showll
in l::i_[, 35. The specifi.c orifice (li.mens]ons for this design are 0,002
for both orifices. The mixing characteristics, for both a 1-inch and
0.5-iach spacing between the oxidizer and fuel nozzles, were evaluated
over a range of cant angle (l_) from zero to 75 degrees. For both config-
uraci_ns, mixing improves with increasing _ angle until about 50 to 60
degrees and then ter:ds to slowly decrease. The 1.O-inch spacing injector
element is about 4 percent t:igher in mixing uniformity.
In addition to equal sized orifices, the influence of relative fan width
on mixing was also studied. Variation in the relative fan width was accomp-
lished by using fan nozzles of differing sizes. The specific design
utilized a O.062-inch fuel and a O.072-inch oxidizer equivalent diameter
self-atomizing spray fan nozzle. For this specific design, experiments
were conducted over a range in mixture ratio and total flowr8te. The
results are shown in Fig. 36. First, comparing the values of mixing
uniformity at a mixture ratio of 1.6 for the equal and unequal sized orifices
shows that changing the relative fan width from other than 1.0 resulted in
a substantial loss _n mixing uniformity; about 13 percent in Em. This




70-DEGREE SWIRL UNLIKE DOU@LET
-0- ...... O--
Em, _ NO 0.5-INCH SPACING
0 ,, ,,, -
20_
0 2O 4O 6O
CANT ANGLE (_), DEGREES
b. SELF-ATOMIZING NOZZLE
80-DEGREE FAN UNLIKE DOUBLET
MR - 1.5 ,
70 J-- --'--i_-
0 O.5-
EmP_ 60 / NCH SPACING
50
o 20 40 60 80
CANTANGLE (6), DEGREES
Figure 35, Hixing Uniformity (Em) as a Function of Injector Design
Par_eters for Several Self-Atomizing Nozzle Injector
Elements Using Equal Nozzle Sizes
(Simul:mts: tr_.chlorethylene/water)
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d0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
TOTAL FLOWRATE,LB/SEC
• See Table 18
Figure 36. rlJ.xing [,haracteI_st_cs for Self-Ator,,izing Fan
Injector Utilizing Unequal Fan Nozzle Sizes
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sensitive to the rein.rive f'_n w:idth. In addition, note .hat the mixture
rnt:io trend M_ows that 1! :increa.ses llllti] li nlixtllre :Plltio of abonl 1.6in
and then tends tc_ decrease. Th:is wl]'iat:ion :in mixing mlit'orm:ity i:_ al_out
eqnn] to that :for the circular unlike doublet, llowover, note from the
plot of' total flowrate versus Em that at low values of" total flowrate
there :i.s :i.nsnfficjent momentHm ff)r the spr;lys to accomplish a high tlegree
of" ra:ix.ing un:ifc)rm:ity. ]n fact, the, overall drop in 1!m over the rm_ge in
tel:ILl :l:]olcPztle frolll tll)t)t_l: ().4 t() {).07b :is 2!i percellt in ]!m' The lll:iXilltl
111/i fllrllli l:y ]:or tl_i q inj ec'tc_r p_ll terll :iS lllll(:ll lllOre sellsi rive to total :ill--
i('_.:l:ed illl)llll'lll:llm l]lllll _ hl_ l:ircnl;rr Ul)like d¢)llblel:.
(:ompari smls ot' the i nj ectors are made t"oi' tile opt inllllll c()llf i glll'at J on for





and for the self-atomizing fan injector:
Relative Fan Width = 1.0
Spacing, inch = 1.0
Cant Angle, degrees = 60
The comparisons are made in terms of both the mixing uniformity (Era) and
the mixing limited _* efficiency (rio, mix). Values of F.m and rio, can be
found for each cold-flow experiment in Appendix A, Table A-3. The mixing
limited c* efficiency is obtained from input of the specific spray distri-
bution into a mixing limited combustion model. The model is based on a
streamtube analysis and requires knowledge of the mobs and mixture ratio
distribution throughout the spray field. A complete derivation of the
streamtube model can be found in Appendix J of Ref. 13. The general features
of the analysis are as follows: consider the rocket engine to be divided
into N-imaginary streamtubes; also consider that complete vaporization
113
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is accomplished ill tim comlmstion chamlmr fnr each streamtube (based on
the flow conditions of that tube). The combustion gases of each stream-
tube then expand isentropically through the nozzle. It is assumed that
no intertube mixirg, either thermal or chemical, occurs between adjacent
streamtubes, and pressure contimHty :is maintained at each transverse
station in the nozzle. Chamber pressure, throat area, contraction ratio,
and propellant distribution are specified. The static pressure at the
throat and the total propellant flowrate are determined by an iteration
process.
The result ot, this ,leriwltion in terms of c* eff:iciency is:
[At: l100_ Mri) (c,i) (17)qc*,dist - C'thee . \A'i/j
where
C-thee = theoretical shifting c*
MF. = mass fraction in ith streamtube1
c*. = theoretical shifting c* based on flow conditions in ith tube1
Ati = area of ith streamtube at the geometric nozzle throat
A*. = area of ith streamtube at the sonic condition
From Eq. 17, the loss in c* efficiency caused by propellant maldistribu-
tion is determined by summing the mass weighted c*. associated with each1
streamtube multiplied by an area correction factor. The Ati/A* i factor
is a correction to account for the shift in the location of the sonic
point resulting from changes in the specific heat ratio.
In Fig. 37a, the mixing uniformity (Era) is plotted as a function of the
mixing parameter N. For N = 0.5, these results for the unlike doublets
show that the pattern producing the most nonuniform spray pattern will
be the circular element (Fm_70 percent), then the triangular element
(1!m_80 percent). The highest mixing uniformity was produced by the rec-
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be equally sensitive io N l'¢n" valn¢'._ l¢,ss than 0.5 and _he n(mcircular
imtterns are, more sensitive tO variation._ in N for values greater thml 0.5.
All mllike-doublet patterns produce equally uniform sprays at a wllue
of N equal to 0.(_._. Because variations in N for each specif:ic de'_:ign were
obtained by varying mixture ratio only and not hydraulic diameter, the fan
results can be presented on the same plot (_t should be remembered that
N may in itself not be a valid parameter for th:i:_ t, lement). The fan in-
jector result shown in this figure :is plotted at a _al_m (Tf N equal to
0.5 which corresponds to the mixture ratio of l.(i for all designs. Note
that the fan design produces mixing lmiformity between the c:ircular des:igns
and the noncircuJar do_:blet elements.
In Fig. 37b the same results are presented in terms of the predicted over-
all mixing c* efficiency (nmix). Note that identical trends for the unlike
doublet designs are shown for nmi x and Em as a function of N. ttowever, the
magnitude of the differences is somewhat less. At a value of N = 0.5, the
triangular element should produce an increase of 5-percent c* mixing per-
formance because of improved spray uniformity over that obtained for the
circular element, while the rectangular element would result in about a 7-
percent increase in c* performance. The fan injector shows that the mixing
limited c* performance is about 3-percent greater than the circular design.













Figure 38. Comparison of Mixing I,imited c* Performance
Improvement by Noncircular Orifice t!lements
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Atom] zat] 011
The objective of the atom:izati.on study is to comp:tre the ;ltomizatim_ char-
acteristics obtained w:itl_ circular and noncireular orifice elements desi_ned
for optimum mixing. Therefore, atomization experiments were conducted
emt)loyin £ only the following umlike doublets:
1. Circle--Configuration A
2. Triangle-Configuration F
3. Rectangle--Configurati on D
l_ecause little data were awdlable for the self-atomJzint; nozzle design:;,
several such nozzles were ewduated.
Cold-flow tests were conducted utilizing noncircular and circular element
injectors to determine atomization characteristics over the range of operat-
ing conditions. A total of 89 experiments were conducted. A tabular sum-
mary of each experiment is included in Appendix A, Note that the dropsizes
are presented as the mass median dropsize (D) This droplet diameter is
the size in a given sample for which half the sample weight is made up of
droplets of large diameter and half the same weight is made up of droplets
of smaller diameter. The mass median diameter was chosen rather than some
other arbitrary statistical dropsize diameter (i.e., volume mean diameter,
D30, etc.) because the data were determined by sieving, which gives D directly,
in general, dropsize in the absence of an imposed gas flow fieid is a func-
tion of:
D ; f (D, V, Do/D f, Vo/V f, _, physical properties) (18)
where
D = characteristic orifice dimension
V = injecter velocity




In a rocket engine, in addition to the above terms, consideration must be





Ilnlike..Ikmblet I{lplnents. For mll.ike inq)ingin_-dcml_it,l elonlont._ of fixml
inl])i ngOlllOiil :ln_] t, , co] d -J: ] oi,9 drops J zo J _ proport i ¢ma 1 to :
I) = f (11, V, I)I/D_,. Vl/V2,. ntl io ¢)t7 physicnl propcrtips)
For fixed o_ifice sizes thi:; reduces the vnr;iable5 to
_i :: f (Vl/V2, V, r:lli¢_ of phy';ic:_l i)rnp_,rtio. :)
A In'lot :itudy, R¢'f. 14, ha:; imlicatcd tl_tl lhe ]l;ll'_llllt,l¢,l':; _;Imuld Iw
.p,rollped ill 1he t:oll.owillp_ IIIilllllt'p;
I) I :: f (_1/_ V)
To determine the dependence of dropsizc on these lmrameter.s for the tmlike
circular doublet, atomization experiments were conducted ov¢,r a rm_l_e of
injection velocity and ¢. The atomization results obtai_wd for the unlike-
doublet elements are shown in Fig. 39 and 40 in terms of injection velocity,
and _. While considerably more data points were obtained than actually
shown in these charts (Table A-4 of Appendix A): selected points at near
constant _ were chosen for presentation. Because data were obtained at
various values of q_, a plot of the entire data set would tend to be con-
Fusing. Note that for _b of 0.46 and 1.1, the dependency of drops ize on
velocity are similar, llowever, the level of dropsize is considerably
different. The entire set of data was input into a regression analysis
program of the form I) = K_n/v m and the values of K, m, and n determined.
A plot of the results are shown in the lower plots of Fig. 39 and 40 for
the fuel and oxidizer, respectively. The equations best describing the
results are:
0.41
Fuel: ]_¢ = 1.53 x 104 (_) (19)O. 98l
vf
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]I ._hhll]d I)o ll()lt'd 1hat the ;l]_()Ve ('t[ll;ll:i¢)ll_; ;lr(' IH_1 }_onoi','l] ill 1(']?111_ of
(li_llllOlO]l" l";lt i() oV olOlllO(ll ._i Z_', llllt ;lI'o ;;IIOCi ]+'ic to the ;lCtll;| I o]OlllOllt._
twn])lat:od, lji._;ppcl:_ol_ of lho oqn_ll:io]] illustrateq l:h_l lh_' fHe] drops]zu
is allllosl telally do.pend;qH+ upon the nxidizer volot::ity whilp 1he axidi;].er
d_°nl)si::o i._ allllO;;1, tot;lily do|,..,ndont upcu] the' rue, l, That is, Eq. 19 I
FOdll('l' f_ 170
• . ,0.4 ]
/.,3 _ 1(]4/f':"_
f)c)/
I) r _ ,- - _ . (.!t)
- . tl. ]() {). I', 2
V.f V_>
'IIH' W'I,_,'ilv dP])<'lltl_'ll<+' l'(br lh_, lllt!l dl'(_pbi;'._' di;lllHq_'r i_ _,(_lll(,WhH1 dil'-.
[<,I'_,III lJl;lll lhal l_rC,v.i_ut_;ly ;I_;!',IIIIV'_I ill I]I(' l_m+lilllinalv <+Va[ll;ll i_ll, wl_icl_
w+_; t_l_l+++illt'tl it'<_]_l lh<' lh'l +. 15 ,ItM),. ll++m,Vt+p, th+' Rt'f. ]3 pqtmli_m Wa;;
}'t'llt!l'gltl'd with t)lll)' ;I lllillillllllll t)l' dal;i lllld Ct_llld CHllt:t'iVlll_ly l)_' ill t'l'l'til'.
"['[u' uaidi;'a'r d.l',H_:,i',:_' l't':;lll[ i',; ill _'_;_;{'III i_il ltp, l'l'lqllOlll slilh lh_tl _ivl!ll
i_ R<'I'. I,,i.
Thu rt, su 1Is for 1he m)nc i rc.u lar Ull I i k('-dolll_ Ipt _'] o111oI1_"s lifo ])resenl_'d ] n
Fig, 4], l;ecmtse of l,:rogt';im limitation:;, data _,um, gum,ratted only "it
a constant w_luc ot" tl, for thest, ])atlemts. Note_ however, that the slope
o:17the I i nes :in the h:i gh vel ocit.y regJolls it IR' llelirly i.denl i cal to that
found for the unli+kt' doubJut, lit addition, for a V:l.lut, of +l>_,l.O, tile
dropsizes for tile fuel and ox:idizer for a spec.ific element were identical
at the same injection velocity, if the circular doublet oxidizer and fuel
dropsize diameters for 4_ = 1.O are compared, the stone trend is found.
Because of the similarity of these results, i.t is assumed that the depend-
e.nce of dropsize on q_ for the noncircular elements is identical to that
found for the circular elements.
Self-Atomizing Nozzles. The cold-flow atomization results for the self-
atomizing nozzles arc+ presented in Fig. 42. FJw,' spray fan types with
different orifice size:,; were cw,,luated over a 30- to 345-ps:i AP range,
d',pcnd:ing upon the clement size. The largest size tested (:equivalent
or i lice <limlmt<2r _ 0.072 inch) resulted in ma:+s mean drops i ze (l)) from
25.% to ,135 micr_ms ow:r the: kl' range evalllated. The smallest nozzle
produced IT values of Ixolll:in:.|.l ly 1O0 mi crons, Intermediate dropsi zes were
m(.,asu,'ed for the relnaining spray fan nozzles.
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Figure 41. Effect of Injection Velocity on Mass Median Dropsize
for Rectangular and Tri;mgular Orifices (Simulant: wax/It20)
l 22





The swirl-typo nozz[(, atom:ization results ar(, also sh()wn :ill Fig. 42.
The droi)sizes varied from ]50 to 315 Illicron5 for :ill five IIO',{zl(,_ oV('I' the'
('nt:ir(; AP range. The mechanical-.tyi)(,, swirl llozr, le produc('d drop,_i;ize._
slightly larger than that fotmd for tile hydraul:ic swirl nozzles. Not_'
that the drolm:iz(,._ ])reduced by the swirl nozzl.es te.';ted we.re relativ(,ly
insensitive to the phy:;ical orifice size. Th(' swJrl nozzles do not al)pe:lr
to lilly(? ally .qJgnifiC;lllt :ldVgllltglg(? ()v(?r *hal fO/llld J'or flit' f;lll-tYl)t, llOZ;:.l(,s,
Hlld :ill ;_dditioll, tile :_wirl nozzle de_;igll._; gig(, c_u0_;id(,ral) l.'/ more COlllt}licat(,d
ill di'.:_:i.J_ll lhall lilt! ;;:ilnpl(_r fan l:yp,'. (ifHl'iOqllOlll ly, the swirl no:,zle:, w.:,rr
C ] i 111i llgll-I.'d frOlll furth('r ._;l:lldy.
C,_mparison of Atom:izat:ion Character:istics for {:Jrcular and Noncircular
I)rifices. Comparison of dropsi;..es J:; done on tile b,'tsis of cold-flow
measured _ax dropsizes. Because atomization by all of the unl:ike-doublet
elements is dependent upon _, a comparison of these elements must be accom-
plished at a value of _ corresponding to thaZ occurring at a mixture ratio of
1.6, For these designs, _b can be determined from rearrangement of l!q. 11.
(22)
Because all elements _eere designed for N of 0.5, then
= , at optimum design based on mixing uniformity.
" I






Note that the hydraulic diameters arc nearly equal and therefore tlw com-
parison should be made at near identical values of (l_.
1.24
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Note that the circular unlike doublet produces dropsizes approximately
1.5 times smaller than noncircular designs. This result is different
than that originally expected in that it was postulated that total con-
tact across the entire width of the jets would produce maximum momentum
interchange between the jets and thereby produce minimum dropsizes. (The
circular design which had a diameter ratio of 1.14 while the noncircular
unlike-doublet designs contact wid'¢h ratios were 1.0.) It is obvious,
however, that the sheets produced by the rectangular and triangular designs
are considerably thicker than those for the circular design. This is
probably due to the fact that the jets thickness (perpendicular to the
contact dimension) for the noncircular patterns are greater than that for
the circular design. It would be expected therefore that had the rectang-
ular elements been designed such that the minim,m side dimension were per-
pendicular to the contact side, then cons:iderably smaller dropsizes would
have been produced.
12._;
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The propellant distributions along the chamber wall are primarily deter-
mined by the specific injector eleraent and geometric design_ and these
distrilmti(m.,_ to a large extent control the engine heat flux character-
i,;tics. Con:mquently, analysis of the cold-flow data for all elements
wa_; conducted to determine, elemental local mass and mixture ratio contours°
The result:_ are discu!_sed below°
Unlike l)oublct l!lcments. Contour plots of mass and mixture ratio for the
unlike doublets are presented in Fig. 44 through 47. The sensitivity of
fan orientation to misimpingement for the circular unlike doublet is shown
in l:ig. 44 and 45. In I'ig. 44 the orifices are aligned such that, at
impingement, the orifice center lines misimpinge by 0.006 inch. The con-
tour plot for a misimpingement of 0.002 inch in the other direction is pre-
sented in Fig. 45. Note that in both cases the fan is rotated toward the lar-
ger orifice and that even for a misimpingement of only 0.002 inch the fan has
been rotated about 45 degrees. This could result in significant propel-
lant wall impingement for elements positioned near the chamber wall. In
addition, note that the mass is grouped near the central portion of the
fan and quickly drops off near the edges. Interesting, however, is the
fact that the mixture ratio is high on the side opposite the oxidizer
orifice and low on the side opposite the fuel orifice. Rupe, Ref. 2,
has observed the same phenomena and suggests that the propellants pene-
trate through each other.
Contour plots for the rectangular and triangular elements are shown in
Fig. 46 and 47. These profiles are quite similar in shape, and in fact
arc similar to that of equal diameter circular doublets. Note here again
that the propellants appear to penetrate "_hrough each other creating a
mixture ratio profile across the element opposite to that suggested by
the element design_ As for the circular elements, the mass is concen-
t_ ,,ed near the central portion of the fan and quickly drops off near
the edge,




Figure 44, Contour Plots for Circular Unlike Doublet, ConfJ.guration A
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Figure 45. Contour Plots for Circular Unlike Doublet, Configuration A
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|:_gLlre 40. Contour Plots £or Rectangular Unlike l)oub]et Element,
Configuration D
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A !_lal)i Iily ml;i ly:;i :: wa'.; COlldllCl t'd l'o1' lu)lh lh_' ci I'c_zlal' :llt_i II_mci mqzlar
('IL'IlR'IlI'!_. '['h(_ ol_jk'cliV(' WIl._ 1() !'iII1]_ 1]|¢' ¢'1('111c111!_ il1 tt'l'lll!; (_1' lll_'il' likli
hood 1o lm 'llll,_Illb]e whull C()llll);Ir'c(l It) 111¢' ('}l'('llllll' ('/{'lll_'lll ,
The Prieln model was utilized l'ov this analysi._. 'l'h_, ])t,edictcd zolws of
eng:ine operating conditions in which a tangenti;II too&, of high*.l'reqm;ncy
instability could be initiated were found by e×amining the response of the
system to initial pressure disturbances of wu']ous mnpliludes, ']'he bound-
ayi.es of the instability regions deI)end pri.lllarily on (__, tile lmrlzJng rato
parameter, and AV_, the axial velocity difference between the conflmstion
gas and the liquid droplets divided by the local speed ot" sound, i.e.,
AV' = (V Z VLZ )/a.
The burning rate parameter, a_, is defined as
where
m -- fraction of total propellant burned per unit length o£ combustor
It = radius of combustor (or annular ele, ment)
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A :;tal)ii:ily map w;_s ¢fl_lnint,d hy fir,_t, p]oll inf.,, the W,lll_';ll ';1,_l_ilily l imil,
A (_1.]1o n].il]]ll|lilll rOdllCt,_] pyossllro d:i,'_/:ll]?])llll¢'.o 11Ill])] itll_lP yoqtli rt_l to ill:[t:i;ll:oP
sustained i.nstab:il:ity) for ,st,vpr;lll drt_ps:i::c,_ w,rsu'_ tho I)_lrninp, rate p;ir;,_
elo:r, el. 'l'hell t]lO lll:ill:illlllll/ d:i.stm'l)mlce for each :inlml tlrop_.'_izt , was
dt'l(_l'lllillO¢l. T]Io lll.illJIIlllIll vH]llOS lq(_l'(, _ I]lon plotted :1.'; a fUllCL:iOll of drop;_izo
;_lld i:]w J"['_;lll/_._; of thi:; ;lm_l.ysis a:ro l)rost,]lteH :in Fip,. 49, Nol-o /:hill lilt"
I.argpy l:ho dyt_l_t;:i.z¢, /:lie h:ij_lwr /;lie pre.'_:_urp, ;tllll)l.:il:udes C_tll I)t_ withoul pra-.
,[IL(':i Ib_ in:;l._d_i ] :i ty, 'l'hp d:i_I!f01?OllCO5 _Ilowll :ill l.h:i _; fi.g_rrc :_llggo_;l tirol:
1:/1¢' c i.rcu.l¢ir I'.lr_lll¢_lll. _]l:ik.'.]l ]ll'Odll(:o,q L]IO !_ll|ll] le:;t: dro]_!;i Z/':; ll:i I 1 l:t_lltl to
])1_ II|ol'l' Illl,;1 11])] I* 1 hlll) I;]ll_ llOl)l-_i y/tllJIlY oilq]lo]|l_!i.
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Hot firing experiments were conducted to gain information concerning the
operational characteristics of single elements using the various orifice
types under actual engine conditions.
Based upon the results of cold-flow experimental studies, four injector
elements were selected for the hot-fire evaluations. The element types
chosen were:
1. Circle (Configuration A)*
2. Rectangle (Configuration D)
3. Triangle (Configuration F)
4. Self-Atomizing Fan Nozzle
All of the above configurations had orifice sizes identical to those
previously cold-flow evaluated. For the fan element, the orifice sizes
for the oxidizer and fuel were 0.072 and 0.062, respectively (Fig. 36
and Table 18). The injectors were fired in a combustion chamber with
= 4°0 (Fig. 10)contraction ratio, ¢c
4.3.1 SELF-ATOMIZING FAN ELEMENT
Hot-firing test results for the self-atomizing fan element are presented
in Fig. 50, Sl, and 52° (See _ppendix A for a complete tabular listing
of all hot-fire test results.) Shown in these figures is the influence
upon characteristic velocity efficiency of mixture ratio, characteristic
chamber length, and chamber pressure.
*See Table 19 for definition of configurations.
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The first figure, Fig° !_0, shows the variation of rlc* with mixture ratio
for chamber (characteristic) lengths of 30 and 60 inches. For the tests
shown, chamber pressure was approximately 100 1)sia (adjustments have been
made by minor interpolation to 100 psia as noted). Characteristic velocity
efficiency (at L* = 30 inches) falls some 16 percentage points as mixture
ratio is varied from 1.0 to 2.0. The same trend is suggested by the data
for L* = 60 inches.
The :improvement in rl * with I,* suggested in Fig. b0 is amplified in Fig. 51c
litre, _l * is shown as a function of L* for chamber pressure of 100 psiac
and mixture ratio close to 1.5. It may be noted that ,I * increases fromc
about 66 percent to slightly over 80 percent with an increase of L* from
15 to 60 inches. Extrapolation of these data to larger values of L*
suggests that the maximum efficiency obtainable for the single element _t
Pc = 100, MR = 1.6 lies between 83 and 85 percent. This is commensurate
with the cold flow mixing limited efficiencies predicted for this injector.
The variation of nc* with chamber pressure is depicted in Fig. 52 , for
L* = 30 inches and mixture ratio about 1.5. A striking improvement of
efficiency with increased chamber pressure is noted. This increase is
attributed mainly to improved mixing and atomization resulting from higher
injection velocities at elevated pressures rather than the absolute level
of pressure. In this engine, the chamber throat area remained fixed as
well as the injector orifice areas. Thus, increased preasure required
increased flowrates, and subsequently, higher injection velocities.
4.3.2 UNLIKE-DOUBLE ELEMENTS
Characteristic velocity efficiency as a function of mixture ratio, L*, and
Pc' respectively, for the three types of impinging jet unlike doublets is
shown in Fig° 53, 54, and 55. These injectors were simiiar in design
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II i,, cwid_-nt from the, daI:a ,_hown :i,l t;ig.. !13 aim .q5 that tlw inlpinging
i(,l 12111]k_' dollhlc_l._i ]lav_' prodtlcod ])t,rt!ormallco rt,:ullt_ M_:ici_ ar_, quil_,
dif'f,q'tqll frolll Ill_;_ (_{! lilt, fall-,typ(, _,]_ll/elil. R.ll]/a,r t[11111 lll_iXiliIiZill_ ill
ul))_l ])i|lllIl" IlliZXllII'_' rill i() itS{ !illg}._t'_l,'{I I_y cr_ld flc_W, _'fficicmcy i'_ aClZlaliy
Ic)wc!;l al lJi[_i llliXlllr(' I';tl [(,. Furliwr, ;1_; nt)l(,d ill Fig. !;!{ , I)('l'('l.l'Illllllt','
t'()v" 1]l(' illi])ill}',illg,,lylH' ('I('IlH'III,; d,'cI'c:i_"; wilh illCl't';l!iill}4 clHIIlil),'l' j,l'¢'!;!;lil'_',
]11 ('()lll 1'111;1 1(I I hi, I':lll ,'l('lll<,lll !;, 'l'}l(,l;i, i'()iltl'llrv ()I_('T:ITilUI:II ('h;lI';ll'l,"l"i!, ++
I iL'% _|!'_' l]/]]t'i|l ]VI_' t) t" IL'llt'I )V(' !_lrl,;ll}} y_l'l)l|l'_'lI ]()|1 1)I' HI)]I)tVII]);I|'/ ,1!
BcC_ILI_;Ol) ()W:I])III'I 12all al1_t,r lh_' ._,pray ¢});ll'llcl_,r]_l ]cb_ l)t'i()l' to ill i('('lol'
des i gn _('l t_cl i on, the i II i(}_'tI)l_'S alia o]_l_rill i|ll_ ccmdi t i eros were cr i 1 i ca l ly
(,xalilillcd :ill tt}l'lils ( ) ]l_ tilt} l){)t¢'llllia] F()F blolqal)_|rt. Prt}v}{)u. q dllti| (R{,t'° ]!i
and l(_) had _ndicatcd that bLowapart W{)lllld ¢)_'.CUr fOr the element s i:'c._
})CiIlg ut:il}zcd :ill tills study, l)ata available at that time sugg¢_stcd that
there wt._re two ways to avo:id blowalmvt: (1) by reducing the orifice ._ize._
t:o about O.()20 :inch, or (2) by keeping tlw oxidizer telnperature below :its
boiling point. Because :it was desirable to kee l) the thrust per elelnelll
no smaller than 30 lbf/clement, the hot-f:ire facility was equil_pcd uith
a temperature-conditioning system which would maintain the oxLd]z,'r tem-
perature below 40 F. Unfortunately, as the data demonstrate, temperalure
conditioning of the propellants did not keep blowapart f_'om occurring for
the unlike doublet elements.
Because all unlike impinging jet :injectors, regardless of or:if ice slmpe,
were subject to blowapart, evidently, llOllC:.irclllar orifice unlike doublets
designed at N = 11.5 offer no signil'ieant imlu'ovement in opt, rational char-
actt,rJsties for thc l)r_wcntlml of blolcatmrl. Altl|ou,qh f'r_)m Fig. 5.3, it
does appcar t hat l 1_(, rcctan:4u Iar {)ll'i fi ces were l¢'ss a I . It " [ ' _ " 1 { ? [ I I ) V j ) I { ) I_ l [ l } I [ I " l _
th;|ll Ih(_ ()lhcP /)ri{'ic(' sIi;ll)(,s itl 11}1, }li_lIlet' llliXlllrc rilti():_, lt shotlld 1)¢,
11o1('¢}, how('vcl'_ thai exp('l'illlclltal cvidcIl¢(' .';ll_t_,_,tJ}gl}; tl ._lip, hI V:lri;l| i ¢)I1 ill
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ll._])t_cL rati(} for 1]1o, nollcJr(;ul_,I' illlliko d(_llblol.q lllay rodll¢:_' ()r ev_?l] (?]:ilII-
illal:o blow,qmrt. Th:is "()ff ()ptioll" do.._J};n COlld_t:io11 Inay resn]t in a s:ig-
nificmG :inlprnvement :ill perfarmance lmcmlse nf the large suppression :ill
c* efficiency cml:_ed by blinwapar_.
Variaticms of c* effic:iency w:ith characteri:;tic chamber length :is shown
in Fig. 54 for P = 100 ps:ia mM 141t = 1,5. As expeclt,d, officiom:ytl
illCl'O/l_io.% _;ign:ificantly with :increast,d 1,* frtml 1.5 to t_l) illt_]lC_S. 'rht,
t_ffi t:i 14lcy ft_r tllg' rt'clallgl t'._ i iicrt'ltst_s soglg' l 1i ]mrcenta_e ]_oint;; wh:i ! e
111_, I rJ.nllp, lt_s illCrl_;iso ,')2. ])t,rc_,llta_t, pt_il_l:;, Ilowt,ver, al _lt_:ll 1, '^', lho
oV_,lTill l_,vt,l (If ]l{'l'l'Ol'lllllllCOiS dl,l_rt,.4:sl,dby lh_, blowal_arl ])]ll41Ollll,l|()ll.
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4.4 (;()MI'ARI,'-X)N()1: ACI'IIAL ANI) PIU_I)ICI'EI)
c* IiFF.I(:]I,:NCY CItAI_,AL'TI!I(ISTICS
The hot-f :ire results are compared with the cold-flow pred:icted c* effici-
ency in two way:_. First, the, cold-flow mix:ing results are compared with
hot-fire resul l.q at condi t:iollt; _qhere vapori zat:Jon is nearly complete.
Secondly, ore, tall performance predictions for the self-atomizing fan
nozz] o are compared w:ith those obtained :ill hot- fire OXpt2rilllell_.:_ o
4.4,] MIX]N¢; I,]M]TIil) c* ]]FI;ICIEN[;Y
,';e] t'-AI Ollli Z i I1)'. l:,'m I!l emeut
Ihlltm_ vaj_or:izatio]l has 1)t,t,lt ¢olllj)letod_ the level of c* efficiency nleasured
:ill hot-fJPt_ testing ;q not rel_pesentative of the mixing losses alone. The
most straightforward method of comparing the predicted levels of mixing
with hot-fkre data is to compare the cold-flow predictions with hot-fire
results obtained at a chamber length long enough that complete vaporiza-
tion has occurred. That is, the maximum level of c* efficiency obtained
with inc,easing chamber length is dependent upon the level of mixing
attained by the injector.
In Fig. 56, the cold-f]ow predictions for a mixture ratio of 1.1 and 1.6
at a chamber pressure of 100 psia are compared to those obtained in hot.-
firing experiments. The results are presented in terms of c* efficiency
and chamber characteristic length (L*).
,0 I i -t- _ __,7-i
,,.a I -- NIXING LIHITED ,
70 I
" PERFORI'_N,CE
" OMR 11.6e R" .I
_" 60 | , I
IO _ 50 7o 9o
L* o INCHES
Figure 50. Comparison of Cold-Flow Predicted Mixing Limited c* Efficiency
With Actual llot-Fire Results; Self-Atomizing l:an
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As M_own in Fig. 5(_, excellent agreement is found between the cold-flow
predicted mixin_ limited c* efficiency and the extrapolated values of the
hot-.fire results. 'fhe _:bility to predict the mixing limited c* efficiency
under conditions of no reactive stream separation has been previously
demonstrated (e.g., Ref. 12 and 13). The above result combined w:ith
previous data clearly illustrates the accuracy of the cold-flow mixing
technique and analytical model in predicting the level of mixing effici-
ency atta.inable in rocket engines.
Unlike Doublets
Presented in Fig. 57 are the results obtained with the unlike doublet
elements. It is obvious from the results that the mixing limited per-
formance was not obtained even at an L* (extrapolated) of 90 inches.
These results clearly demonstrate that "blowapart" significantly altered
the performance characteristics, and consequently, does not allow a com-
parison of the cold-flow and hot-fire mixing limited performance.
This result affects the ability of directly predicting hot-fire perform-
ance characteristics for the unlike doublet patterns. To date, blowapart
models have not been developed sufficiently to predict mixing and atomi-
zation levels occurring under this condition. If sufficient hot-fire
data had been obtained over a wide range of mixture ratios at large L*'s,
then at least the cold-flow mixing data combined with hot-fire data could
have been used to show the effect of blowapart on mixing. A few isolated
data points are available at an L* of 60 inches for off-optimum mixture
ratio; however, these data are insufficient to accurately extrapolate to
the mixing limited c* value, it zooms appropriate to mention that the
inability to predict c* efficiency when blowapart occurs has been recog-
mized by NASA and the Air Force and several studies are currently under
way to attempt to fill in this gap in technology. These efforts, however,
are not sufficiently completed for the results to be utilized in analysis
during this program.
1'l(,
i I I I • |
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4.4.2 PREDICTION OF OVER&LL c* I_ERFORMANCECIIARACTI'RISTICS
Self-Atomizing Fan
Tile overall c* efficiency within a rocket engine depends upon (1) the
mixing limited c* efficiency, and (2) the vaporization rate limited c*
efficiency. It has been found (Ref. 12 and 13) that these effects can
be combined as shown in Eq. 23 to calculate the overall predicted c*
efficiency.
qc*pred = nc*mix x qc*vap (23)
nc,mi x is determined from the cold-flow mixing data and as verified in
the previous section is an excellent measurement of the hot-fire mixing
levels. Unfortunately, _c*vap is not determined in such a straightforward
manner and requires some explanation.
Prediction of vaporization rate limited c* efficiency requires the deter.-
mination of the propellant dropsizes actually occurring within the rocket
engine. The actual dropsize will differ from the dropsize obtained with
wax in still air because of the influence of physical properties and com-
bustion gas velocity. The latter parameter causes the primary dropsizes
to undergo aerodynamic breakup resulting in a reduction in the sprays
overall dropsize. Once the dropsize is determined, then the Rocketdyne
vaporization-rate-limited combustion model is used to determine _c*vap"
Data have been obtained utilizing the self-atomizing fan and cone nozzles
using wax as well as normal liquids (Ref. 17 and 18). The results of
Hasson and Mizrahi (Ref. 17) showed that dropsize is related to injector
size, AP, and physical properties in the following manner
o L K / 1/3= C' C_- AP/ (0L laL) l/6q
and K = A./2 sin 0/2J
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Wh e r e
o L = surface tension
Pl, = viscosity
c = discharge coefficient
q
01' :: l:iquid density
AP :-: pressure drop
A. := area of or:if ice
.]
0 - impingement angle
(;omparison of AP dependence el} dropsize obtained utilizing Shell 270 wax
during this program w:ith F.q. 24 shows excellent agreement. The constant,
C', was determined from the data shown in Fig. 42.
Equation 24 was then utilized to determine the primary dropsizes for the
actual propellants utilized in the hot-fire study (NTO/S0-SO). The
results are shown in Fig. 58. It is interesting to note that the e:Ffect
of physical properties was to reduce the oxidizer dropsizc by a factor of
1.8 while the fuel dropsize changed only by a factor of 1.1.
At injection velocities encountered during hot firing, the self-atomizing
fan produces rays of droplets, rather than the thin sheet of liquid which
eventually breaks down into ligaments and droplets and, therefore, the
dropsizes obtained from Eq. 24 represent the primary dropsizes occurring
within the rocket engine. In support of this, several photographs are
shown in Fig. 59 illustrating the various stages of droplet formation
characteristics as a function of AP (the fluid is water). Note that at
a Ap of 3 psi, a teardrop sheet is formed with rays of droplets being torn
tangentially away from the edges of the fan. Then at 25 psi the sheet is
spread out over a much wider area than before and sheet breakup is occur-
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Figure 58. Dropsize Predictions in Still Air for Self-Atomizing }:an
Injector as a Function of Injection Velocity
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destroyed anJ rays of droplets era:mate from the :injector as though they
were formed from a point source. Consequently, within tile rockt_,t engine,
.it is reasonable to assume that droplets emanate from the :injector,
enter into a combustion gas flowfield, are acted upon by the gas, and if
sufficient interaction occurs then secondary breakul_ results.
For the dropsiz¢_ distributiolls ;tlld illjection Vl_,locity r;lll_{_;_ e]lcoll]ll:erud
in the hot-fire study, ii: is assumed that droplet breaklq_ will occur upon
inject ion for all c(mdi_ions.
,qt_cond_lry dropsizes may l}e calculated from the the(_reti.cal equation which
was experimentally verified by Wol.fe and Andersen (l(ef. 19). The
equation is
[kla L 03/2 dl/2 ]1/3 (25)
5"43 = /'1/2 2 _,, 4'1
where
D43 = ,mass mean diameter
PL = viscosity
PL _ liquid density
p = gas density
g
= surface tension
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Av Iv,-vl
Vl, = droplot velocity
if _ 3.!;2 ]343 (Ref. 4) (12_,)
i] " runs'; medi an drnps:i ze
Bo.ciluse breakup stlollld hi, :in:il::i.aled lltql]" the :injection ]_{_i.nt w:ith:in l:h_
Â'Ot'kol ('.ll_J.llt_ ;tlRI also I1 relatively large ellRill(: C()lllJl";icl i l}ll l'/lti()wgl.s
ils(_d_ J.t J5 ]'o,gl.qOll:ti)io .['(iT t:11(' _'C)lldil:J.(_ll.q ()t: lhJs _,;l:tldy LO II:{SlIIIII_ l:.hatl
kV _ VL
(;alcu]alion;; wore made of tim mas!; median dr_qmizo (i)) of lho soc'_mdary
d:roplots using Eq. 25 aml 2(.. Tim v,.luv <_t' k found 1o b<,:_t f'ir _tl_, data
is 1,,()7. The results aro shown ill Fig. (i() for valri()llq ¢h;uubor pl'e._:;ure._.
The dropsize characteristics sho_en _n Fig, (_0 _eero used to specify tim
propellant dropsizes under hot-fire conditions, These dropsizes wero
then input into the vaporization-rate-limited combust:ion model to deter-
mine tlc,va p. The details of the combustion model are described in Ref, 21)
The results of application of the model are shown ill Fig. bl,
I00 ]ION MODELRESULTS
,_' 80 _ 1L'_ NTO/A'50 /
I
° t,o _\4 -\- ¢'"c"''
ltO --. 15 INCHES
0 I O0 200 300 1000
MASSMEDIAN DROPSIZE, MICRONS
Fi,_ure 61.. Effect of I)ropsize on Vaporization c* lifficiency
for Several l,*'s
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'|'he WlJ. ile c_:l" rio,yap deterlliined fronl F] g. (,1 for Riven drop'_i;',e c_ml_:ilmd
wi|h i,c,lnli X wt_re thell c{)lllblil|Od i|s ._p/_cific, d :ill ]!q. 2'3 aim t lw overall
pred:icted c* efficiency determ:ined. The resuJls of this anlllysi._ are
shmvn :in 'l'al_le 22. The aclua] c* eff.icienc:ies are slu'c:ified in App(;ndi× A.
The predicted wdues we.re then colnpare.d to that: actzlally c)htain_;d dllrillg
]lot firillg. The c/)iilp:lrigOll ])ot;wt_ell predi.ctt;d ;llld :tclll;l] c* et_i:Jciellcy
[!i 5howl| ill Fig. ¢_2.
Nr)l t, 1 hal _xct_l ] ellt C:Olll])Ill":[ 5rill i tl 5h()wn b_l:WtHql p],t;d:icl-ed _llld ac:llial c*
t'ffic:imlcy ex_'¢'pl tMr the l,* ¢_f Jb-:illch c][11:;1. 'J']l(' 111_)51- ]Yp(i]_lliJe l'('iIS(}ll
t'¢_v' Illi:; lac, l_ ()1' (C_llllmri_(nl al :ill I, ^ (_1' I!, in¢ll¢,;; i!{ I]1111 |}1¢,1'¢, i5 litl|
C_]I];III:I| iqlll _:;111 Ill' I_,[Vt!ll |'qll' I hc l;lck (I:l" c¢IFI'I!I/I| J_lll t:t_l' the' (111¢' ]1¢1ilii
wllicll [_; I_r_)llln'_l II_'aY" lJl_' 1'_ ': II,-il',c]l dnla. ('N_) IYl'_'_]i_'t i_)11:_ I¢_'l'_,
;ll!ellll_lt'd I't)r lhu illllik¢, dolfl)l¢,t!_ sii:_.'_, 111¢' indPl)t'lldClll t'lt'¢'ct ot' I)l()w,
almv'l _,ll llliXill)_ Of ;IIOIIli;r',HI il)l| could I1(11 ]H' dolt'l'lllilH'd.')
It should Im noted that the objecti.w', of lqmse I, :is to dcvel.op injector
des.ign criteria so that the various funct.:iomtl and fabricatim_ factors
can be evaluatod and a ¢OlllpariSOll [)ctwcell circular filial llOllCircllldr ole-
meets made. This requires pcrforznance predictions util. iz:ing cold-flow
analysis techniques and verification by hot fi.ring. Consequently the
primary task of Phase I is to develop injector criteria and not neces-
sarily to demonstrate high c* performance, As a result ot7 this objective,
the hot-fire results shown do not necessarily represent the maximum pos-
sible performance for single..element designs. For example, the unlike-
doublet elements c* performance levels were suppressed because of blow-
apart affects_ while the self-atomizing fan injector actually hot fired
with not the "optimum" element design. In fact the maximunl performance
levels that can be obtained with the single element de,_igns) as shown
in the Mixing section of this report, is in the low to mid 90's. For
the "o_timum" deaign of the self-atomizing nozzle the nmximum mi.xi_g
limited I)crformal_CC attainable is _lc,. about 93 percent.
, 15;5
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Figure 62. ('ompar:ison of Predicted and Actual c* Efficiency
for the Self-Atomizing Nozzle
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5.() FINAL I!VALUATION
In this section, tile experimental data and analytical techniques develol_ed
during the prc_gram are employed to evaluate _:he differences between cir-
cul.ar and noncircular orifices and elements. 'File Final Eval.uation _;ollows
the same format as the Preliminary Evaluation; and in fact, is an upgrading
and :improvemenl. of the Prel imi.nary fiwlluat:ion.
'l'ht_ objective :is t_ determine if nonc.]rcular orifices and injector ele-
ment.s c)ffer any adwtntages over their circular cmmterparts.
The met.lmd employed in determining the numc'x'ical values assigned to
evaluat.:ion criteria i.s identica. _ to that used for the preliminary evalua-
t]Ol|o
157/158
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5.1 FINAL EVALUATION OF ORIFICE SHAPES
Tile final evaluation of orifice shapes is divided into two sections,
Functional and Fabrication.
5.1.1 FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION
Results obtained during this program indicate that the conclusions reached
by the Preliminary Functional Evaluation must be changed. Results of
the final functional evaluation appear in Table 23. The evaluation is
based upon the results of the single-orifice cold-flow study and the ana-
lytical methods developed during the correlation of the data from that
study. A brief discussion of the logic used for reevaluation is pre_
sented below. (See Preliminary Evaluation for Definition of the con-
siderations for each criterion.)
Orifice Coefficient, CD
....... ,±,__-_-_L
In Table 23 then are two headings listed under the evaluation criterion,
CD. TAe first is "variation"_ and the second is "level". Variation
refers to the stability or repeatability of the value of CD for a given
range of operating conditions. Level refers to the relative magnitude of
the average value of CD among the various shapes. As shown, the rectangle
AR = 8 and the spray nozzle have the least variation of CD while the
circular orifice has the highest level of CD.
The analytical or:[fice model, verified by comparison with experimental
data, wa_. used to generate the level evaluation of CD for the various
shapes. Evaluation of the spray nozzle is based upon data taken from the
single element mixing and atomization tests. The relative position of
each of the seven shapes ;;'asshown in Fig. 31. It is evident from the
figure that only a minor variation of CD level occurs between the various
shapes.
1.q9
' ..... TS'D12 '00000003-

Free Stream Stability'
Judgement for this c_'iteria was based upon qualitative analysis of photo-
graphs taken of the jets under various operating conditions. Photographs
of the free stream jets are reproduced in Fig. 16 through 19. Evaluation
of tile jets free stream stability was based upon qualitative analysis of
these photographs as well as observation of the orifices during testing.
In the evaluation, the circular orifice is given the highest rating for
s_ability. In general, jets produced by noncircular orifices tended to
become cirzular at low veiocitie3 and break up much faster than a circular
jet _r higil velocities. The shapes which deviated most from the circular
jet, such as the slot, produced the least stable jets. Jet character-
istics of the slot orifice are shown in Fig. 18. These jets become stri-
ated close to the in.jector face. At lower injection velocities the jets
often recollect to form a single jet. At higher velocities and shorter
l./l) values, the jet forms a spr'ay as in the _lppt.r left-h'md photo in Fig. 18.
L
I i _ I • I
0000000.3-T.qpn9
.Judgements concerning pressure drop and sensitivity to pressure level are
made based on the data presented in Fig. 13, showing the effects of AP on
CD for various backpressures. It is evident from these data that tile circle
and triangle are more sensitive to AP level and backpressure than tile oth, r
shapes. The least affected of the shapes are the thin rectangular orifice
and the spray nozzle. No data have been presented for the spray nozzle;
however, data recorded during hot-fire studies showed that CD for the
nozzle is constant over a fairly broad range of AP. Typical values of
orifice coefficient were 0.750 +0.025 for the oxidizer fan and 0.820 +0.025
for tile fuel fan for chamber pressures ranging from 50 to 190 psia. These
evaluations were made at a fixed L/D. At different L/D values, the char-
acteristics of the orifices would be quite different. Although L/D is
not one of the specific rating criteria, it is worth mentioning the rela-
tive sensitivity of the various shapes to L/D.
lhe data which were presented in Fig. 14, show tile effect of L/D on CD
for the shapes over a cross velocity range. These data suggest that the
slot (fine rectang e) is least sensitive to L/D. (It must be remembered
that thence data were obtained at a backpressure of 100 psig.). The square
,_ril:ice apl_ears 1o be the most sensitive, showing tendencies to operate at
lu)th _:lipped conditions, depending on cross velocity.
I't_llt,_lllinnl iOll
lh,' c_tlla111in:_t i_ll _,v;_lllgtti_ll i5 t,.g_en_ially the same' a>_ tlw preliminary
,. 5.2 }.X}_):[!i.\l I_)N ],VAI.IIAI I_1_{
I_._)'in_, the t,)ur<e ,)f the pr_gram, no p,_rt icular evidence was discove.,'ed
wllich _,nlld _ug_t,_t their tlw }.abricit_ion rcsultsj presented in the
I'rcl i::,inarv t.valt_at* i_m, _hould bt' C)lall_;ed, 'Ibiq is drle, in part, t,_ tile
O0000003-TSE03
On the initial stages of the program_ it was found that tile time required
to produce an orifice hole by the EIN process was significantly affected
by the shape of the orifice. This result was published and is reproduced
in Fig. (_3. In Fig. u3 then tIDM time is presented for several orifice












Figure 1_3. t;rifice l;ll+Xl,_lachining J'ime _iolnparison
,\s the program pr,_gress,,d ;rod the machiniats gained mor_! experience with
small noncircular ornfices, the tim_, differences betw_een the shapes were i
de,creased tmt il the times were equal.
1;,3
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There were st i 1 1 si gni fi cant d i fferences in the fabrica t i on of ori fi ce
ahapes. For example, tool wear was more a problem for shapes with five
corners formed by small, acute angles. Also, the electrodes for the
finer shaped orifices required more time to fabricate. It must be con-
cluded that the total cost of producing orifice holes is a complex
quantity and is not totally reflected :in the EI)M time required. Such
factors as electrode fabrication costs, tool replacement costs, and
tolerances required must be considered.
A summary of the Fabrication Evaluation has been presented in Table 14
for the EDM fabrication technique only. The results were given in terms
of the average rating number for each shape.
5.1.3 SUblNARY OF ORIFICE EVALUATION
The results of the final evaluation of orifice shapes are presented in
Table 24. (For purposes of comparison, reference may be made to the
Preliminary Evaluation results which appear in Table 15). In Table 24,
the seven orifice shapes investigated during the program are evaluated
and rated with respect to a circle (produced by twist drilling) using
the same criteria as were used for preliminary evaluation.
From the functional point of view, the spray nozzle received the highest
rating with the rectangular shapes rated second. The lowest rating was
given to the ehuilateral triangle.
In contrast to its high rating for function, the spray nozzle received
the Io,,est rating for fabrication considerations. This is attributexl to
the fact that it is not a simple orifice, but rather a composite of
._hapes. Ihe highest rating given for fabrication was received by the
circle,; it i5 still the least difficult nhape to produce.
k ,n,n I I Im Hh, l_i
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TABLE 24
SUMMARY OF FINAL I_VAL[IATION OF ORIFICF, SIIAPF.S
Fabri cat :ion
Funct i onal A_erage

















- .I 13 7.7
1 (7.7)
Spray Nozzle
Numbers in ( ) refer to values determined during
preliminary evaluation.
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5.2 FINAL EVALUATION OF EI,I!MI'NT TYPES
Final evaluation of element types is slightly different from the prelimi-
nary evaluation in that only uniike-deublet elements (including self-
atomizing fan nozzle) are considered. The elements are those unlike
doublets incorporating circular orifices, rectangular orifices, triangular
orifices, and spray nozzles of equal size. Results of the final evaluation
for the elements are presented in Table 25. Two evaluations are shown:
one for large L*'s and one for small L*'s. The comparison is made at two
L*'s because the relative importance of mixing or atomization to c* per-
formance is dependent upon the completeness of the vaporization process.
Consequently, the importance of atomization depends upon chamber length
(i.e., L*). If the rocket engine is sufficiently large that complete
combustion occurs, then overall c* performance would depend only on ti_e
mixing levels attained. Therefore, meaningful comparison should include
the influence of L*.
At small L*'s, the resulting c* performance for the circular elements is
higher than the noncircular injectors since the unlike doublet with cir-
cular orifices ,_ields smaller dropsizes.
At large L*'s, zhe large chamber volume results in complete vaporization
and thus mixing limited performance is realized. The noncircular orifices
produce higher efficiencies than the circle here because of their superior
mixing characteristics.
Thezc results, along with qualitative judgments of the relative sensitivity
to tolerance sensitivity, wall compatibility, and combustion stability werc
employed to generate the evaluation presented in Table 25°
It must be i'emembered that the comparisons made i:l "_'able 25 are based on
the premis_, that "blow-lpart" h_t,: :'o_ taken place for the impinging-type
elf,meats. F<_r these c_mditi_n:;, the circlllnr orifices pr_ve to be sl:porior
O00000CI. _T.
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to noncJrcular at small I,*'s whereas tile reverse is true at large l,*vs.
The fan element rates low over all l,*'swith respect to the noncircular
orifices. 11owever, had "blowapart" been included in the (:valuation, tile
fan element would have rated quite high as it was not subject to blowapart.
It should be noted that I I _ _----
:
higher combustion gas velo- *_ ) _ DLCk_ASI,c,, i ,
cities produced by lower con- a __ :
traction ratios would decrease _ - , ...............
the drop sizes for the various ._o
limited levels of performance -6 -. 1
-8 i I i
would be realized at lower _o zo _ _o 5o 6o
C,HARACTERISTIC LENGTH, L*, INCHES
values of L** The perform- _}Tc_')PREDICTED = [(r/c_'_)NONCIRCULAR" (r/c:_)CIRCULAR]
ance of the noncircular ele- Figure 64. Qualitative Effect of Reduced
Contracticn Ratio on the Pre-
ments at small L*'s would be dicted Performance Differences
greatly improved. As an example for the Self-Atomizing Fan
Element
for zhe self atomizing fan ele-
ment this effect is shown on a qualitative basis in Fig. 64. Qualitative
estimates of the effect of reduced contraction ratio are presented. At
lower contraction ratios, the benefits of noncircular orifices are ex-
tended to smaller L* values. This is due to the fact that the noncircular
elements exhibited mixing limited efficiencies which were higher than those
of the elements with circular orifices. It should be noted that similar
trends as that shown in Fig. (l would be obtained For the other elements.
I t_ _1 / I :(I
II _ - ml._ I I
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6.() CONt]LUSI()NS
Before generalized conclusions can be made, an assessment of the validity
of the overall program approach must be done. There are always possible
pitfalls associated with trying to shrink the scope of any program to
practical limits. For instance, during the preliminary evaluation it is
possible that the best orifice shape or element might be eliminated
bezause of the limited amount of data available. In addition, it is
possible that unknown complexities can seriously affect the ability to
proceed through the program such that each criterion can be rated and
subsequently each element or orifice accordingly ranked. If the program
is structured to allow enough feedback and iterations, then these pos-
sibilities are minimized. However, there is always the possibility that
at the end of the program sufficient data would not be available to know
specifically and predictably how to design an injector to operate opti-
mally. Because this particular program was structured to allow signifi-
cant feedback, the approach used is certainly acceptable.
In the overall vlew, for liquid/liquid applications the r._sults show that
the selection of noncircular or circular orifice designs would be based
solely on the specific application. For instance, if mixing were the
primary consideration, then noncircular injectors would be selected. In
additien, for some propellant combinations such as FLOX/CIt4, noncircular
unlike-doublet injector designs cal, be designed with reasonable orifice
dimensions, while circular _lement designs would he unrealistic. Ibis
difficulty for circular orifice designs can be overcoJiJe by ntilizing a
fOtlI'-ol?-OllC patturn rather than tl,e tmiike-doubIetj howeverj with a
t,enalty in dc._:ign complexity _md in the ability _o pack a J_rger n,_mber
of _,lell_,llts into the cross,.sectitmal area of the gi,,'eh in.lector. (',learly,
ut >igllcr _ iththe itxail;tbilit':" of m_ncircular eleqwnt de._,ign._ t_rovi,tcs the ',
all extui:ded cgtpal_ilitv and with m_re flexibility ih his sele_:tinn _t' el,,-
merit types.
i • mm i _..
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For the specific designs considered, the following conclusions can be
made:
i. Orifice flow and spray characteristics are predictable for
noncircular orifices using identical techniques as those
for circular orifices.
2. Noncircular elements produce significantly better mixing than
a circular unlike doublet at equivalent design conditions
3. Circular unlike-doublet elements produce smaller dropsizes
than the specific noncircular elements evaluated. This
conclusion could be different if the elements were designed
to impinge in the following manner.
D
rather than [-7
4. Noncircul-lr element spray characteristics are less sensitive
to orificL, flow characteristics than circular orifices.
5. St'lf-atomizi ,g fan elenl_.nts arc nc_t subject to blowapart
because they ,:ix in the atolnizc,l state rather th:in from
_mpillgciacnt _t _li,l .lels.
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| '_.I _._,,I)() i).[')f] (].()()/I*15 ().li'l;{¢l() (). I I*)'IP I ./+41"; (). "IP/l ().0(}()
1 h(i 6,4.91) 10;'.,(lO O. v-,b(,04 (). I1'1"/11t; (i. I I t-','/P 1 ,')')P; (i. '1't9 (t.fl(ifi
161 _-qfl.()(] |()14.(1() (). (i(,411 (I. (jd4_t'/'/ ().(l(_b't(I b.(Jb:_ II • (,l,,:i _t.i "/'f,
I (_" (._'i .(/O I {.q-!.{l() (J. 6_)l[J'/ _l. fil';l-fl I (). i ! hi'; i 4.V'11 4. I hf) ;:1.3L!9
! O_t 6,%.00 i ()_. t,)i.) IJ. _._4:J;","; (}. ()'164L4 [_. I i /_,_:, i 9 • bi _l ;_,• '/bO '/,gHo
i 64 63.90 I()1 .flit 0 • '1_-_11l;i.$J 0 .I)$':,bP9 (), I I 7R() I • '1116 ().)}>;"1 lJ eOi'){)
1 (ab 6"t. Zl(l bi .b(1 O. "lagf,.".) (] .()H'/3t3 ('!. I ! H;:¢6 1 .'14"1 () .1474 I).(10_)
106 6b.2() ().00 O. bH.%:.!'3 I'_.(l(_V64 (}.! Ib;99 I .,_V3 (J. _,'7(_ ().f)(l(J
16'1 6b.O(} ().(1(] (.i. b'/',{':alO 11.1)6hO'/ li.11 _1":1 I .Hft_I _.6N1 O.()tJO
t_Ui_i lOP PH Ct_ I_la ,.)| io V(.; I 9 C-,q V b. VC_7
16;:5 19.00 97.b0 0.72940 0.04989 0.06840 0.99_ 0.499 0.000
169 20,,00 99._0 0.71349 0.05007 0.0 7C)1 7 .5.052 4.bbl 4 • 0 _(.)
170 20.00 99,00 0.6866b 0.04101 8 0.0701 7 9.648 9.166 8.6R5
171 20.00 98.50 0.70314 0.04934 0.0701 7 ! U. b304 1 g.()45 17.bb!
RUN lOP !-'B Ci._ k,I..)'al' i.) VCI VC-_-'_ VE VC2
172 21.40 !00._0 0.684$1 U .O'qUUU 0.0"/012 0.960 0.480 0.000
173 20.::) 0 99.b0 0.66611 0.045'72 0.06863 0.914 0.467 0.000
174 20.0(1 lO0.O0 0.66020 0.04475 0.067"t9 4.915 4.468 4.020
17b 210.00 99.50 0.6bl86 0.04419 0.06779 9.404 8.962 8 • .SP..O
176 20.00 I00.00 0.60673 0.04113 0.06779 18.054 1 7-642 17,231
}{Oh' I)P PL_ (.:D g_Da'l' D VCi VC-AVE VC2
1"1"7 19.30 i 0_:.00 O. 6676R ('1.05099 () • CI763"1 1 .020 O.blO 0.000
17'r_ 20.00 i01.50 .). 65589 0.(]b099 0.07'174 4.9lb 4.40b 3.1'{gb
1'19 _.20.1) U i OP.. 0() 0.64860 0.OSO4P. 0.07_/74 9.43() [4.925 8.4;_!
IP;O 20.00 102.U0 0.62337 0 • (')4H,q6 0.0'i7"14 ! F, • 13_:] ! "/. 64"1 1"/.16"
igl _-:!1 • 0 0 102.00 0.66781 O. Ota320 0.0'7966 I .064 0.53H 0.0(](]
;I93
' • '_ II i
O0000004-TSB09
I;_ji'J Uj' I'1_ CIJ wU,_I t) V(:| VI;-,AVK V(;P
IHP 19.0t] I ()().b() (}./'._l'_-!i "/ O. ()-_/P:) | ().OF','-)9,g | . I "|P; () .bl')_:/ (i .(]()()
|P;3 2(}.()11 _9.(}(_ O.bi31H () • ().'1 !]_-:!J 0.0H, H 1 '/ 4°9|5 .g • ."1(,[:' .'l .0 I 0
I _.'1 _(].()(I 1()0.50 ().%J_!-_[_ LJ.U/--IF_I | O.{.]f'_P',l't 4,,915 zt.zl['_4 .'].")5.'_
I I-',7 RO.O () I ()q. 40 0 • 5.'.14P.('_ f) • ()zt791_ O.()RH I '1 9.3"16 :';,,• _q'/ H..gl '1
I_llN ill _ Iq_ t;l_ L,,;I]'3T I) Vl:i Vi'-AVt,: V(:; :_
|RH P.(),(lil ll).Q,()fJ iJ,e_,'tGl¢) (),()ztf_:]::_ f),(]'l{il 6 zt,_,_15 4,zI¢_I ,,,(lilt'
IF9 ,'!ll.{)() Itll ._(I (.I. i,'._'., I I ().f)4/4 ':_t', ().{)'lf)| I_ 9 .:],'!;'. P_.:.','It, I;. zt:]|
19() ;?().(l() tf) i .b{] (). 6131J_, (). [Izl:'_(] I ().(l'lfii L ! '1.9"11 !'].541 1 '1.1 i 1
|U_'. | '1,/if) | (1',! • '_ (I () • (_H():A (, () ,()/t'/(J I () • (I (,'_()',_ () ,'lzt_) (_ • ,/l'lAJ I),(_()l)
I(LJ(_J U]' i'A; GU _1) ,'Yl b V(', I DC-AV i,: VGF!
1!33 ',?1 ,,h, () 1()i *()0 ().t,6Ygq (1. C]/l,"d/l '_) (} .(J6h6:_ () • Hg() I1 •/i,'lb 11,,{)1)('1
194 I<),,H() ll)l.b(') 0.66665 (}.04_!(d.-' ().()(,',._93 4,91V, 4.491 4.0(,h
19b ;;().()U i0(1.5() (). Ob6C)l ().k)_!l b L1• O _5.'tlqb 9. b(.)_._ 9 ,,()H ! Y,. (,bV
19G 2.0oU_) I(}O,b() U.63ogp. (),C)4()'._2 (),0(_.42b iI_.P.4, '_, l*/.V,3 _ 1/.43()
i_IJN o)P Ht_ CU _vl_,,.)1 I, VL; I V C,- p, VK VC,2
197 ._).(]oO () 99,b0 (), 65_4() 0 .. 04zt'lO ().06_5R .g • 9,q4 ..g• zig'/ 4°050
19H k_C),(.lu 9"7, bf) 0.63H_4 (9.U4'3't: _, (),(-)6Hb2 9,4:-;9 9,()bl h. Ol4
199 20.0(I 9F_.(:)O 0.62(391 0,04316 O.OOF_b2 IF_.301 I "I.H'I() I'/o43H
HO0 20.0() 9H.O0 O. 6z139F_ L) • L)zt _tI _. 0 •Ool_ b2. 9.blb 9,0't4 g,63B
201 20,60 98,_0 0,64951 0 ,',)4.517 ().(]6964 0.903 ().4b2 0 ,l]O0
NUN UP PF_ Co WU'3 t U VCl VL:-AV_. VC2
202 18.60 98.00 0,62158 0o03993 (3.()642z_ 0,799 0,399 0.000
203 20,00 9"l,bO 0.62306 0,04151 0.06661 b,Obl 4.636 ,q,2H!
204 20,00 9b,O0 0,6131'1 (I)• 0_08 5 0.06661 9,b14 9.105 8.697
205 20,00 98,,00 0,,61608 0.04104 0-06661 9,514 9o103 8,693
_()6 20o00 99,00 0,62163 O.O41Zll 0,06661 18,431 18o017 1 7,603
I;UN DI -_ }:'B CD I;1)31 L) VC 1 VC-AVK V(;2
207 19,90 1(12,00 0o719_6 0o0b036 0,06999 I ,007 0,504 ()•(.100
2OH 20,,00 102,00 0.69747 0o04U94 0.07017 b.075 4.b_9 z4.()99
209 20,00 ! 02,00 O, 694°/3 O. 04.B'Ib O.OTD1 'I 9,540 9,053 ;._, b65
;.!ICI 2(],00 1(]1,,50 O,6873H 0,04_3 0.07(11'1 IH.blf) IH.()2.;', ! 7.b46
211 19,10 99,_0 () • "1209 6 O, (]4944 (.) ii [I)68 b "1 () • 9 [.._1.) (.) . ,_'_( d_ (') ii (.)() [)
212 21,60 102,0(I O, 6f:4332 O, 049f']3 0.07292 U.99"I ().49_; (9 • Ol)(:)
213 21.90 1C'1;_!• ('10 O, "/0332 D.Obi64 0 • Q"/:34U I .()33 ().hi6 () • (1('_0
19 z_
O0000004-TSBIO
J_l_l_ Ill _ J'l"_ {;I) _'tl) /_rl' I} V{;I V(,-t':VI', _Jl:,
:-!IA ;:'.() • ) (I |l)(I,(tlJ (} * '-1'/ k 11'1 (} . (J/t :](] k', Ij • () "/_':;"/:". (} "'J()"; () " "/1"_/I (J'() }(_
"_1% :-'.()..f) [) |(J| .(}0 (1. t)_ C)I')| (). (J'j [3; ' {:_ (J .(}'l'l't f, "_ • '_'J '/" /I • .g t,") _'. • (ill:',
I-!| l_ l.)().(}(] |(}| .'j{) (). /'_/';',_)'/H (}.1")')1 "]'/ fl.l)'/'l'lt", _ .%;_/t ').{)i t_ ,',."i {_)
;,| *1 :!1).(;() |()| .(l() Il. t,AI "1/I ().(],'19'_{) (_'(_'t1'/_' I :-;'/'l:'il I /''_'_''> 1 "l'/it t'
: ,,) :,; :.,()..){} I ()_!.()l) . !_'/'1 _'_| ( I - ( JZit)Ztc,/ {J "_)'_ '/;" (i "{_ I() ()ad I |'_ i) jiJ!l{i
I,:IJN I)1' I'P_ {;1: _',1).11 _) _l'.l VI.'(_k'r Vl;,'
I:1'_ ;'.{ I .,g L_ 'Jr). I) }. /li,:'l {_ • (14U(I., (J.(l{'i;/I / I) ''_;" I II''l'ill , .ll'lll
l!;'() l_,().(} I) I(111. (t ). I,')'i:"/ {) • 11/t't I It (1 • II(,'/_';l_ "t.'_'/() /t''g (Iu 'q'rll_k'
_!:'! I _._{}.(}(I |11(). () () ,, "/( )/i()H, (1 • {I/1'/ '/ /t () " (1 ("/1_'(i (1 " (":' I '_ " I Zt:'_ I_'' (_t'/'
; _,_-!: .(!(J • {1{) | 0{)'{){) [) • (} (,(,1'::_ {I • (l/tu):_ II (1 " 1) ("/'w'l } 1 ',":• b 1 () l_;.()'.h ! '/. l)"_,
l i:_: _) : _(_iii('1(_) II {) I Ill()() I ) III'1L_(J( )(,) ( ) II ( )t)_ ) I '/'1 ( } II( I(1)'/ I_( ) i1'_1iII' ) '/ _) /t * dl (,' I _} • ('_(,: :
}.:tIN I)1' I'li GI) _,'.1J'.')1 IJ VI;! V{;-P_V_'. V(.;l ',
l). ::?/t :,:!0 .'.i () 99.b(1 U. 6I;',F!I (} • (),b/l()'/ () .()Hg:_() I • (} _2:'I _.1,. bA '/ iI .ll(Jl)
;',k/b ,'!0.0 0 9b. bO O- 1)0:'9 () 0 • f)b,g] I _'; (1. (IH_,:,'() _t ._:') 1 ,'l. L_'.-)t) "_. ,,;H'I
L)k36 k_(l .(){1 |()1 .{](l {1. o0_) ! !} () • (Ib 31"_ {}. (I;_..,l!() _).! 9zl h.6!)'i H.i:'_)
l-:k!'/ :.-_{).L){,) I(]H..(.I() ().'_:_;:3A_' (l.(.Ibl_l{_ ().{)H_;:'('_ I "l.'l_t'.) I '1.,;!3() I 6.'/I (_
I<Uixl Ul' I't3 I.;U b,I; :,) I I) V(; I VG -/_, Vl_. VL;;'
_--.'H 9 k_O. {) (3 I ()_.30 [1. 6zlO:', 1 (} • 0/l_J- 6 b 0.()666l') zl • :,,;0_1 zt. A:5'/ ,q.() I 1
:430 _.(}.0 0 I01.00 O. 6b'TaO 0.04370 ().()666;_ 9 ..gOt; _<._)'/0 };.bSl'
_-_31 H(]. []t} | O().t)() O. 64"107 O.O/_gi 1 0 • U t_66',: i "1.956 ! "t.bYb | '1.0(. lgl
P3£ :2',?_.00 98.00 ().66_79 (),O/_6zlb 0.069_17 0._)(2 _) 0 .z_6b ().00(.)
kOb) DH P[_ CI) I,,:U 31' t) V(" _. V (;- A Vl.i V{;;:'.
f-2,:I,g '_0. I 0 lO0.bO (3.6_;3g_ 0.0/_6AH 0.0(,'197 0.930 0 .Z_Gb 0.00(1
_34 _.0.(]0 I01 obO ().6_P-3H 0.046_'1 (.).0£,7H1 4._',37 _.3V.q 3.911
23._ _O.C) 0 101 .¢)0 0.6"1_$3 O. 045_,0 O.06"IH 1 9 .P.4'l t._. '/_;9 H • 3L} I
k236 _t).(] t) ILII.30 _.). 67166 0 • L)_4bbzt ().06"/g ! i "i .90'.? I "/• ,q/l'/ 16.991
i<Ui,4 l)l' I"_/ CD t,#UJT 1) V(.;1 k/L; - f_ Vl,. V(;:-!
;!3/ ;!C}.()(] IL)I.3t) (.),6t_9;!6 tJ.O44Plg ()ol}t_ZiPb /_.::_:36 4.39", 3.9bl
_3b L)O O0 )Ol.bO 0.6691H O.O,gP.')9 ().06/t;:!b 9.3bzt _:.9"_A _;..'19_
;,:3 t) _'0.110 10;'.o011 ().6bHih O.LI_i_P_9 ().()¢)_b 1_.1]'4_1 1'1.611 l/.l;',l_
I//4() _i ,.hO I Of!,bO O, 6"11-'_9 () • (].'1b23 0.06o6| (3.90b U,/4b;! () .()()0
O0000004-TSB11
I_UN Dt-' t_1_ glJ _,,'lJ,,;T IJ VC1 VC-AVI,: V(.::_
,_IZlI i '). (_Q 1 f)_' • ()() 0. 653(i4 0 • 04 (,(_() O. 0"11 :'_) (i • 9 .",IR () •/tE, C Q. ()ll(l
_'.zo_? |,9.1_Q 1()_!.()1:) O.(JlP;()F_! 0,(.1443",-. (:),07| "/P, (-i._:_P;(_. ().Zl4:3 ().C)()(]
_-'4:_ I'2.(_() l ();-: • ()() (), 649PH 0.0463P N .Q'I ! 3'._ () -');_ (_ () • 4(,:3 (] .0(]()
_!zi4 _-_O.()O 1()1 .b() (1 • t:__434(] /) • 0z4(_3'/ 0.() 12(Jl.-, &.9/t'._ z_• ,zt_':_i 4 .() I ',_
;)zt'-) f!().(-)() I(}| .'.)() ().6zt')O_ _. (.}.()zt(>'/_ I).(}']P.()H, '._./tt>3 H,99b Ho5_:_"/
,'.4f, ;'.C).f)(l lOI • b() (l. (,411 (_ () • {)4(_2 I 0.0"IP.()_ 9.4')0 9 .ll2_'; _; • !, _:,:)
24"1 P.O,()(] I ()i • %() (i. (_:4l'l_) (i, I)4btt'/ () • Q'/2()1'; |g ,,"_ 5.G I '/, 791 I 'l • :]:; l
i._11 ,llvl_]l
',.'./i u ','11. (I (I Ii)l.bll "t . t,/:_)!ll ', (I • I).;tU/I', ' II. () //d__l it _.lt I t', il • ill '.]t :] - _)_!')
;"ill ;'ll.llll IIII .\)1.I 1). 1,_)1,_)!) I). I]/IH'I_,* I1 .f)'/,,'i_'l _,' ./ll ',t i; .1)(1[" }", _'%] !'_
;'t_l ;ill.lilt Ill; .(ill (). (,/1;!1,:1 () • (i4'/'i() (I .(l'14l:] ] _,.'_1'_ It_.44;! I b ,,') _',')
',t',), ' I't.,$11 I (l_t.l'.ll (J • (_'/()l)ll ( i • ()/:P_}'_/I (I ,fi'/;t_/ll 0._'1'1 (I • 41",',: (I,()l)(I
t_IIN IH' I't{ I:1) _.1_.')l I._ VI:I VlI-AVb, Vl::_
}::_;_ ;-fo, I () li)l ,h() (I, 't.541(l i'),()blfl_ i),ll_,'l'l,q | ,0_!; _. O,bi 1 O,(H)()
;tb4 ,tlJ,OO 1(.)1 ,,bO 0, "/4(,()_/ (I,()bO41 () • _)_'>'/b'/ 4 • 9 _4'4 4,494 ;:1• t) t;_(.)
;It)b ;!(], ()(1 |1)| ,'-) C) (),, "/":_9 V.i (), (),,'1'.,_9_ 0,067b'1 9 ,, 4_';V _,9H9 ;.',• 4H9
:'L_(, ;!(),(.)(I 102,()() (),'1;_'1__4 (1,()4()1_ () • (_','/b'/ I V, ,,036 I '1 ,'.i4b I '/,Qb3
kilN I)i _ t'H CD _'t);)t tJ VL;I VC-AV_:. VIJ :.:!
;I:>'1 I _';,, I_,L] | iI()-(]U O, 6bH40 O,Oz_'/37 0,(.17|95 (I ,94"/ 0,474 0,0()()
Zbt{ ;7(),00 99,50 (), 64942 0,04HI2 0,07421 4,N10 4,329 3,_{4R
2b'J ;._O, 0 0 99,00 O, 6bOVo U,04_31 () • ()'/421 9,194 8,'111 b;,228
;:69 P.(I,O0 100,(_)0 0,6521 6 0,[_)4B4(_) U,()7421 1"/,639 17, I bb 1 6,6/1
_IJN DI _ P,9 CL) WD3T D b(" I VC-A VE VC2
E61 20,00 101 ,bO 0. "12301 O. Ub29"/ O. O ?_i_ 6 4,94b 4,415 3 i 8_i_6
262 20,00 i00,50 O, 6PJ654 0,05030 0,0"/326 9,677 9,1'14 8,6'/1
2(33 20,00 101,00 O, 5687_, 0,0416"/ [), 0"/32.. 6 18,64 _) 1N,232 17,BI5
264 2(),/_0 1()0,130 0,b2858 0,03_'/3 (),(.)Y320 l._,6"/b 1.";,2P..g 1'1,901
26b ;-_1, i 0 I O(),b(.) O, bb31:4 0,(.)4162 O, 07bP. 5 ('l ,_32 (),416 0,000
I,;UN Pl _ PI_ t;U _,'D'..)T I_ VC I VU- AVIL VC2
;zo I_ i ,';. 6() ilil .5('t t:l • .%95 4_ 0 ,, I)/Ib4"/ [) • ()'/(-,3 (, t) • 9()t_ ().4bb 0 • t)Or.I
;-.'.G "l I 9, _._() 101 , (.)() (_ • b_36_._ U,Ozl610 U • (.)/l_gH () • 9:_;.t t),4_i (.} • 0{)(_
_69, 2!(),0 () iOl,bO 0 • 5"/bzt;'_ O,04bb(, i), (l'/V I ;._ b,Obl zl, bV_ 11• i 4(.J
;!69 _'.(), 0 U lot , '::,U (), bl t,qO O, O4b:_b ;.), U ?_.,_I b _) • (34_; q,IVb H , V4L'l
[tt(.] ;.tO,,C)tJ |O:'.,()t) {), b:.;_;:;]l'; 0,0421b "l,f)'l')l_-'; 1>',53_ Ix, I 1 _, 1t,6'9.q
19()
O0000004-TSB12
I,:l li'_ I)i' Pr; [:J: L',D; t J., VC I bt,-[_ k,,_. 'vC__.
971 I 7. (10 10,'_.. hi) U • ,'--:fll;-_7 () () • I) b_-'O.-, O. (/6,c!51 "_,{,"1 _, 4,')')_: 4,037
27_._ 1"t, O0 109,50 O, 673H9 (3,042 lk' (],()6H51 9,702 9.R_O s_,_59
2.73 17.00 102.50 0.66330 0.04146 0.06_L'51 IR.697 I F;._RI_ I ?.FI6_
P74 |7.00 102.50 0._3_!00 (),05_201 0,06251 5,07H 4. >5_ 4.03F_
2*/5 17.00 I02.00 0.67141 0.04197 0.06R51 9.702 9.RRP R.R6H
276 1b.60 !(32,50 0. 692_7 ().04149 f) .O59HF_ f),H30 0..#i5 () • (1(10
I<LIN DP HI5 (.;D V;LJ'hi I) VCI vC-A VI'. VC_J.
P77 17,60 1f)P. 50 () • L,H.G3P. 0.053_!1 0,0_495 I ,064 O.b3H 0.0(10
h'UN Dl-' P_ CI) l,,IJa'l" P VCI VC-AVK V(;f'_
#2"/k_ 16, 10 10R,50 0.80459 0,05649 0,07020 1 ,130 (j,565 0,0()0
279 94,70 IOP-,bO 0.74618 0,064RR 0.0f{696 i .29H 0,649 0,OiH)
280 35, 10 99._0 0,74869 0,07761 0°10366 I .552 0,770 O,U()O
281 42.30 98,00 0,71265 0,08109 0,113"19 1 .622 O,l_l i 0 ,(1()()
RUN DP PB CD _,:;IJ; T U VC I VC- A Vl"Z VG_
282 53,50 1,00 0,61664 0,07580 0, 12293 i ,516 0,758 0,000
283 53,40 52,00 0,74449 0,09143 0,1.2.281 I .829 0,914 0,000
284 52.00 103,00 0,75430 0,09141 0.12119 I ,F_28 0,914 0,000
285 54,30 I.O0 0,58524 0,07248 0,12384 1 ,450 0,725 0,000
RUN DP Pt_ CD WDaT D VCl VC-AV_S VC2
286 54.30 3,00 0,60448 0,07320 0,12109 I ,464 0,732 0.000
287 55,70 49,00 0,753.47 0,09241 0,12265 i ,848 0,924 0,000
288 56,90 103,00 0,73695 0.09135 0,12396 1 ,827 0,9| z4 0,000
RUN DP PB CD WDST D VC1 VC-AVF VC2
289 12,00 103,00 0,72336 0,04211 0,05822 0 • 84".4 0,421 0,000
290 24,30 !02,50 O, 75550 0,06259 0,08285 I ,252 0,626 0,000
291 35,90 102,b0 0,73341 0,07385 0,10070 1 ,477 0,739 0,000
292 44,30 102,50 0,71266 0.07972 0,11186 1,594 0,797 0.000
293 13,40 102.50 0,73765 0,04538 0,06_52 0,908 0,454 0,000
RUN DP PB CD WD'aT D VCI VC-AV_ VC2
294 15.60 99.00 0,73350 0,04761 0,06491 0,952 0,476 0,000
295 25.50 98.00 0,74659 0.06196 0,08299 i ,239 0"620 0,000
296 35,80 103.00 O, 67852 0,06672 0"09834 ! "334 0"667 0.000
297 43,20 102"00 0.72768 0.07861 0'10802 I .572 0.786 0"000
298 35,40 lO0*O0 O, 71520 0.06994 0"09779 I '399 0"699 0,000
197
- I I [I II • II I I_
00000004 TSC01
kUN IJ} ) }'1_ Cu _,,,'I),'Yl D VCI VI:-A Vi-. VC_-!
f-_99 3,3.1 () 10{1. ()(I {-).7_-_631 (].(17311 U. IU()66 I .46F_ 0.731 {).nO0
.3()(} 43.20 ll)().O0 (I.'I13C)V ().C)t_P.00 {). 1149_ I .d)z_() (}.,HP.(] t).{1()()
3()1 P.t4.60 100.()() () • V,-°.7 I 0 0.06309 {) • OH6"/f_ i . k) ()t<' 0.631 /1 • Q(3(/
30f ) IP.bO 101.00 (1. _zt "b4 0 • (} 5P.f! 4 ().061 g/, 1 .045 (I • 5P.P 0 .(l()(I
RLIN t)l ] PI3 I,;b I¢'l)',J1 I) VCI VC-AVE VI'P
3fl3 I A. Ati I()! .Ill) ().H3n31 (/.(i59()9 0.01116 I .IHR r1.591 1).(10()
"i(14 _'3.3(1 I (J_:_.(}{) O. '/0"/b(_ () .()b¶)()6 (i.I)F;4[{| I • ! "/3 (1 ,597 (} .f)()l)
:t()5 '' , .,_ ) ', 5_!4 i} 76';! () ()(1().ta. H(} 1(1 - ( ().'/34;'1() ().G'It,,-O (I. i ()'i't7 | • • •
31)() 44-()(i 1 ()b-f)() (I. 7341P ().f)}_,i(}(, 0.1 l'JHt, I .7()I (}.1'1')1 ().()fll)
3(i7 _-tb. :it) I()1 .011 /) • 7 :t':)()9 Ki•GI)4 b}-', (1• (}H'/P,!) I ._;_9 '_ ().646 () .()ll()
NUN I)l J l'q; U)J Nl)JI tJ VCI VL;-P, VIC V(,;'
;_()1; _'6.4() iOH.O() (I.'/I b33 (1. ()6030 (].Og4;tV I . L'() 6 () • 6()3 () .()fil)
3(19 3_',- H 0 ! {14.(10 C). 72714 () • 06_'_3} _ (I • C)V;')9 (, i • "J,t)6 0.6H3 (i • f l()()
31() 4b. 10 103.00 0.69991 ().U7711 0.11017 I .b4_' ().771 0.000
• .1,)b)r 0 046"/3 0.0(,IH2 0.935 0 467 Q.()nO311 14.,RO 1(30 (_0 U "' ' '_ • "
t<Ui, i lAP I-'B CD _,,,u '£1" L) _L: I VC-'A V_: VC_:;
312 13.30 9"7.50 0.72256 0.04421 0.06119 0.884. 0.442 0-000
313 23.30 99.00 0.72969 0.05910 0.0_099 1 .ltJ2 0.591 0.000
314 32 • _C':,0 99.'50 0.'/i168 0 • 06[:139 0.09609 1 .368 0 • 6F, z,.I 0.000
315 46.50 100.00 (1.74013 0.0(';468 0.11441 i .694 0.84"1 0.000
t.;UN DI-' Pb} CU k D C,}I D VC I VC-AVE VC2
316 13.20 100.00 £).'11616 0.04373 0.06106 0 ._'15 0,437 0-000
317 23.10 99.00 0.67933 O. 054;57 0.08077 I .097 0.b49 0.000
318 34.90 100.00 0.73519 Q.07299 0.09929; ! .460 0.73(3 0.000
319 46.20 100.00 O. t40H0 0.08462 O.11423 1 .692 0.N46 0.000
FUN UP PB CO _'.IJ"JT 0 VCI VC'-AVE VC2
320 4.5.30 lOl.aO u."/k),Ol3 0o(17_o5 0.11061 I .593 0.797 O.Ot)t)
321 35. _'i[) lO0.b() 0.73192 0.07197 0 .(]9_,33 1 .439 0.720 0.000
322 ._4. HO 100.00 O, 733H5 0.06006 ().0_1 N4 1 .R()I 0.601 0.000
323 13.40 99.00 0.70360 0.04233 0,06016 0.847 0.423 0.000
RUN OP Piq CIA _',IJ"J'l 13 VG 1 VC -AVE: VC2
324 14.'10 !00.00 O. 693H0 0.04654 0.0670H 0.931 0.465 0.000
325 25.40 100.00 (}.71613 0.0631 4 (1.O,_JH 1 "1 ! .263 0.631 0.000
326 33.30 1(.)2.00 0.73546 ('1.(3'14:_,b 0.1009b I .4Hb U. 142 i1.000




, kUN LIP p_ Cu _,i_'.:r[ u VC I V(:-AVk _C'_
L_29 I/I.50 I(]0.00 (].70L_6 l}.(Ill6HH Q.()61_[-_I ,q.B9{] ,1.4_-'.I _.9-"b,.
331 I/4,bt] 1QQ. 5f] Q, 69997 0-()4656 0.06661 9 "_'", *,< (2 f_.P07 P,.341
3:3H 14.'_(] ifJl .()Q (). 69679 0.04¢_Zll (].06661 9. 19H _,.'/_'( H.,.°63
3;._;J 41.9{J IQ(}.O0 0.72L]96 Q,Q_Ig? O. 113_L_ I .639 0._:"(],.. (].(]130
3L_4 ,q4.1() lOQ.b_! 0.'/01[_:_ O.{J_,Ib3 0-11616 I -631 (}._| b (].000
3;_5 /I/_.40 !01.00 O. "/2F_i !_ Q,0_4|7 0.11fi56 I ,683 O,R4_ {).Of)()
336 45,:]0 bO.O0 0.701 70 O, ),_f-8! O. 11773 I .65M _.P.___ 0.()00
............ 0 ;;0 ............ f] ....... ,',)l l"16 ;) ............ ".... :'"'
:']:]U 43,_:,() f_'f}f) f]. 610"/() 0,0707f} U-I I-",77 I -414 0.'107 0 .()Dr)
kilN _._P F'}, (:)_ V_ ;_I D VC] VC-AVH VCH
339 14.b() 9V,bO (), Hi)b09 _) • ()b'l_-! 1 (_).(J'l 106 4.945 4.373 3,Bf)|
340 I 4.!.) (} 99.{)() 0.731 57 O. U5 I'-39 0 *0'I 1 (16 4 • 9,4b 4 • 4I-_.b 3.gf)b
L'_41 14. bO 99.()0 C)."/4127 {3. Ob26L'; ().071()6 4.945 4.4113 L'I • R .c./2
34_ 14,bO 98,50 O, 7'2063 O,OblP.O 0,07106 9,Bq9 8,HI'I V,,30b
343 14,50 9v,, O0 0,69528 0,04941 0,07106 IH,251 17,757 I'I,263
RUN DP Pi2 Cl) WD3'i' D V01 VC-AVE VCE
344 14,50 99.00 0,RR354 0.05530 0.0625_ IR,31_4 17,R31 17,278
34:::, 14.bO 9[6,50 0,868_3 0,05q37 0,06258 9,3}';3 8,839 g,29b
346 1/4.50 98,50 0,90213 0,06646 0,06258 17,745 17,181 1_,616
347 1/4,50 98.00 0,86969 0,05443 0,06258 9.409 8,865 8.32.1
RUN UP PB CD WD_JI U VCi %'C-AVE VC2
3/48 14.50 9"1. bO 0,76957 0,04925 0.06400 5,0S(] 4.5_7 4,09b
349 14,50 96.00 0,76313 0.04884 0,06400 9.436 8,948 8,459
350 14,50 I01.00 O.'l?l_,'d 0,04940 0,06400 £.436 8,942 8,448
351 14.bO I01,00 0.75031 0,04802 0,06400 17.665 17.1_5 16.70b
RUN UP P_ CD WD'aT _ VO i VC-_VE V02
352 14.bO 101 ,00 0,63264 0,04879 0,07"112 b,080 4,592 4,104
353 14,50 IO0,bO 0.62776 0 • 048.z41 0,07712 9,436 B,_)52 [4,46_
354 | 4,', 0 IDI,bÙ C). 63868 0,04925 0.077 l_-t 17,479 i 6,9£_6 I 6,49zl
3bb lb, bO lO0,bO 0,6bD57 0.051w, 7 0,079'/_ I ,037 0,519 O,OOO
_ tJl'_ L))' Pu L;[_ V,D'3l b VC I VC- AVI.: Vt'2
:366 16.60 1(](3,()0 U,P;(,O Ib (),Oh 163 0,00696 1 .! b3 0.'_'16 O ,.000
199
| r-'-- I i I i
00000004-TSC03
I( I]IN DP }'_] t_',b k I_;_)'1" b qC1 bC-A ql'_ VC;._.
367 14.50 IOQ.O0 0o60_44 ().04692. 0.(]7711 5.106 4.63"/ 4.1 6'/
3b_ 14o50 100.00 0. (_0000 0.04627 (),07/11 9.461 _ ,'2')_ t;. 536
369 14.50 100.00 {].5 17&l ().04454 0.07"/11 18.114 ! 1.669 1"/,223
360 14.50 100.00 O. 6kgF4 0.04f_57 0.L:'/71 ! ti. 10(_ 4.620 4.134
361 16, lO 10().00 0.60873 0.04946 (}.O.H125 (I .9_9 0.495 O • 0(}0
362 i 4.(10 IO0.SQ (I. f_4[_.53 0.()5521 I]. (] 65z1(, I .!04 (). 552 O. 0()0
363 i/I.)0 10(), ill 0.RA571 0,057f_ / ().OA6t%i .S. 1O( 4,b29 3.9'32
364 14,'$0 I(Jf).O() f).P;631H (].()57b0 0.()(,661 9.b4:_ '_,9(7 'i_,39_4
36b t4, _0 100o00 O.F.VbOH C),C)b963 (),,)6(,61 17.795 11,199 16,60_t
I<UN bP t_l_ (;t3 _.U_[ b VCI VC-AVr VC[!
366 14,)0 100,50 0.79723 (),(]48bI 0 • 05._.'{4 5,133 4.66_ 4.£(J3
367 14.bO 100,00 0,76021 0.0443b (],05834 9,b9_ 9.152 £, 70_;
368 14,50 100,00 0,6_337 0,039_J/ O.ObR34 1 I,gHI 17.5_2 17,1f44
369 14.bO 100,50 0.76370 O,O44bb O,ObN34 I _ ,0()_; 17,b62 17.117
3"t0 15.20 I00.00 0._3892 O.ObOl I 0.05973 _ ,002 O,bOI 0.000
I_UN IJP PU CU WU31 b VC! VC-AVE V('2
371 15.10 100.50 0.87981 (_. (]b*t4b 0.06530 1.149 0.b75 0.000
372 14.50 lOl,O0 0,91776 _J,Obh /3 (). U63_)9 b,13t_ 4.545 3,958
373 14.50 100,50 0,_9325 0,0571 (_ 0,06399 9,b6_ _.997 8,425
374 14,50 lOl*O0 0.94364 0,06038 0,06399 18.008 17.404 16,800
RUN DP PiJ C13 _'tD_.Yt" 0 VCt VC-AVE V02
37b 14,50 100,50 0,85722 0,06091 0,07106 5.133 4,524 3,914
3"16 14,_0 102,00 0,88153 0,06284 0,07106 9,59b _,969 8.342
377 14.50 102.00 0.91237 0.06483 0,07106 t_;.O08 17.359 16.7i1
378 14.10 I03.00 0.87550 0.06134 0.07007 1.227 0.613 0.000
RUN DP PB CD WD_)I D VC i VC-AVF VC2
379 14,50 I 0(),00 0,¢_7183 0,06035 0,089B_ 4.Tbb 4,151 3o54_
3t;0 14._0 99.b0 0.66653 0.05987 0.089Z_ 9.084 8.486 7._87
381 14.50 99.50 0.57984 {}.0520}_ {},0N982 9.044 _%.b23 S .0_]2
3_2 45. t',O I05.00 0.661bi 0.10560 0.16964 2.112 1.056 O.OQO
383 43,90 53,00 0,52411 0.08191 0,15629 1,63_ 0,_19 0.00O
3:44 45,60 0,00 0,55511 O. 0_t_42 0,16929 1 .76_{ O,_H4 0.000
200
00000004-TSC04
RUN DP PB CIJ WD'c1T D VCI VC-AVE VCP
3_5 14.20 99.00 0.71741 0.06377 O • i3RPIB9 I .P_75 0.63B O.OOQ
386 14.50 98.00 0.70R55 0-06310 0.089t_2 4.1-_90 4.259 3.6P. 7
3R7 14.50 99.0(:) 0.70035 0.06A91 O.Of49HY 4.f_63 zt.'_34 3.604
3H8 14.')0 97. b0 O.'If)21 0 0.06307 O. 09,9R2 9.353 B.722 R.091
3R9 14.50 98.50 0.68416 0.06145 O. QH9P;P_ I'1.713 17.09_ 16.4H4
39f) 14.50 9f_.0() 0.70129 0.06999 O.O89gP 4.91V 4.2{_'1 3.65"1
RUN DP PB CI) WD_}T I) VC1 VC-AVI: VCH
391 14.50 99.00 O. 8369"/ 0.05947 0.07105 4.943 4.349 3.754
392 14.50 99.00 0.R3751 0.05951 (3.07105 9.379 8 • 7_,4 14.114(3
393 14.50 9H.50 0,_6535 0.06148 0.07105 I 1.553 16.938 |6.324
394 14.30 99.00 0.80830 0.05703 0.07056 1 .141 0.570 0.000
NUN DP PB CU WD_T D VC1 VC"AVE VC2
395 13.60 102.00 0.85065 0.05271 0,06197 I ,054 0.527 0,000
_?5 1" 50 _012 .................... 0 ".:7" C.OOC C"-i
397 12.90 98.50 0.84757 0.05115 0.06035 1.023 0.b12 0.000
398 14.50 98.00 0.86412 0.05529 0.06398 4.943 4.390 3.837
399 14.50 97.50 0.8R501 0.05663 0,06398 9.378 8.812 8.246
400 14.50 98,50 0,90599 0.05797 0.06398 18.003 17.424 16.844
RUN DP PB CD WDgT D VCI VC-AVE VC2
401 14.50 98.50 0.81429 0.07314 0.08981 5.050 4,319 3.588
402 14,50 98-50 0.82642 0.0"1422 0.08981 9.485 8.743 8.000
403 14.30 99.00 0.86862 0.07747 0.08919 18.029 17.254 16.479
404 15.20 100.00 0.79938 0.07351 0.09196 1 .470 0.735 0.000
I_UN DP PB CD WD'al b VCI VC-AVE VC2
405 16.20 100.00 0.80273 0.07621 0.09494 I ,524 0,762 0.000
406 14.50 99.00 0.81253 0.0?298 0.08982 5.158 4.428 3.699
407 14.50 100.00 0.832.33 0.07476 0.08982_ 9.619 8.872 8.124
408 14.50 99.00 0.85801 0.07706 0.08982 18.242 17.471 ]6.701
409 14.50 99.00 0.[51321 0.07304 0.08982 5.131 4.401 3.671
201
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nAAANNrM T_C,_=
'I'ABI,I! A--2
TABI,I! ()F I)ATA FOR ()I_IFICI! FI,OW 'I'I!ST,_
WITII ACI'UAI, Iq,tt)PIiI,IANT%
AP, _, Rc'ynol d._;
'l'o:_t No. psi d ]h/see (:1) No.J
NTO Oxid izc, r- 1 17.3 (1.0648 _),_HO 48,0()()
(()xid:i zee) ()xi cl:i ','cry2 16.2 ().O_H1 0.6.% , 48,401)
I)xid:izcrr. 3 26.1 0.()797 0.o41 _(1,()(1()
()xi di ze:r.-4 35.0 0.0!)?.3 ().(H 1 (d) ,5()(1
Ox:idizcr_5 41.7 0,1()21 0.(_50 77,(){1()
()x:id:izer_6 27.0 0.0784 0.020 59,0()()
IlI)MII/N2114 Fuel-1 13.8 0.043(_ 0.785 17,400
(Fuel) Fuel-2 34.5 0.0529 0.602 21,100
Fuel-3 28.3 0.0606 0.762 24,200
Fuel-4 41.6 0.0691 0.717 27,600
Fuel-5 22.2 0.0545 0.774 21,800
L
2
NOTE: A = 0.00382 in.
ox
2





'l'AIU_li 01" DATA FOR bllXlN(; I)I,qTRII_IITION Tl!,qT,q
.qYMI_OI,S




'+t......),t)t )tiDfuel I btR2 f)f Af
tic, ,-predi(:ted mixing lnlited c* efficiency
mix
V = cross velocity., ft/secC
X = spray nozzle spacing, inches
0 = spray, nozzle impingement angle, degrees
i
,I _. (r-ri) n _.
Em = ZOO i - \_ _ y I (R"ri)
i *f r 7' *f (It-l)
where
Em = mixing index
*il_w = mass fraction in the ith tube
R = ratio of oxidizer mass to total oxidizer and
fuel mass to total oxidizer plus fuel mass
r. = ratio of oxidizer mass to total oxidizer midi
fuel mass in an individual stream tube for r. ': R
1
r. = ratio of oxidizer mass to total oxid:izer and
l
fllel lllaSS in llil iiidlvidua] strealn tulle for r. ">R1
203
00000004-TSC07
l!lenlent I: tic. * 1 I
hm Type CVT HR N ., mi x c X 0
] A 0 ]820 ] 65 0.530 70.24 90.75
2 A (I 1780 l 09 0.325 ._;7.]5 89 I...1
3 A 0 lSlf; 2 08 () _3!) _)7.dO 90.16
4 B 0 181.3 1 6(I 0 r_.3,1 74.?.1 !13.0(,
• I_; () 178?. l (19 () .34!, 70.24 9.3..3]
(_ I_ () 181!-; ? lli () (_7(1 ._.l.r(88 84.2()
7 C (1 1._I(_ ] 71 () r)_ (r. ...) 80,1)1 .I.). 35
8 (: () :17(d; 1.()8 () 30(_ 09.()9 !)3.48
!) C () 1784 2.]0 () 020 (}2.21 80.98
IO I) 0.1703 ]..,._:() () 491 ,_4 . 70 97.48
1l I) 0.1758 1.(19 O.315 74.,18 95.37
12 l) O. 1784 2.07 O.(i19 69.6l 91.45
13 E 0.1788 1.61 0.493 84.82 96.56
14 F 0.1785 1.62 0.495 81.32 95.83
15 II 0.1789 1.66 0.565 78.09 95.26
16 II 0. 1748 I. 09 0. 357 76.18 96.37
17 II 0 1828 2.11 0.654 70.45 92.30
18 F 0 1770 1.13 0.323 73.15 95.51
1(.) F 0 1802 2.09 0.624 65.84 89.49
20 J 0 1787 1.67 0.589 73.34 94.74
21 J 0 1760 1.06 0.364 70.78 95.33
a )(22 J 0 1828 2.09 0 712 65.75 83.78
23 P 0 1818 1.65 0.680 68.01 9(].64
24 P 0 1786 1.10 0.487 84.98 98.19
25 P 0.1838 2.07 0.770 64.38 89.15
20 R O. 17'13 1.65 0.654 68.44 90 8(.)
27 P, O. 1750 1.09 0.448 80.09 90 9O
. . .) J28 R 0.181() 2 I0 0 7o3 oo.,11 8(.) <'
')( . ._.) T 0.1853 1 51 0.O19 0,1 10 88 82
"(3[) T 0.17..) ] 1] O.4O8 79.39 97 O1





]! lOlll(HlI (¢T I'llI X Xm_ Type N t
• ( ('C
• 7.)., 1 5 0..,,._:_', 69.14 / .)0..,.,32 A 0 1 c ,
33 A 0.l']5,'S 1.09 0.324 Nol Reduc'od
34 A (). 1 7_9 2.14
"' Fan O. '110 :l.di "() 50),)
,%(_ Fan 2* (). (_N1 I. ] 7(_.35 !)3.,1I .() bO
?,7 Fan 2 (I. 712 1.59 (_7.(m !)().(_7 .() 4!;
:_8 Fan ,? (). 713 1.57 74.(,;! !),!.22 I.() 75
3!) Fan 2 (). 718 I.(_1 71.3l 8!). 80 ).!; 7!;
,10 Fan 2 (). 719 1.(_() 711.4!; i)().5(I ).!; 6(I
41 Fan 2 0.1715 I.(_1 72.47 90.14 3.5 45
42 Sw:irl O. 1[;39 1.56 45.8!) 74. Oo [). 5 (',
43 Swirl• 0.1548 1._ 0 46.16 80.41 0,5 6(
44 P 0.1704 0. 8 0.240 74.61 99.61
45 R 0.1768 O. 16 0.294 84.20 98.73
40 T O. 17(_5 0.85 0.290 79.42 98.93
47 A 0. 1792 1.46 0.462 87.0(I 95.57 0
48 Fan 2 0.1796 i 19 66.07 85.04 1.0 21
4{.) Fan 2 0.1804 1 ;3 47.21 71.44 1.0 q
50 Fan 2 0.1773 1 56 04.68 88.70 0.5 2
51 A 0.1761 1.68 0.532 79,88 95.39 10
52 D 0.1795 1 32 0.461 81.21 96.35 0
53 F 0.1773 1 5( 0.489 71.82 91.62 0
54 F 0.1761 1 6_ 0.513 75.40 93.98 i0
55 D 0.1761 1.69 0.510 79.55 95.72 I0
56 I) 0.1761 1.69 0.510 76.21 93.62 2(3
57 F 0. 1761 1.6! 0.516 73.84 93.61 2C
58 A 0.1761 1.6! 0.535 79.65 95.79 2(
59 Fan 2 (I.1780 1.6 33.25 69.03 0.!
60 A 0.2127 1.('2 0.514 73.71 93.42




I_un 'l'yp(: MR N m mix
f'Z_' •()2 A 0.08]2 l._Ji 0.,,_3 78.!)2 !)4 8!)
_):_, A 11 ?307 1 . (ff_ (). ""
(),t ! A I,tolmd '_" (). 22'/;"_ 1 . .),) () :;O!i 7_). 7}4 !)4. I 3
()_i Ihln 4** O.()}'_)Z? I.!i_ 4].17 7].]0 ().!) ()()
,+,. - , * •+_() I';ltl 4 1). >)41 I .!i7 _) }{[-) £4 _,P, ().ti ()0
f)'] l:;lll :I (). 'I()!)'] I .()() ()'_). f)Z_ R(), 4 F) (}.!; ()(}
• .), =()_,_ l,m) 4 () ,!,?!ih ].02 r ._)3 _!) ()!_ ().!i ()()
.).) , * +-+.
..... ()() _.()7 _) 72 )> ().!; ()()()!) I:;ll_ :1 () ') ) > _()
• ]{Ollll(lc_d ()I'i fi _:(' (_HI_]';IIICO















TABI,I! OF II()'I'-FII?I I)A'l'/x
SYIgBOl,,g
l,* ,: ch;tr:_ct:p.risl:ic ch;unlmr ]on_.:th, :inche.';
p := C:]I;IIIII)tYI _ ])1',_::,':.11]'0, ]).glll.
C
MR :, in:ixlurc' r_ll io, _,)/_:_l"
_:j-'I'_AT :- tcH;ll fl i_wt';lt:t,, lb/._;t_c
I
N ,_ I_lll,,, ,';,elm'-.-(-i, x )if 1 _[p:,_A _




:i ,"gO•() .,;(3 .'5/; ] .,q') I (" • | I_ () . _;;;_ > "/i • ,':_
'I ;;_I._ I I".'_1 I .,;_: .'._.'I.._ 1)o'_'I'I ' ' .....
,._ (,Ij.(I l(J| .'/I t ._.,.):_, .:._ _ (), _l :-_ ;' ""'
i(' I'_._ ./_',. _,i._ I. ;1',:'/ (J.:'. ,| _) ""';'(_ :_ "'"'
i t i'>.i_ t()_) ,'_'_ I • :.,_; / I).',',/,_ () .";'._'/ ""i " '""
,., ',>C}• () ,_ :._• ,'ib I • _',-;L_ (._• 'I ;" ,'i () * .',()" '1(_ " ":"_
RECFANGU LAR ORI FICES
b :3() • (._ 1 l l • _/:> I • b 36 ,.;. '_ "/_ g "_: "1( _ i-..': • :, ?
I _' :2, I _,tJ t'.9 a_; ) I i " _-"_] () (3" 1 i:. _ 0 _' "l t.,:. /:.. "j'D
..... _. ..,2"_ . _.,_
_1 _, C) C'.'
, ._ .0 I .a'_ • 60 t.:_1| 0 . .'__>:.
,, 3:.. (? | _ ". :..)1 I • 0 ,""_ ,,.:d/_ ,.). :?.:_% ? b. -_;:;
:::.; _ 0. ,2i __',_ . t t', 1 • ();ic, (i. i _: z t) . :2 c, 5 "IL: . "; i
?: i g. 0 l i 3.3L_ Z. ;-2C_:, L) • ;:: i k: _3 • _'_,i" .::,'_ • • b
, ', t:,_..,;, '_; • L_O i . :-__,,) C • ' ',)('. '," - ", " _' "_ " _ '
:', t, L _ • _; l (3:3 • 9:" I • :.>6: ' t._. ::: _.,.c., ,). ,i "/':, .... " "',:;
.._..)
............ , m ml i
O0000004-TSD04
SPRAY NOZZLES
) ,4 $0 • 0 I 40 • _:6 l.. 5 I 0 O • _" ' 0 • 4 70 :._;-• .,;;.:
_;, 33.0 }{3. b3 I • b';:O O. ! 94, r;. 47;; £;_. ; :,
31] ;_0. 0 5J0,.03 i ,,4i;{0 ('], | 53 0. 4G,'] 3;:* _;;:;
.31 30.0 5s,Rw [.7i3 0.'167 0.5;;t; bl ,,.',iJ
32 30.0 1{_(,.23 1 .'52b 0,.:_.14 0.474 _;4.92
513 36.0 1 10.66 i :..t_9 Q._121 0.30_ ;.:::: . b (,
_,'_ "_Q.0 |03. !3 } •07,(4 0 •2 ]5] f)-P;O_: 79 •"/b
3L) S0.0 6,,9;] _ .01_9 0.<464 f).:J()S 7c:. /7
;_Y, 3 () • 0 72, {_4 I • 9 '_;' G • '_O '/ (j • 59 ;::; L "/• :.;_
37 S0. tl 92 • 9,_ 1 - ')7(5 1)• f_4'.' O. LOS _SI , 71
3; 3(].0 igl, 13 1 o741 Q.549 O,b4! ,44.;_t_
39 30.0 1 gg. I 4 | , 612, Q. S'._f-: (i • %f;I_ _, h. 91
4(1 15.0 I0P,.99 I,SbtJ [].23!_ 0 .,'}f_b 66,_..'_:_
4i lb.0 9b.qD } ,60/I 0, ,'.:Ib 3 0.4%,9 t_:,/i/_
4 °• 60,0 91 .5(J | , 6;_.5 O. I _)O 0.b()6 79.77
43 _'_¢].0 9_,,31 1 .b9/4 0.204 0 .,',9 :, f;O. 1 6
44 60.0 107.54 l.O}3b 0.21() 0.313 g'l.,J3
TRIANGULAR ORIFICES
45 30.0 94.45 1 .559 0.243 0 • b0": 64.99
46 30.0 10t';.0_ 1 .5z;4 O.30/t 0.499 5V.40
47 30.0 "d7.18 1 ._6_; 0.i65 0.507 76 .,SS
4;;; 30.0 74.34 i .463 0. 159 0.4"i_ 79.09
49 30.0 121 ._9 I .075 (3.270 O. 3_:b 78.02
:50 .30.0 t;'4 • I_.7 1.056 0.193 0.317 76. i8
_l 30.0 93,39 I .079 0,220 0,327 7.5.6°
52 30.0 119.30 ;:{.0;32 0.29_ 0.633 7i ._:_6
_,3 30.0 7b.36 2.077 O. l_;3 0 • 6z:3 "i_z.5 b
5q 30,0 80.72 I.954 O. It_6 0,614 75,91
bo o_-0 9P.6_ 1 9S4 ()._'Ol O. :'_" ' • 62,_ t{O•_:;_
bO 30.0 119.96 1.547 0.371 O.bO2 5,5.06
57 15.0 93.77 I .531 0.310 0,496 5E.66
5;Z 15.0 96.61 ! .b64 0.322 0.b07 b;2.46
59 dO.O 104.04 I.b46 0.24_ O.bOl 78.52




t, i :-J .. i) _)&. ')si i - ').'_'1 !) .}':: I t) .','J'J },', . vi',
(',;' H,'). I'/ | (;.', - ',* {, 1 • '_ %'-) 0, :';_'}_ (; * "{'"'_ " " " ";
. 1,., "1() I .(._¢J-b t] I -/') () b't9 -/ • l,/,_".it "Ji{t {'j _ '" .....
,,e, :_C. (_ k;_;. 99 1 • b'-_ 1 0. >:.'_7 (j .'_{j:_ _5,'/• 91
t.b _{) ° (} ! _B[_,, etW | .(1_-/ iJ .... -,,:,
_i l £(,. 0 94 • 94 1 . 54 I (). :.':>;1 Q . 4"._'_ {,,7. /l')
/_l-: ill). [) I (),,'1.|-I(, | ,, _';i'.} () • i{',"?_! () *'}(I,"l ", / .;'()
,,.'_ 3(_ • 0 -/i _,. 70 1 • 60b 0 • I '/u (). h 1 ") "If;. 1 ::
e,/, .%0.0 _:;H. 99 I • ._b 1 (v,, :';_,'i (}. L,():; &'/ • ;.:I
_,:, '._l)° O 1 L_:_. 119 I • Og'/ 0 • ,'.'k{k; 0 . L4_ _. Hta • 05:
CIRCULAR ORIFICES (ROUNDED ENTPlNCES)
;-_uN I.._: H (3 _,i•}<• %,.- f 5T N i';-C ,_
71 30.0 97.76 1 .6zq6 0.317 0 .b_52 bb._,i
75_ 30.0 87 • 1 ".5 I .697 0.2z_6 0.548 64 .k. 9
73 a0.O 49.1b i .30k3 O.le0 O..:,lV V,q.'• _ &
74 30.0 4-/.01 1.403 0.120 O.Za53 " ,SO
75 30.0 71 .3"I I.5;_8 O. ;-/_ O.5;b ,_.5_5
6 30.0 60.93 1 .612 O.l,q;?; 0.52:._ 7b.29
7"1 _0.O 9V.SO 1. lbb ¢_._:49 Q._65i 7z,..':zi
7'.", 30.0 94.17 1.97_ 0.2-',0 0.6H2 73.07
7_,_ 30.0 12.0.06 _.Obb 0.3i%) 0.642 -/0.34
;30 30.0 102.54 2,006 0.273 0.629 70.26
,,:: ,30.0 110.43 1 . 6,q_, 0.3"13 O. 53;a b4.70
:;H 6(;.C1 I 1_.90 1.663 0.2Vb 0.53t' 74.6t
',:',',2, 60.0 12_'_. 7_; 1.67',5 0.317 O.b4a 7b.27
_ ,4 5(:.C1 42.g3 1.6l,!; 0.153 O.5az4 b_:,i7
_,,; OC.C 61.33 I -693 0.149 0,547 "lT.,i:b
_',? _,O • (1 15l • 07 I . -/7/, (j • l bb 0 • 5"1i) :;;; • .i:_
_;:,', 60. I) 9g.26 I • g'_ z; C;• '.727 0 • 59 7 [;1 , i (I
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Wh('ll :;ev(:r:l] Ille:lsll:re(l wtr:inble._; are c_lnb:ilmd a[gel_r,_ic,_ll.y to y:i_ld :m
_,Xl)_ri 111t_111 ilJ :l'Of;ll] 1_, l]|(_ _;tan(lll:rd dev i :11:i(m ¢)t: the :re:in] t, w]li (:h lake'.,
i111:(1 /ll:C()llll'l" 1.h(_ ]n"(flml,,alicm of tim imlividua] (n-x'_-):rs;, i:; i::iw_n 1)y the
t_ll(_,tinj_ _'qu;ll i()ll (ReF. B I):
";R :_ I \ a× i t;'., ( I_,_l )
Whet('
'qR :: (',_tillmi(_ (H" :_tm_d;_t'd devia_:ii)n of the calcn'l;_ed :re:;ult
Xi. = the ith va:r:iable requ:ired to compute the result
R = R (X.'s)i
S. = estimate of the ztanda_d deviation of the ith w_riable
If the indi.vidual measurements are comhincd by addition, and arc inde-
pendent, the standard deviation is given by:
1 1.v 1=
Equation (8-1) is rather difficult to apply. An easier form can be obtained
by normalizing with respect to the dependent variable, R:
where
a. = exponent of X. in the equation R = R(X i)1 1
-][e£e_:ence Ti-Zl: Arkin, II. and Colton, R. R., Stat:i'.;tical l_lethods, Barnes &
Noble, 1no., New York.
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In Eq. B-la, tile standard deviation of tile dependent variable, o,xpressed
as a percentage of the var:iable, is given as a function of the percentage
dev:iations of each independent variable.
TIlE ORIFICE COEFFICIENT
The equation required to compute an orifice coeff:ic:ient from a set of
data is :




h = orifice area, in.
p = pressure drop, lb/ft 3
AP ; pressure drop, lbm/ft2-delta
To estimate the standard deviation of a given orifice coefficient, Eq. B.-3
is used to generate a specific equation of the form of Eq. B-la for
(ScD/CD) :
ScD + + a- + a- \W] (B-41
A list of the estimated, normalized standard deviations of each indepen-
dent variable is g:,ven in Table B-1.
TABLE B-I
ESTIMA'FEL) STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TIIE DEPENDENT
VARIABI,ES REQUIRED TO COMPUTE CD








'l'h,: estimated deviat:i(ms p]'m_¢mted :in 'l'able B-I f{_r _ and AI' i,}cludc_ con-
s:iderations (_f relmatal}il:ity under dynamic test c(mdit:ions as well as
static calib:Pat:ion of instrumentat:ion. Sul}st.:itution of "the numbers in
'l';fl}]o B-I into Eq. B-4 y:ields an estimated deviation for CI}:
_SCI}
.- - x 1(10 _ 3.01 pePcent
CI)
l:{_r ml orifi,'_, coefficient valu_ of (I.75, thi:_ wcm]d produce the follnwi.ng
I imi t:_ :
{'.l) ",,,'-, (1.7!; :_ll.[I.... {_
O'P
O. 7274 .: CI) . O. 7726
{211ARACTF,IlI ST1 {] VIiLOC]'rY
The equation used to compute the characteristic velocity for _: given test





P = chamber pressure, psia
c
2
At = throat area, in.
wt = flowrate, lb/sec
It must be remembered that the total flowrate is composed of two separate
flowratcs; i,e.,
= + 6f (B-6)wt _o
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I()r, ill refill5 of I11:[_1|1:1"(_ ral[()
liqnat:ion B-S may be wr:il:ten;
Pc At. g
c* :...... (1_--8)
An_,:ly_{i;; ()f *{fa).la)',l d('viali()ll f¢))' I_q. I{.->_ '.{ ('_,I I"('lll(_ly ('{)lll])]_,X I)i'C;IIIf; P
c)f _;_ch fact()r:; a_,: (I) (lllrillp ;l 1(,t;1 , I11(, llir();ll _tl'(,_l Iil;ly t' II))( ' ill
_'illl('r ') l))'('di_lal)l(' ())" Iml))'('(licl;ll)l(' nmmH')', (,') ,;)('1) I'l()w)'a1(, it; ;)
C()lll])()!;il(, IIl('H!;l_rOlll(,lll ill ilt,('ll', I'('(ll_il'ill)_ a r(,a(li)lg ()f ('y('l('_; I)('v t;(,c()nl(I)
;I fl()wlll('l(,)' c,'_lil))';)! i,))l, ;_ll(I ;) ]'ll)i(I (h'll!;il),, all(I (3) ell;Hill)(')' I)l'('tilill)'( '
lllll:_l I)1' deIPPIIlill('(i I 1'_)111;1 Sl;ll ic Dl'_'b_;lll'(' I)y ;l!;t',)lllll)| i()l_ ()1' i_;_'lll ),()l)ic
flow ill II1¢ C()IIVI'I')_UIII _;_'_'l i()ll ()f lh(' 11();:1.1('. 'l'h(,),,l'())'(,, WII;II I'()l!()w_
i!_ ;ill t_Xll'l, tlllt']y C.:l'll(le {'StilllIIl( ' ()f ill(, :;l';tllda:l'd d(,via! io, of c ^ I)ased ollly
()11 klloWll U1"l'():l' s()llrCl's. F:i)'.'_1, I111 {:ql)IIl:iOll 0]' l:}lP |'()PI)I ()t' liq. I_-.la IIIIl._l
so, _. {B-!))
_-, -- + - +At / \_t/
I_q)mtion B-2 .is used to e-:tima't {' S. . Thi:: :l:: dj,ct::ted by .t:.,).),qJ(,,llp ()f
Wt
F,q. B-O.
SOt ox + wt (B-IO)
Equation B-IO :is then divided by l_t:
Swt
w _/ \ wt / \_ _ it t
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PI )]"
t I I ox ()x | I ] I I
.... : : "; ...... • -- - + -) %-
I f' i t a_;:-_imiod 't:hr)!
Ih_,]l
W()x I _ HI,'"
wI w()_ w()x _ , ( I_- I :_,)
,Kifl)'..1 itirt ing thi', ('Xl}V'('_,:;i(),' ill I!( I. I',,!), th(, (i('Vi:I! ic)li _)1" ('^ I)('('()lii{'t;:
'_CA, '%I)c ).' )
--- ) ( I_ 14 .)
c-*- ,/ \l,. / \A_ \%:x / _("_]_Mi_)"l
Tho (:;StJlll;ltC)d, llO.l"lll_l Ii z¢_d :_t:illld;l:t'(} (I_'V ill1' iOlI,K t'(K)' ('IIC}I VII )'i al)l(' are } ist(xl
}_ "),:ill 'l'ablo 1.-,.
'l'Alll,l! Bo2
I!S'I']MA'I'I!I) STANI)ARI) I)I!V]A'I'IONS FOIl Till! I)I!I)I!NI)I!NT
VARIABLES I.II!QUII.W.I)1'0 COMPUTI_ c*







A Saml)le calculation is i)resonted with the assumption that HR : 1.O.
IJnde:r these condi.t:ions, from I!q. B-14 and Table 1_-2:
bC*





V]0.() APPliNI)I X C
I)I{TI!IIMINATION OF I)I!SI(IN CRITI!I{]A I,'(}lt OPTIMIIH
MIXINt; F()R SEVERAl, NONCIRCIJI,AR I!I,]{HI{NT,q
The o]}joctivo of t:hi,_ apl}emlix :is to develop the aplrrogch t:o d_terminat'ion
(_t: tho t_]Olllellt do::ign crJtt::r]_l, for eq_timnm spray m:ix:ing. The ro,%ll]l_ of
tlw cold-fl()w IIIIXIllR :_tudios were pri'._,io.nt, t_,tl ]11 tilt: tt_xt of thi:i report.
'l'h_' r,_;;ll]t;i pr't,sunl_d ill FiI:. 32 for the mlliko dOllli]ot;i of I_110 :imp:in/4in,,.
typt: !ihowt_d lhal mi _lurt' rlJl io lllli forlll:il.y op1:imi zes _,round N ._ 0.5 for
III)IlCiI'ClI]III' llIlll circl_lar orifices, and lhal lhe level ()f llliXin_l varies




N = Inolnf,?lltUlll ratio parameter
Mf/M ° : fuel to oxidizer momentum ratio
(Do/I)f) : oxidizer to fuel orifice hydraul.ic diameter ratio
ti
I) = 4 x area/perimeter = hydraulic diameter
o,f
Because all of the injectors of a given geometry optimize at a value of








_) = clen._J ty
A _- o)_i f'i ce area
V _ injection velocity
i) _- hydraulic diameter
lntrodneinp, the concept of mixi:nre ratio aim the ccml:imlity eclu;tticm , thu'
14eoHletri c vari;nl)lc't; can [m _e.parated from prop(:.l 1;11,1: physical vari el)Its.
l!quation (A--3 becomes
This equation defines a propellant combination parameter K. The factor
K may be computed from the propellant density ratio and optimum mixture
ratio. For N204/N2tI4-UDMtl (50-50), K = 1.62. Thus, the area and hydraulic
diameter ratio product for an element which will yield b_gh mixing uni-
formity is defined.
The orifices are designed such that the orifices in a given element have
the same width. The orifice dimensions are defined as:
L Db
--I---
and AR = b/w a,Rf = a/w _-b--_ T0 ) "
where
AR = aspect ratio
o,f = refers to oxidizer and fuel, respectively.
Because the width (W) of the fuel and oxid:izer orifice for a particular
cler,_c:nt are ¢-{tm/, the_) from simple geometric considerations of are;(,
L } )
"-_ i_ --- I I ' I lil I II I f III •
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aspect rat i o, and l_ydraul i c di allletor, oxprt'._.qiolls in;ly I)(, d('riv(-d wh:i t'h
relate oxidizer and thlel orifice aspect ratio t()the given 1)rol)ellant
COlllhilltlti.oll, Thos(_ expre.qsJoi15 :_r(" ])resel_ted below for r(,.ctangul.ar Itlld
tri;mg, ular orifices.
Rectangl e'._ :






These functions are plotted for values of K of 1.0, !.62, and 2.0 in
Fig. . In addition, the aspect ratios for the three elements tested
for each shape are also plotted in Fig.C-l. It may be seen that the
design points fall on the curve K = 1.62. Thus, each injector is opti-
mum for mixing for its own particular aspect ratio.
The mixing uniformity levels at N = 0.5 (from Fig. 32) for each element
design are plotted in the right-hand plots of l:ig. C-I as functions of
the aspect ratio of the fuel orifice. It can be seen that there is an
o_timu,a fuel orifice aspect ratio for each shape, and due to the rela-
tionships of Eq. C-5 and C-6, there is also an optimum oxidizer orifice
aspect ratio. Note that the optimum values are shown in the left-hand
plots of Fig. C-l.
Overall, the cold flow mixing study has supplied design criteria for un-
like doublet elements for N2%./N2111-UllMII.. (59-50) incorporating noncircular
orifices. These criteria describe requisite area ratio:_ and aspect ratios
for Ol_timum propellant mixing.
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RECTANGULARUNLIKE DOUBLET, CONFIGURATIOND
--o,_ /.y oo /
o
OPT, .--
_ 3 /-- _ 80--.-
,,,. Z
'_' OPT IN •
-- I IFOR N = 0.5
--_ ICONTO/50- 50 60 IX
° // - ,..
o , _ 3 4 s 5°0 , _ 3 _ 5
FUEL ASPECT RATIO (ARF) FUEL ASPECT RATIO (ARF)
TRIANGULARUNLIKE DOUBLET, CONFIGURATIONF
5 I K- 2] I_.62 ] I/ 100
_o J I// I' '
I! "l !fOR N - 0.5-_!__,,o,_o'-_,._ _ooKi°__ I.......I I _o° .0 I 2 3 tt 5 0.5 I I 5 2 2.5
FUEL ASPECT RATIO __(ARF) FUEL ASPECT RATIO (ARF)
Figure C-I. l)etermination of Optimum Design Aspect Ratios for Rectangular
and 'l'riangul;lr Unlike-l)oublet Injector F,lements (Simulants:
Tri ch I orethyl ene/t_at er)
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] 1, () APIq!NDI X I)
'.!XIq_RII_41!I,_TAI,APPRATIJS AND PI_J3CIil)IlI(IiS
l{xper]mental al-)lmrgltus and test: procedures for s inp, le--orJl_Jc_ , cold-flow,
.qi,llgle-elcment llli xi fig, .qing] e--elelllent :ttollli Zat ion, and el e.lnc,llt ]lot fi rings
are described in the, followin£ impjm.
,qIN(;l,l_ ()RIFICI!, ('.OI,I)-!'_I_OW'I'I!_71' FA[:II.I'I'Y
The o]mrati_ma] ohjuctives of the s:ingl.e_orifice c_]d_.flow te:;t progrmn,
as outlined prior to lVrogr;un :initiation, were:
1. Measure small flowrates (less than 0.1 lhm/sec) through orifices
of various shape flowing into a pressurized atl,.._aphere (pressures
up to 100 psig).
2. Establish cross velocities in the feed manifold behind the ori-
fices and maintain them for sustained periods of time (cross
velocities up to 20 ft/sec).
3. Allow for photographic documentation of the free jets emanating
from the orifices.
4. Measure the pressure drop from the feed manifold to the chaN_er
into which the orifices were exhausting.
A diagram showing the experimental setup is presented in Fig. D-I.
A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus designed to fulfill
the test objectives is shown in Fig.D-2. Major components of the appa-
ratus as noted are (1) main water supply tank (25 gallon capacity), pres-
surizing and fill equipment, (2) control venturis, for producing 5 ft/sec,
10 ft/sec, and 21) ft/sec cross velocity in the orifice feed manifold, (3)
orifice and manifold block (photographs of these components are shoal
:in Fig.l)-3), (4) main pressurant chamtmr with transparent section
"} 31"
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CHAMBER
Figure b-1. Diagram of Single Orifice Test llardware
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C(M.LECTOR ICTO__R rANc_TUBE C_OLL
COLLECTORL _SAO_;TION _DUMP
l:kgure D-2. Single Orifice (:old-Fl.ow Test Facility
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(_._hown ill FJ }4.1)-4) , I)re.._'_uri zation and pre,_sllrt_ ll|c_a._u_'eme,nt equlpment,
(5) selector valve._; slaved topether, (6) cll kch tallk, ;llld (7) collector
tank ;uld valw:.
]]XPFI{I MIiNTAI, PROCI!DIJIlt!
For each test;, the ol)jective w_l:_ t:o determine l:he d:i.qcharge coefficient
of a part:iculnr orif:ic(: m](ler :q)ecific oper:_t:in$1 cond:itions. 'l'h():w, param_
clef,,; w]l;ic.h ar(._ requ:ir(:d to (l{d_rlllill¢_ di!_charge coefficient ,ire:
1. Orifice area (A)
2, Flowrate tl_r(mp, h the or:if.ice (_)
3. Pressvre drop across the orifice (AP)
4. Density of the fluid flowing (P)
Knowing these parameters, the orifice coefficient is computed using Eq. P...1
(D-l)
CD = Av/22gpAP
The prccedure employed to set desired operating conditions and to measure
requisite parameters is outlined in Table D-1.
Pressures, flowrate, and flow time were recorded on direct-inking graphic
recorders.
ttigh-specd motion pictures and still microflash photographs were taken
during selected test runs. These photographs show the character of the
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TABI,]! l) _-]
_]NGI,Ii_()R] F](:li C()I,I)-I_L()W TI!_'F PI_Ot:I!I)IilU!
St{; t) .No, It{;m
] Opell pres,szlrJ.z:illI4 val.vt_ _lrld set rt.'gzll3tl)r tO
de_';] red backpr_.ssure
2 Pres._l!FiZe w'it_,r tllllk
,% ()Iliql (1|1( _ (){_ thF/_( _. C_lVil_;Itl}ll_{_ V{illlli|'r'i V{|]V(_._I ('{_{|(_h
yi('](l'_ It difri_r(.ll cr_).i!; w.l_)cily]
4 ,_;(,I dc:;i r'(,d (}ri fic(_ AI) by ()ll(}Ill}ll]_{ (_()lilr{Jl VlllV(_
!; ,L;Wi tcll :i{t]t_clor V;tlV(;;; I o c(ll I{,('I()i" tllJl(_s
(._ta*.l :_ tim_,r,)
() HwJlch sc]ectt)y valves back to chlc'h lmlk _lf'tc:r
¢lcs i red t:i lilt :]llt(:rv;tl, (fit()p._ t' Jlll,,_y)
7 (:lose ventur:i wtl.ve
8 Open collector isolation valve (vents collector
tube to atmosphere)
9 Open collector valve (sample flows into a




The wax flow facility used for the dropsize measurements is shown in
Fig. D-5 and D-6. The overall system consists of wax and water supply tanks
immersed in hot oii bath container and a particle collector which catches
the frozen wax particles. Instrumentation requirements of pressure, flow-
rate, and temperature -ireprovided I ' strain gauge transducers, turbine
flowmeters and iron constantan thermocouples, respectively. Each wax and
water tank has an independent pressurizing and vent system. Also, each
" I I I
O0000004-TS E10
Ib. Pat'l :i c le Collector
Figure, !_-S. _,V_lx Flow l:;_cilil.),
O0000004-TS E11
Figur,._ D-6. Schematic of Ilot Wax Flow Facility
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product outline has three flawmeters, thermocmlples, and hand shutoff
wtlves arr;mged ill parallel so a w:!de range of flowrates call be c}bta:ined,
Tile hot oil bath, shown schematically :ill l'ig.D-6, is heated by means of
a 30--kw thermostatically controlled heater. An electrically operated
pt_np circulates the oil from the oil bath container through the heater and
back again to ensure imiform temperature. Also, hot oil iq forced through
jacketed rtli] lines and valves i:o ensllre that the wax does not freeze :in
the feed lines.
'1'1_' particl.e col lector (l:i g.11.5) :is gin 18 I)y 50 foot epoxy-coated wooden
])latf(lrm which :is l(mg_ted under a roofed structure. This sh:iel(l;_ the
collection area tTr_m w:ind currents wh:ieh might cause the smaller particles
to be bloml away. When the impact surface is washed down, the slope of
the collector causes the wash water to be directed into a particle catch
basin. The catch basin has several baffles to ensure that none of tile
wax particles are washed overboard,
Experimental Procedure
The experimental procedure for droplet size measurement is as follows:
1. The proper injector configuration is installed on the wax facil-
ity in such an orientation that the wax spray created by the
orifices after freezing during its ballistic trajectory strikes
the particle collector.
2. The electrical oil heater and pump are turned on to bring the
propellant simulant tanks and run lines up to 210 F.
3. After all parts of the system are thoroughly heated and instru-
...... mentation requirements checked, the run tanks arc pressurized.
4. With the piston operated shutter in the up position, the test
is initiated by actuating the main pneumatic shutoff valves.





conditi on, tile shutter .i._ aCtllat:ed and tile w'lx particles are
allowed to spray onto the particle collector. The use ()t; the,
.shutter mi1_i.miz_;s the :iT_fluence of start and stop transients
on the size distributior, of l.he collected particles.
.5. The injector flow is continued for approximately lt) ,._eccqlds.
The slllltter is then ;lCtlhqted to 1:he up po.qJtion and lnglin
_;llut()ff wIlve_ cloBed.
6, 'J'Jl(' tglllkH /ire tJ/ell Vt_lll:(_.d /llld _iy;iI-Olll._3 :{OtHIY(:d,
7. The particles are tlwn wa.'dwd fr()m the collccttLr :into tilt: cat,:h
1)a._:i.n, where they ape sc.ot)ped ['y()In l:ll(_ .qtll'I'llt_'. ()t! the water and
pl.accd :in a plastic bag for l:Olll]_(H'a:ry stoPa, ge,
Particle Sample Analy.sis
The following procedure is used for the analysis of the particles:
1. A 100-gram sample of wax particles is placed in a Buchner funnel
and subjected to suction for removal of water.
2. After the particles have been partly dried by suction, they are
placed on a large tray in a vacuum chamber for a period of at
least 48 hours to ensure that the particles are completely dry.
3. After drying, a random 10-gram sample is selected to be sie;jed.
A series of 23 standard testing sieves ranging in size from 5:;
to 2380 microns is available. For any particular sample, only
13 of the sieves ;_re used; the particular sieve sizes used
depend on the anticipated size range of the particle sample.
The sieves are vibrated on a Ro-TAP automatic sieve shaker for
30 minutes, during which time the shaking is stopped every 6
minutes and each sieve is struck sharply several times to help
release any particles which become wedged in the sieve screens_
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4. After the sieving; operation in c_)mpleted, the lll;Igs (if particles
re*ained on each sieve Js :,leighed on all electric balance. It
has beell fol|nd that with considerable care :in transferring the;
wax from the sieves into the we i3;hing pan, a total recovery of
97 to 99 percent of the mass orJ.ginaily introduced into the
sieves is possible. The photos shown in Fig. I)-7 are typ:ieal
of the uniformi.ty of sizes of the solid wax particles ol)t;_ined
1)y the sieving operation.
5. Tllese data are then coiIve:rted JIltf) the total fraetJoll 0|" Ina5%
haviiig a particle size smaller th;lll each of the sieve sizes.
MIXING
Cold Flow Facilit]
_e description of the cold-flow mixing facility is divide_! into two
distinct parts: (1) the flow system, and (2) the collection system.
Flow System. The basic components of the flow system are shown in Fig. D-8.
The system contains two high-pressure (lO00-psia maximum rated pressure)
supply tanks. Each are remotely pressurized. The propellant lines are
stainless-steel tubing. Pneumatic (Annin) valves are used for tank shut-
off and main valves.
Flow system instrumentation consists of four Taber "Teledyne" series-
bonded strain gage pressure transducers, and two Fischer-Porter turbine-
type voIumetric flowmeters. Measurements of both propellant tank pres-
sures and propellant injection pressures are made. These measurements
are recorded on Dynalog direct-inking graphical recorders, The volumetric
flowmeter signals are recorded on a CI{(J multichannel oscillograph.
Cold-flow propellant s imulants are trichloroethylene and water, which
simulate, the oxidizer (NTO) and fuel (Aerozene .5(I), respectively. These
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l:ijttt]'e I)-7. I'hotogrtph.,+ u(" S¢+lidi ficd Wax I_roplets Ilsinlt n
O. ()(_3- Inch-I}] ameter ],i kc-l)oul_l ('1 H1L'IIIC:]I'I+
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Figure I)-8, Schematic Drawing of the Flow S)'stem for
the (:old-Flow Nass and Hi xture Ratio
Distrit:_,tion Study
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:_[l,mlalllS we:re, cllosen _ll 1-h_. I_a:_is of: (I) availal_il, ity, lining ¢,lnployed
,)]_ rc]atP.d progr,'nil:_ :it R,)ckc, tdy_e u,;:illg the same f:lc:i]ity, (2) ea;;e oF
h:llld]illg, ,'llld (3) m:|illt;lill;ll]co l]le f_xi,li;'.P:r/fno] immiscibi Iil-y.
!:%1 1,1_c1_i_[_,';_,st_nl. Th,, .gpeciFi, c d_;tai, l.'_ of tim ca]lector are ill.u:_tr;_t,xl
in Fig. 1l-9. As c.:m be, Herod, the tul_:illp, ._]allt.q outward from the collection
plune 1:o a 7 l_y '/ foul Im_;e. The, hunt' i;; l[2.inch alnmimun plate uml :_epa-
:tale'.; the iq_lmr ]n_cl:i_m _H" lhe ;t_;!;_nllbly From the Pyrex tube, racks. Bemmlh
lh(; ;l]|llllilllllll plate, is ii CHl'1 which hou!m_ tim l:l|bO, 'P[tCI_,%. The c,a]"t i_ llRIIIIlle,I
Illl whl,o I '.; _;l_ lh:l|: lh_' I*111i Pt! 'l:lll_e Ill;It Pi X i !_ _;|!_ i I y l'l'lllilVOd fP()lll lllldR I" I lie
J Lt!,L
The procedure for each ol_ the cold-flow texts are as follows: The fuc]
and oxidizer simulant tanks are pressurized to give the desired flowrates.
'llm main valves are opened anti after the injection pressures become steady,
I the shutter is opened for a selected time interw_l _md then cl.osed. 'It_e
main valves are then closed to conclude the test run. All tests are con-
ducted with the elements centered above the collector at a distance of
approximately 3 inches. This distance was chosen since prior analytical
and experimental data indicate that it represents a good approximation of
the primary propellant mixing region during combustion.
The data recorded for each test included oxidizer and fuel simulant flow-
rates, injection pressures, flow duration, and the volume of oxidizer and
fuel simulants in ead_ of the collection tubes.
The individual volumes are determined by a volumetrically calibrated metal
strip or graduated cylinders. The metal strip resembled a thi.n metal scale
with a scribe mark at 10-milliliter increments. This strip is inserted
into the test tube and the volume of oxidizer simulant and the volume of
fuel simulant read directly. For tubes containing insufficient liquid
qtmntit:ies For accurate measurement, the volumetric measurements are
obtained by use of graduated cylinders.
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Tim collcctor inatri× data and the other record(,.d dalai :lrt_ procass¢_d by
t:nllll)llter I:o prodllce tile folloWillg ()lltlnlt: llla.ss ()f l/xidizor .qilllllllilll, illltS._
of fual 5illllllallt, IlliX1711:rOrati(_, aim lll{t-_; frIlctiCJll for e;lcll tube. 'l'tw
lni x:ing f;tctor (l{m) , predJ _lod c* i.t_f:i _:iolicty (rio* ,di st ) ' ct.llt_.r c)f /._)] ]vcit_d
|1|¢1.5.q (I'OW ;lll/I ('()!llnln), ,llld iloI'COlll;tpo of lho inj(,cl(.,I lll_l_;._i t'(ll l l-cl(_d HI'I"
I_ f/lll]'l111_ I'll.
IIc!l,Fir,, 'I'_,_H- Fjlc.ili_ty
Thv ;;ingll' ,'l¢'lm'lll hI>l fivilU_'; we,re, ¢'lmdl.'t_,d ;ll 111¢, PrlGull!;i¢nl R¢,_.,arcil
Ai'l';i (PRA}. A !_cli_'lllltlic i'ollrl,_{_,llllilillli of 111_' llrilill'll;llll I'c,4,d :iyqll,lli i_
MIown in Flit. li-l().
(.,O-.,O) Ilropellant tanks ¢li'c i;Itcd for 3 $vilBoth the N2(i 4 and N.211d-Illlblll " " '
lons capacity lit 2000 psia. l{acth tank i,_ pi't,ssui'izt, d with rcglilatl,d gas-
(?.OliS n:itrogel_. The oxidizer is lt'lllpeI'lltlll't' conditiollcd l)y flow t}lroil_/,h
specially desit;nod heat c.x+,haligt, rs. Propc, ll;int flowrat(.s arc contrt)lled
by e:lvitating venttiri meters. Both prol;ellailt feed sysl?lllS can bc ) purged
with gaseous nitl'ogen. All tests were conducted remotely t:roln the block-
house which allows a direct veiw of the t_.st hardware,
!nstrunlentation requirements are also shown in Fig.l)-lO. Redundant chamber
pressure measurements were taken at the bcs.,ming of nozzle convergence.
All measurements were recorded by the Beckman Data Acquision System.
Data Analysis. The index of injector performance used in this program
is corrected c* efficiency. This c * efficiency was computed from chanfl)er
pressure only, as no thrust measurements were made. Perfonnal_ce losses
attributed to the presence of the thrust chamber are computed and correc-
tions for these losses are applied to the lneasured values of c*.
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(P_)) = n_zzl,_ :;tagnntinn prc_ssure, lhf/:in,nf;
2
Ateft' ,:: _I't!vcliw_ thr_mt area, in. 2,
_Ic ,= c_)nv,_r,'i i on fnct_)r, 32.174 lhll|., ft/lbf-.,;ec
_11 r, lr()t:;I I _q(,]}l)|l _']()WPIlIID, ]|)m/,_il_c
e* = t'il:Zr;iclc'l'ist:ic" Vel()cityp ft/._ec
Nozzle Stagllati()ll ])reSSllrt; wli$; t_Ollllltlti_d ('I'o'II lhl' 51lll'il, t)l'(LqSilrl,
lllCaSllT'od at. tht: start of nozzle, e.olltrai:tiol). 'l'hi; aSSllllll)l'.iim ,i,*; Illaih:
that the expansion from the point (if ineasllremt:llt to tilt, throat takes
place both isentropically and quasi-one dimensionally. The stagnatioll
and static pressures are then related through the isentropic rclat:ion-
ships based on effective contraction ratio.
Effective throat area is computed by correcting the pretest geometric
throat area for boundary layer effects, deviations from one-dimensional
flow,
The effect of chamber heat loss and viscous drag on c* is incorporated
in the proper determination of the displacement thickness of the boundary
layer at the throat. Rocketdyne uses ,an integral momentum, turbulent
boundary layer computation which includes heat transfer from the boundary
layer to the chamber wall. The thickness of the displacement boundary
is a function of the heat trm_sfer due to the distribution of gas density
through the boundary layer caused by temperature gradients. Thus, col
rections for both heat loss and drag are included in the determinat:ion
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